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Badly Defeated in the Regular Meet-

ing-Try to Take Possession of Platform

ac

Seems to be Aliead.

Athens, Tenn., March 26.—There is a
hard struggle going on in the Third Tennessee district between the McKinley and
Reed forces for delegates to the National
convention.
Congressman Foster li. Brown is leading the Reed faction and has established
headquurtors at the Temple Court, Chattanooga, and will organize Reed olubs
throughout the district.
The McKinley men aro being led by
Clay Evans, who is boing indorsed for the
Vice Presidency. Several of the thirteen
counties composing the district have already selected delegations on whioh the
Reed men are in the majority. It is more
than probable that Keed will get eight of
Tennessee’s twenty-four votes at St.
Louis.
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NEW GOODS
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liable to shrink
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spot by damp,
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machine process and retain the
appearance of NEW. This class oi
work can be done at short notice at
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Kid Glove* Cleansed Every
Day.

if. J>re,:)le

dye house,
St. opp Preble House.
Telephone connection

In
»

TABLE
Lot 1.

LINEN.

61

AH

inch

«

Lot 2,

63

Bleached

inch

Linen Table Damask,
choice
patterns, a
quality that regularly sells
at 75c per yard.
Our
price,
yard.
63C

INDISPENSmE

1

FOB BREAKFAST I

70
inch
Bleached
Table Damask, beautiful
in quality and design,
a
quality worth 87 c yard,
our price,
69C yard.

Lot 3.

•

«

WEATHER

all

v
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mm

Linen

Bleached Table Damask, a quality well worth
65c yard, our price
50C yard.
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Boston, Maroh 26.—
Looal forecast for £ riday, probably rain or
snow
in the early

morning,

followed

by

much
fair,
cooler;
high westerly winds.

Washington, March
26.—Forecast for Friday for New England:

Clearing in the early
morning; fair, decidedly odder Friday;

high northwesterly winds; westerly gales

uduidiw
uyAiiejya.ru, a spienV
did line at'any price you want,
Our fine qualities at $2.00, 2.50 and
lctuac

3.00 per yard are beautiful
and pattern.

in texture

At the lowest prices, $1.$0, 1.25 and
1.00 you will find a

wearing quality to
our linens that is the best
possible reason why you should
them.
buy
NAPKINS in the different sizes
and in

a

multitude of

and

patterns

qualities, $12.00 dozen down.

on

the coast.
Local Weather

Portland,

Marsh

Report.

26.

—

weather bureau offioe records

looal

The
to

as

the

Weather are the following;
8 a. m.—Barometer. 29.786; thormometer,

88.6; dew
point, 88;
humidity, 100;
wind, SW ; velooity, 15; weather, oloudy.
8 p. m.—Barometer, 29.430; thermometer. 43.2; dewpoint, 41; humidity,
92;
wind, S; velooity 10; weather, oloudy.
Mean dally thermometer, 42; maximum thermometer, 60; minimum therwind
mometer, 94; maximum velooity
IS, SW; total preolpitatiun, .0.
Weather Observations.

Agricultural Department Weather,
Bureau for yesterday, Maroh 26, taken at
8 p. m., meridian time, the observations
for eaoh station being given in this order:
The

WOOLEN

Temperature, direotion of the wind, at te

DEPARTMENT.
Our

For

Boys’
Wear.

splendid stock or
WOOLENS for men’s
and boys’ wear should
not be overlooked.

For
Men’s
Wear.

we

made

than

For

ever

were sent to lighten her.
Tugs
thought that she will be floated.

before.

years of
has taught

Business Lons

exPer-

Suits.

us

ience
select

only

the best

Whether
wish to buy
will

do

It is
The
vessel had very little freight and was proceeding slowly. She in not at all injured.

to

styles

and best values.

For
OreSS
Suits.

of the weather:
New
Boston, 52 degrees, S, oloudy;
York, 42 degrees, W, oloudy; Philadelphia, 48 degrees, W, cloudy; Washington,
42 degrees, NW, clear; Albany, 38
degrees, W, oloudy: Buffalo, 22 degrees, N,
snow; Detroit, 38 degrees, NW,
clear;
Chicago, 28 degrees, E, clear- St. Paul,
38 degrees, S, clear: Huron, Dak., 48 degrees, SE, oloudy; Bismarck, 60 degrees,
S, clear; Jacksonville, 68 degrees, NW,

have al-1 partly cloudy.
this
line a
ways
Ih^Torlitom Will Bs Floated.
feature
of
our
particular
Norfolk, Va., March 26.—The steamer
business* We are show- Yorktown, of the Dominion line ran
aground off Sewell’s Paint early this
ing this season a larger morning, during a dense fog, while on
line and for less money her way from Newport News to this city.

Although

may
you
or
not, you

toj

Masonic Honor for

a

Portland

ter of the sovereign oollege of allied Masonic degrees'of the United States,has appointed Josiah H. Drummond, past grand
master of Maine, te the office of grand
ohanoellor of the sovereign oollege, vioe
W. O. English, dooeased. It Is understood
that Col. Hall of U. S. army, who now
holds the office of grand deacon, will be
advanced to the offioe of grand almoner.

Professor Warner’s

Eastman Bros. & Bancroft.
DR.
scientific and

Man,

Richmond, Va., March 25.—Rev. Dr.
Harley Oarmiohael,sovereign grand mas-

the favor
through our stock and
become acquainted. You
will then know just wh ere
No Hope for Sixty Entombed Miners.
to go when
Wellington, N. Z., March 26.—An exready to puroccurred in the Brunner mine
plosion
chase.
Five miners are known
this morning.
been
killed and 60 are entombed,
to have
with j no hope of their being rescued.
us

look

E.

B.

REED

magnetic healer, 113 Free 8t.

comer of Oak street. Portland,
diseases that flesh is heir to.
consultation free. Office hours
12tu 1 d. m. to D. p. m.

Me., treats all
Second sight
from 0. .a m. to

jatldtflp

Schemes.

Springfield, Mass., March'26.—Clarence
Warner, prominent in sooiety and an
ex-profpgsor at the Massachusetts AgriD.

cultural College,is alleged to be a swindHis operations are said to cover a
ler.
period of years and many towns and
cities from Massachusetts to beyond the
Mississippi. His schemes are reported
to be of a gigantio character and involve
several
hundred thousand dollars. He
is now
from justiop, it is
a fugitive

said,

in Washington at a salary
ol' S5U00 a year.
A joint resolution authorizing Bonjamin Harrison to accept certain medals
presented to him by the governments of
his term
as
Brazil and Spain during
President, was taken up and passed.
Mr.
Allen, Populist of Nebraska,
offered tho following:
Kesolved, that
Congress should by appropriate legislation and without further delay, restore
silver to freo aud unlimited coinage at
to
tiie ratio of 16 parts standard silver
one part of gold, and snould, by
approfrom
the
withdraw
legislation
MINISTER TERRELL IS ALSO ON priate
Secretary of the Treasury any power he
may now have to issue bonds or other inTHE WAY TO THIS COUNTRY.
terest bearing obligations of the United
States until the necessity therefor shall
be declared by Congress, and
Congress
should not adjourn until those things
The Sultan Is Said to be Angry With the have been accomplished.
the
tabled for
The resolution was
United States, and the Armenian Kes- present. The legislative, executive and
olutions Were the Cause of It—Mar- judicial appropriation bills were taken up
and all amendments heretofore agreed to
Toyeni Closeted With Secretary Olney in
committee of the whole, except such
Yesterday—tatter Will Give Out No as were specially reserved were agroed to
in bulk. About an hour was consumed
Information.
in discussing the amendment to give « a
on
third
clerk to the Senate committee
2 Boston, March 26.—A Washington deThe amendment was agreed
pensions.
spatch to the Globe says: The Turkish to.
miniser, Mavroyeni Bey, called upon the
Mr. Sherman, Republican
of
Ohio,
Seoretary of State this inorniug and moved to strike out all sections of the
bill in reference to the compensation of
presented his letters.of ;recall. With this
United States district attorneys,
clerks
action diplomatic relations between the and
marshals, putting those officials on a
United States and Turkey are severed salary basis instead of on a basis of fees.
and the Turkish legation in this city will He argued against the proposed ohange.
He said that such complete reorganizabe closed.
tion of the judiciary department ought
Our minister to Turkey, Alexander W. not to be made on an appropriation bill,
Terrell, Is now on the ocean, coming but ought to be carefully considered by
the
committee.
He considered
home, it) being announced sometime ago the judiciary
rates of compensation fixed in the
that he would take a vacation. It is now bill too
He
that
the present
high.
argued
understood; why Mr. Terrell’s departure system of paying those officials by fees,
was far better than paying salaries
to
was aocelierated.
them.
The
severance of diplomatic relations
Mr. Sherman’s motion was supported
UUIUOU kJUUVDi]
tl.uuj
by Senators Hoar, Chandler and Hill, on
is due to the passage of the Armeniau the ground, ohieily that legislation of a
oharaoter should not be placed In
resolutions by Congress some time ago. general
f Kn nv,nuATVnin tinn Kil In
Although it cannot be learned here offiWithout, disposing of Mr. Sherman’s
Mr.
cially that the President has taken any motion, the bill was laid aside.
action on these resolutions, it is known Cullom, who is in charge of it,
giving
notice that he would try to have a final
that the Sultan has considered them as
vote on it tomorrow.
nighly offensive, and, not understanding
The bill for the admission of Arizona
the course pursued by Congress in adopt- as a state was reported and placed on the
ing conourrent resolutions and noticing calendar.
The Senate at 5.20 adjourned.
that the President had not vetoed them,
has considered the incident sufficient to
IN THE HOUSE.
break off diplomatic relations.

Turkish

Minister at

Washington

~

uuu

VUU

DISFIGURING

A millionaire’s

feet

appreciate

Cuticura Soap purifies and beautifies
the skin, scalp, ana hair by restoring to
healthy actiyity the Clogged, Inflamed,
Irritated, Sluggish, or Overworked
Pores.
Bold

throughout tho worlds British depot: F. NtwJ, King Edw«xd-3t.. London. Potter
Cori\, Sole Props., Boston, U. S. JL

*rry & Hons,
Drug It Chum.

Explorer Kennan Dead.
Montclair, N.Y., Maroh 26.—John Kenfather
of
nan,
George Kennan. the
Siberian traveler, died yesterday at the
home of his daughter.
Ho was ninetyFather of

three years old and wan born in WaterA widow and five chilbury, Vermont.
dren survive him.

library building

OBJECT TO HIS CLOTHES.

flexibility
Goodyear
quickly
poorest laborer’s.
Goodyear
Welts

are

through

made without

the insole.

seams

No nails

either.
GOODYEAR SHOE MACH’Y CO. BOSTON

Mr. Heatwole, Republican of Minnesota
offered the following concurrent resolu-

tions,

whioh was referred to the commitbanking and currency:
Whereas, In view of our present inadequate banking and ourreney system, it is
desirable that Congress have the aid of
snob recommendations as a non-partisan
commission of experts might be able to
offer regarding needed changes.
Resolved, That the President is hereby
authorized to appoint nine citizens, eminent in trade,
political economy and
banking, to act with the comptroller of
tho currency as such commission,
and
that said commission be required to reconclusions
aud
recommendations
to
port
tee on

Congress.
By unanimous oonsent

number
of
bills were passed, among them the House
bill authorizing the Gulf, Colorado and
Fe railroad
Santo
to Hcquire
depot
grounds in Davis, Cherokee Nation, Indian Territory.
Mr. Grosvener presented the report of
the committeo on inauguration of
the
Chickamuuga National Park, whioh was
ordered printed.
Consideration of the naval appropriation bill was resumed in the committee
of the whole, three hours being set apart
for debate on the paragraph authorizing
the new warships and torpedo boats.
Mr. Hanley, Republican of
Indiana,
offered an amendment increasing
the
number of sea-going coast line battlefrom
four
to
and
ships
six,
supported the
amendment in a speech of some length,
Mr. Hacjoy quoted from Mr. Boutelle’s
speech, addressed to Mr. Holman, Republican from Indiana, in favor of the
increase of the navy and said that
the
people of the West had heard that appeal
of the gentleman from Maine and were
now ready to respond to it in supporting
the appropriations for building the ships,
lie advocated.
They wore patriotic
enough to recognize the faot that the
to
sea
coast cities of assault from
danger
foreign navies was a matter of concern to
the whole country.
Mr. Johnson, Republican of California,
critioized the naval onmmittce for not going far enough in tbe matter of providHe ading for an increase of tbe navy.
the building of ships,
vocated
that
American oltizens might bo fully
protected wherever they went.
An argument in support of the motion to increase
the number of ships was made
by Mr.
a

uummings, iremoorat or r\ew rorK.

Mr.

Boutelle closer! the debate on the paragraph defending the propositions of the
bill as reported.
The amendment was defeated, ayes 33;
nays 134.
A number of other amendments, one of
which provided for the increase in the
number of torpedo boats to fifty,
were
offered. All were rejected or ruled out.
Tho committee then rose and the bill was
reported to the House and passed exactly
as recommended by
the committee
on
naval affairs.
Mr. Cannon, Republican of
Illinois,
reported from the committee on appropriations the sundry oivil appropriation bill
for the year ending June 30, 1897,
and
gavo notice that he would ask the House
tomorrow to enter upon its consideration.
The House then adjournod.
Inspector Kerschener Dismissed,

Washington,

CENTS.

A. P. A.

Opposition to Marquette
Statue Explained.

FAILS.

HOLYOKE PAPER COMPANY

No Connection Between This Failure
That of the Albion

Summoned Home.
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Thinks McKinley Hasn’t Any Bure Thing.
St. Paul, March 26.—Tho Minnesota
ganized By Themselves—Reed and Allileaguo of Republican clubs met here yesson Delegates Chosen.
terday with an attendance of over eight
hundred
representatives.
The
body
Austin, Texas, Marok 36.—The Repu hadopted resolutions pledging its fealty
lioan convention did not meet yesterday and loyal support of the
the
of
principles
till one o’clock, when the committee were Republican party and pledged its united
announoed and adjournment was had un- efforts to secure the eleotion of the candidates nominated by the Republican contil seven o’clock.
vention. Eli S. Warner was elected presiAt that hour the committee on creden- dent and C. L. Smith of Minneapolis,
tials not being ready to report, the
con- secretary.
An evening meeting was held, whioh
vention adjourned until this morning.
was addressed by Frank F.
of
Davis
Chairman Cuney in selecting the comMinneapolis and the president of the
mittee wholly ignored the MoKinley men National league, Gen. Edwin A.
MoIn an
interview
and placed William H. McDowell, state Alpin of New York.
Gen. McAlpin spoke in favor of Levi P.
manager for Reed, at the head of the Morton for President and said he
saw
committee on credentials. His action has nothing in the returns so far to indicate
given new life to the Reed element and that MoKinley would certainly be nomiin the afternoon the Cuney combino made nated at St. Louis.
up the following slate as delegates to the
TRANSFERRED TO THE HOUSE.
national convention,
D. B. Ferguson,
Wright Cuney, William M. Makemson
and A. T. Terrell. The two latter are The Cuban War Will Be Fought Out In the
white and both originally Reed men.{The
Lower Branch of Congress.
two first are colored and are for Allison.
to
last
the
evening
Up
Cuney oombine
had been willing to acoede to the election
Washington, March 26.—The conferees
oi Uhalrmau Grant ot the state executive on the
Cuban resolutions, after a short
committee, a McKinley man, but a session this
alternoon, agreed to the resocaucus of MoKiuley men
It
is
called,
said, to discuss the advisability of cutting lutions as they orginally passed the Senloose from the black and rau wing and ate.
This shuts out all further debate in
holding an exclusive white convention, the Senate, where there was evidence o! a
determined the fate of Grant and he was
of antagonism, that the oommittee
dropped from the list of delegates and the spirit
McKinleyites, who Tuesday morning, believed would be exercisod to the ultibelieved they would carry the convention mate defeat of any and all resolutions.
with a whoop, are eutirely left out.
The House, it is believed, will agree to
The convention reassembled at ton this
The faot that the Turkish government
morning. Tho credentials committee not the report without delay.
has not only
recalled the minister, but
In
as
thus agreed to the
being ready to report, tits convention adresoluform
journed until 1.15. When the convention tions are:
also the secretary of legation, shows that
reassembled at 1.30,
the committee on
Resolved, by the Senate, the House of the Sultan intends to completely sever
credentials reported the throwing out of
Representatives conourring therein, that, intercourse between the two countries.
McKinley proxies in forty or fifty in
the opinion of Congress a condition of The Turkish
counties.
minister was one of the first
governBoth delegations from Grayson county public war exists between the
ment
of Spain and the government pro- to arrive at the State Department this
were seated, each given a half vote.
The
and for some time maintained morning, being there by 10 o’clock, and
minority report of the McKinley faction claimed,
force of arms by the people of Cuba; after
n few
was ruled out of order
waiting
minutes, was
by Chairman by
and
that the United States of America
ushered
Cuney, because it was not prepared in should
into the diplomatic reception
maintain
strict
between
neutrality
the committee room. Webster Flunnigan,
where
room,
Seoretary Olney awaited
amid a terrific uproar offered a substitute the contending powers, according to eaoh him.
all the rights of belligerents in the ports
for the minority report.
He was ruled
The interview did not last more than
out of order.
The convention at two was and territory of the United States.
10 minutes,
and when it was over the
Resolved further, that friendly offices
in great
confusion over the
minister left the department and returned
previous of the United States should
be
offered
by
at onoe
question on the adoption of a majority the President to the
to the
He positively
Spanish government, refused to talk onlegation.
report.
the subject.
for the
of the independence
Finally amid great confusion the ma- of Cuba.recognition
jority report was agreed to, but the elecAnother Way ot Putting It.
The action of the five oonferees was
tiou of delegates to the tit. Louis convenunanimous.
Senator
of
MassachuMarch 26.—Mavroyeni Bey
Lodge
Washington,
was
tion
Chairman
proceeded with.
the sixth member of the oommlttee, who, since 1887, has been Turkish minCuney announced himself and Ferguson, setts, absent. Mr.
Hitt,
chairman
of
ister
the
to
the
United States,but who is now
colored, Allison men, and Makeson and being
House
committee, will at reoalled acoording to reports) from ConTerrell, white, Reed meD, was elected. the Histforeign affairscall
opportunity
up the oanfer- stantinople, was closeted: with Seoretary
The announcement caused tho wildest
enoe report in the House and ask its conOlney.for a considerable time this mornexoitement.
The McKinley men atsideration. It will probably be followed ing.
Seoretary Olney deolines to give
tempted to capture the platform. A row
some debate, and it
is
not
by
doubted
any information either affirming or defollowed, in which Webb Fiannagan was that it will be
the
adopted.
nying
reported recall of the Turkish
struck on the head and knooked down.
minister. Mavroyeni Bey states that he
Tho row was finally
without
quelled
is
personally unaware of any intention
further serious results.
To the Memory of Gen. Casey,
on the part of his government to recall
The regular convention was, amid great
him.
Mr. Terrell, United States minister
March
28.—The
Washington,
Secretary
uproar, declared adjourned sine die.
The McKinleyites then took possession of War today issued general orders in re- to Turkey has been anxious to obtain a
of the hall.
They organized with 613 gard to the death of Brigadlor General leave of absence for some time, but the
delegates of whom over one-third were Casey, in which he said: “His absolute threatening state of the Armenian situathorough devotion to public tion has made the granting of his request
colored. A negro was elected ohairman, honesty,
and the meeting was harmonious.
A duty, and rugged foroe of oharaoter, won difficult heretofore. Should the situation
less oritical, it is possible that
sound money and protection platform for him the supreme oonfidenoe of the become
Mr. Terroll may be granted a leave of abwas adopted.
The following McKinley country.”
As
a
mark
of
and
it h£ regarded not unlikelv
to
his
sence,
respeot
memory
delegates to the National convention were
of engineers will wear the that Mavroyeni Bey may be give a release
eieoted: Frank Hamlin and R. F. Smith the corps
usual badge of mourning 30 days. The from his
official duties in
Washington
(oolored), Dr. W. Davis and Chairman funeral
services over the remains of Gen.
at the same time with an opportunity of
John Grant of the state executive comwill
be
hold
at
bis
here
residence
Casey
visiting
Turkey.
mittee. The convention adjourned sine
die.
Eaoh
convention seleoted
two tomorrow, unless the family desire postponement.
[PASSED AS liEPOBTED.
eleotors at large.
The
interment will be at his country
at
Rhode
It
Island.
Is
piace
probable
REED FORCES CONSULT.
that the troops fro m Fort Adams, Rhode The Naval
Appropriation Bill Before
will take part in the final cereIsland,
Mr. Manley Says the Result Was Very
the House.
mony.
Encouragiug,
Grants to Railroads.
Washington, March 36.—Joseph Manley
Washington, Maroh 26—Secretary Hoke Many Amendments Offered but Noue Caryesterday had a lengthy consultation Smith has approved the grants of lauds
ried—Senate Chooses a Successor to the
with prominent friends of Reed in Sena- to railroads, embracing
hundreds
of
!Late Gen. Casey.
tor Aldrieh’s committee room at
the thousands of acres. They are: Northern
Paoifio railroad, 687,647
acres in
BisWnaVilnrvfnn
Mnnnk Oil
Tn 1.1_o_
Capitol, the latter with Senators Proctor.
maron, is. u. ranu aistnct; iNorthern
Elkins and others being present.
The Paoific railroad, 2,824 aores in Washing- today, Mr. Morrill reported
from
the
Northern Pacific
conference was to determine just how the ton State;
railroad, library oommittee a joint resolution to
acres
in
Northern fill the
Montana;
anti-MoKinley fight stood and to scruti- 608,452
vacanoy oaused by the death, yesPaciflo railroad, 41,21 acres
in Idaho;
of Gen. Casey, in oharge of
nize the McKinley figures.
the
Southern Pacific railroad. 8354
aores in terday
It was claimed that delegates have been California; Central Pacific railroad, 5147 construction of the now library building
counted for the Ohio man that have not acres in California; New Orleans Pacific, in Washington by
the appointment of
1349 aores in New Orleans land district.
Bernard K. Green at $5000 a year.
yet been eleoted and that others already
Ho
Immigration to Increase.
elected have been counted In the MoKinspoke of Mr. Green’s great skill and fitMaroh
26.—Colonel Stump ness for the work and mentioned that he
Mr. ManWashington,
ley column without warrant.
ley says the result of the consultation of the treasury immigration bureau, saye had been Gen.
Casey’s assistant in buildthat the tide of immigration has
was encouraging for the'Reed forces.
again
begun to flow from
Europe to this ing the Washington monument, the state,
Immi- war and navy department
HARRISON COMING AROUND.
country in considerable volume.
building and
slacked up during the
winter the new library building.
Intimates That He Might Be ''Drafted” gration
months, but the prospeots now are that
Mr. Hale of Maine advocated the resoAs a Presidental Candidate.
the number of immigrants,
that will lution. He lauded the
“singularly excome this spring will equal, if not exoeed
cellence of oapacity, untiring
Indianapolis, Ind., Maroh 26.—One of the number
energy and
in previous years.
great Integrity,” of General Casev, and
the most influential politicians in Indisaid that It wag a matter of
Death of Hyppolyt. Confirmed.
great conana and a devoted friend of General Hargratulation that he should have so good
Washnigton, March
Olnej a successor.
rison, today said that a letter had been ;this morning received 26—Secretary
a oabiegraro from
Mr. Hill inquired why the oharge of
written to the General reoently by lead- United States Minister Henry M. Smith,
tbe work should not phss into the hands
at
would
Port-au-Prinoe, Hayti, confirming the of General
ing Republicans, asking him If he
Casey’s army successors.
death of President Hippolyto.
Mr. Wolcott appealed to
acoept, in case the St. Louis convention
Mr. Hill to
Labor Commission Proposed.
withdraw ail opposition to the resolution.
nominated him. In reply Mr. Harrison
After further discussion Mr. Hill said
is said to have remarked! “Being draftWashington, March 26.—A bill war that he would not insist
upon his objeced
and volunteering aro two different favorably reported to the Senate today tion, although it struck him
that it was
from the committee on eduoation
and not
to legislate a man into offioe
proper
labor, to establish a commission on labor, by name, even before
tbe burial of
the
agriculture and capital, for the purpose
of investigating those questions and re- distinguished general.
A.fter a long discussion the
Senate
commending such legislation to Congress
passed the joint resolution appointing
as may be necessary.
Bernard R Green to fill the
vacancy
caused by tbe death of General
Silver Dollars Still Being Made.
Casey in
charge of tbe construction of the new
Washington, Maroh 26.—The mints are
coining silver dollars at the rato of 1,500,000 per month, from the sliver
bullion
purchased under the act of July 14, 1890,
on hand.
Of the number of silver dollars
now being coined, 1,031,376 will be held
for redemption of the treasury notes being the cost of the bullion contained in
the 1,600,000 sliver dollars at the average
cost of the silver bullion purchased under
the aot of July 14, 1890.
The remainder will
the
$468,675 dollars will be paid into the
treasury as profits on the coinage of sliver and
of
comfort
bullion and against which silver certificates can be issued, and used in the payas the
as
Welt
Shoes
ment of any expenses of the government.
By Force—Failing in That Met and Or-

*

MORNING, MARCH

PRESS.
and

Company.

Mass., March 26.—The Smith

Holyoke,

Wilson & Sear3 Paper Company o£ this
city, has found itself hopelessly involved
liabilities and small assets,
with largo
and has called a meeting of creditors for

Monday.

reacliod late

This decision was

Wednesday night, and a brief notice of
THE GARB OF THE JESUIT CAUSED the afiairsjwas propared for.the’creditors.
It simply states the fact of the embarrassALL THE TROUBLE.
ment and
gives the time for the meeting at which a statement of the affairs
would be made. The liabilities
Judge Stevens Tells the Frets Corres-

So

pondent

In

Meet-

Washington—Secret

ing of the Order in That City—Claims

are

about

$100,000 and the assets are only a small
part of this amount. They consist of a
four story mill building with maohinery

amount of manufactured
small
and small bills receivable. The
Every State.
debts are notes held by banks and for paper and supplies bought for the mill. The
(SPECIAL TO THE PRESS.]
notes are held by the National and MeWashington, March 26.—This week the chanic savings banks, both of Holyoke.
endorsement
advisory board of the American Protec- The former is secured by theMerrick Lumof the stockholders of the
tive Association has been bolding a secret
bar Company,and the Mechanio Savings
Not even the plaoe bank is* secured by a mortgage in the
meeting in this oity.
of the meeting has been known to
buildings of the company,
the lands and
also
by indorsement. These notes
public. The session will convene again and
n
make
large share of the indebtedness.
Monday in New York.
The failure is attributed to bad business
The chief business of the committee methods and the hard times. There is
connection between the failure and
was the discussion of a oandidate for the no
that of tho Albion Company.
The publlo reoord of every
presidency.
man \vhose name has been mentioned by WHO ADMINISTERED THE POISON?
any of the parties was taken under advisement.
Every vote he has oast on MyBterious Death of Man and Wife in
and

a

of Power in Nearly

product,

public questions and tbe sentiments of
almost every speech he has made,
were

New

To Have Balance

taken into consideration.
not finished last night,

This work was
but will
be

finished at the meeting in New York.
Somet.himr likh n nnmnln+.n hiotHrir

York—Daughter Suspected of
Killing Them.

Port Jarvis, N. Y,. March 26.—Jacob
an Erie railroad engineer, aged
58, and Francis Snyder, his wife, aged 47,
the
lie dead at their home hereTlfrom
effect of what is believed to be arsenical

Savder,
nf

each aspirant for the presidential
nomination will be prepared.
It will then be
6ent to the members of the order through- poisoning. Jacob died Tuesday evening,
out the United States, for the purpose of and his wife this morning.
Suspicion is
guiding them in casting their vote. The centered upon their married daughter
committee received reports from all the Mrs. Martha Whittaker, whose
erratic
state
councils, and these reports, it is conduct it is said, led to her separation

said, expressed an eagerness to enter from her husband some years ago, and
national cam- who has sinoe lived at her parents’ house.
actively into state and
paigns this year. The strength of the or- The ground of the suspicion against the
alleged bad reputation
der in every congressional distriot
was daughter is the
she always has borne.
ascertained and the alaim was madn by
The motive attributed was the desire to
members that every
A. P. A. would secure $3000 insurance money on
her
stand to
parents' lives, which would be inherited
by her on their death. It is said tlias she
was making preparations to marry a man
WHATEVER POLITICAL ACTION
in Seattle, Washington, and the procurwas decided on by the committee.
A re- ing of this insurance money was a neoesof her|plans. The excitement atwith sary part
porter this morning had a talk
tending the case was greatly intensified
Judge J. H. D. Stevens, of Missouri this afternoon by the report that Martha
chairman of the executive committee and
probably the most prominent member of
the A. P. A. in the city.
He will be one of the leading lights at

exhibited
and had
Whittaker was ill
The doctors
symptoms of poisoning.
summoned admitted that, the symptoms
This evening she
indicated poisoning.
was removed to the village hospital.

the meeting of the Supreme Uounoil to
be held Here in May.
“We wero not
here,” said Judge
Stevens, “lor the purpose of making or
unmaking candidates for office, but it is
the duty of the executive committee to

Jeffersonville, Ind., March 26. —Charles
Scanncll, who was found murdered on

the
convey to the members of the order,
exact position of the prospective
candidates for President of the United States,
together with their attitude in the past
towards the principles advocated by us.”
How do you expect to arrive at
a
man’s position, and give it to the members in a fair manner?” was asked.

“By his public reoord, and I will say
here and now with all the emphasis I can
command, that any man who will indorse the principles of our order,
and
who is toadying to foreignism, cannot be
elacted President in the coming
camThat is
paign.
question, and the

settled beyond
any
candidate who has any
doubt about it, might as well prepare to
stay at home.”
“How many Btates are there in which

A Murdered Man Identified.

the hanks of the river several weeks ago,
has been positively identified as Michael
O’Kief of New York oity.
O’Kief was for years an official of the
Western Union telegraph company, representing them In South America. His
father is also an official of the company.
Tbo police think he was murdered for liia
money.
Unknown Man Killer in

a

Fire.

Ansonia, Conn., March 26.—Fire broke
out about 3.30 this morning in Germania
hall and resulted in the death of a man,
name
not
known, who was killed in
The Gerju uipiiig from the building.
suffered a loss of $300;
man Ulk club
Pickhardt, saloon keeper, $1000 and the
German hall
$1000; all inoompany,
sured. The fire is supposed to have originated from a gas jet in a cloak room.
Athletics at Worcester.

Worcester, Maroh 26.—The St. Paul’s
club held
handicap
Lyceum Athletic
Frank H. Bigelow of
games tonight.
Harvard, equalled his own world's record
the order claims to hold the balance of of 4 3-5 seconds in a forty yard dash, but
could not win from the handionpper. Tba
power?”
A. C. relay team ran the
Worcester
“My dear sir,” Judge Stevens replied, fastest three lap race over run, making 3
minuteB 11 4-5 seconds for six-sevenths of
“we hold the
a mile, the world’s record.
BALANCE OF PQW ER ,,
Slllinnic' luorAfiicf ffuvonirti*

in nearly every state In the

Union,

and

are constantly growing,
lhe demands
for organization are suoh that they canWe cannot organize all
not be supplied.
the councils that are ready.
There will
be 4,000,000 members of the order before

we

the November elections.”
When asked about the fight of the order
on the Marquette statue, Judge Stevens
said : “The people have a mistaken idea
about our

position

on

the

placing of

Marquette statue in Statuary hall.

recognize

the

strvioes

rendered

the
We
the

country by Father Marquette as an explorer, and as a citizen, and we are willing that history shall give him the credit
he is entitled to, but what we do object
to is the plaoing beside the statue of the
immortal Lincoln,the statue of a man attired in the garb of a Josuit, with the
heads and cross attached.”
“If he bad been attired in the garb of a

(1 Champaign,

Ills.,

March

26.—Tha

Champaign county grand jury today iudioted'Gov. Altgeld and the entire board
of trustees of tho University of Illinois,
for not complying with the state law res
quiring that the Amerioan flag be displayed over the state university Duildiug.
Porter

Boys

on

Trial.

Brattleboro, Vt., Maroh 26.—The trial
of one of the Porter boys for placing

obstacles on the Boston and Maine track
at Brattleboro, begun today, before a
jury. It is believed that the Porters will
One of the trio is said to
lie convicted.
have turned state’s evidence, incriminating the other two brothers.
The assignment of G. H. Goodwin &
Co., of Baverhill, was announced yesterday. The assignee states that the liabilities of the shoe business was about $2S,The outside debts are
noo.
he cannot say how much.

much

more,

Maroh 26.—After holding
oltizen, like Linooln, there would have
it back for more than a week. Secretary
We are willing
to
Herbert made public today the endorse- been no objection.
ment of President Cleveland in the case admit all that the donors of the statue
of Medioal Inspector Edward Kerschener, have said about Father
Marquette’s serdismissed from the navy
March 19, on
but it .must be for his services as n
conviotion of “violation of a lawful regu- vices,
lation issued by the
secretary of the citizen and not as a Josuit, tbat his
No higher honoj
Navy,” and of soandalous oonduot tend- memory is honored.
ing to the destruction of good morals. must be conferred upon Marquette than
The oharges involved perjury.
A oourt
He is there in
plain
martial sentenced the medical inspeotor upon Linooln.
clothes. It is a step in the wrong directo dismissal.
Secretary Herbert many months ago tion for Congress, in any form, to atthe ease to the President
sent
with
to reooguize any religion.
The
recommendation
that the sentence be tempt
confirmed, but the President did not act Constitution forbids this by letter and
until March 17. Seoretary Herbert March spirit.”
19 appended the following: “Medioal Inspeotor Edward Kerschener, *U. S. N.,
HAVEN’T THE TIME.
accordingly ceases to be an officer of tho
United States navy from the date of this
order.
Congressional Committee on Rivers ant
Valuable Evide nee Discovered,
Harbors Unable to Visit Portland.

Washington, Maroh 26. —Valuable ooroberative evidenoe of
Venezuela’s case,
now before the boundary commission, lias
boon discovered In the arohieves of the
bureau of Amerloan republics, entitled a
“General map of South America, drawn
from tho bast surveys, by J, Russell,
Loudon, 1794.”
This map, whioh is particularly full of
details and more aoourate than contemporary charts of the same locality, gives the
Essequibo as the definite boundary between Dutch and Spanish possessions. Its
English source before Great Britain had
secured any possessions in South Amerioa
gave it considerable importance.

[SPECIAL

Washington,

TO THE

Maicli

PRESS.]

26.—Today,

at

the

request of Mayor Baxter, Speaker Reed
Invited, the river and harbor committee
of the House to extend their trip in New
England as far as Portland. But the
that they had only
committee replied
invitation to Boston and
would not have time to go further. They
salel that
they had already declined in-

acoepted

an

vitations from Providence and Fall River.

A

Absolutely
of tartar
©ream

Pure>
baking powder.

of all in leavening strength
Goverjunent
States
United
—Latest
Food Report.

Highest

Royal Baking

Powder Co.
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OLD ORCHARD THREATENED.

MAY GET FIFTEEN PER CENT.

DEEBIKG BOARD OF TRADE.

What There Is I-eft to Itfaine Shareholders

A Place of Prayer, Rather Than

a

ExAugusta,
aminer F. E. Timberlake is exceedingly
busy with the affairs of the Granite State
March 26.—State

Or. Simpson’s Groat Meeting May Crowd
All

the

Attractions,

Other

Make Old Orchard

and

Simply the Summer

Home of the Christian

Alliance Move-

ment.

[SPECIAL TO THE PBESS.]
Old Orchard, March 2B—There Is a real
danger threatening Old Orchard, and
some people seriously fear that a total
change in the character of the place is at

Bank

Provident Association. There are numerapplications for the reoeivership as it

ous

will be a very renumerative position.
It
Is a question whether it will be better to
hold on to what assets there are in Maine
and distribute them among creditors in
the state, or pool in with
the other

twenty-nine states. In any case the fund,
$67,787, in the state treasury can be kept
in the state.
The association has in

hand. They fear that Dr. Simpson, and
his co-laborers in tho work he has undertaken, may, if not this season, then very

3,464 shareholders, about 15,921 shares of

Orchard little more
soon, make Old
than an international summer home of
the Christian Alliance people, and tho
summer headquarters of the moveme nt.
When Dr. Simpson held his first convention here, he and it
attracted
but

dues, $400, U00.

little attention, but year aiter year his
conventions were held, each larger than
the others, until last year his movement
overflowed the campground and the cottages and was felt at the beaoh itself. It
is hardly necessary to say that the presence of a crowd of the supporters
of Dr.

Maine

about

the common stock of that association and
they have a standing to their oredit on
the books of the association as
oapital
It is estimated that the
shareholders in Maine have paid the association at least $600,000, the $200,000 that
has not appeared in previous statements
of the amount due shareholders in Maine,

being the portion of their payments that
has been taken for expenses.
The number of loans within the state,
made by the association is 361, and the
of the same $314,200, of
which
$174,130 has been sold to third parties and
are first loan
mortupon the property
gaged, and must be paid in full to the
amount

is not calculated to make the
season at any hotel a social success.
This year the dootor promises to take holders.
This leaves about $140,000 due
the place by itorm. The Methodist campthe association on loans to Maine sharemeeting is a thing of the past, and if he
deduoted
feels like doing so Dr. Simpson cun hold holders from which must be
tho fort here for two weeks longer than such payments as they made to the assohe did last year, and with the Christian ciation on thoir
stock.
Union just before, and the great SalvaIt doos not look, taking the expenses of
tion army rally to come when he leaves
the campmeeting element will be in evidence to a degree never known before in creditors would got but a less than 15
per
the history of this place.
cent of their assets.
The movement is international
in its
cbaruoter, and the meetings will be like
the movement. Hundreds came here last
FIRE FIEND IN BIDDEFORD.
year to be healed, and
thousands, it is Attempt Made to Burn a Wooden
Building
oum, nui vuuio inio

Simpson,

jcai.

The Dr. Simpson movement may therein Til at City.
fore very possibly be in evidence to such
Maroh 26.—An
a degree as to make Old
Biddeford,
Orchard simply
attempt
a great
campmoeting. It is said that was made last night to set fire to the
Rev. Stephen Merritt aud Rev. Walter wooden block on Main
street, owned by
Russell, are likely to attend iu a large the Biddeford
The fire
havings bank.
degree to the work of taking the oamp
meetings to the beach/ In other words started in the club room over the Donthat a series of beroh meetings
will he nell Clothing Company’s store. A box of
held daily, iu
addition
to tlioso
to be excelsior and two bottles of kerosene
were
held in the grove and at the chapel, and
the wild waves may be saying next sum- used. The fire was discovered in the nick
mer “Get out of here unless you want to of time and extinguished without
giving
attend a constant campmeeting service.” an alarm. The
matter will be investiFrom the standpoint of those who want
to see this a reul watering place, and a gated.
A Mystery Explained.
social success the situation is rather serious.
Bangor, March 26.—Last November
George Otr of Stillwater, who was abGut
LIGHTSHIP NO. 66.
,

Launching;

of

Government. Craft at Bath

a

Yesterday.

Bath, March 28.—Lightship No. 66 was
launched at the Bath Iron Works at 9.46
this forenoon in the
presence of 3000
spectators.
The new lightship is a composite ship,
built extremely strong with steel frame
and
Georgia pine planking outside of
which is white oak sheathing and metal

shields.
She is 112 feet long on the water lino,
23 feet 3 inches beam, and has 13 feet
She will
be stationed
depth of head.
at Nantucket Now South Shoal off
Capo
Cod, Mass.
A banquet was given at the Bath Iron
Works

this

noon

to the guests at the

launching of the lightship. Among the
guests present were U. S. Commander
Geo.
F.
Wild.
naval secretary of the
lighthouse board; Commander A. F.

Snow,inspector

third

lighthouse district;

Commander Green, inspeotor second
lighthouse district; CommanderWingate,
inspector of first lighthouse district;
St. Claire Stewart of the U. S. Standard
Association; Messrs.Poilister and Merrit,
steamboat inspectors of the first district;
Kleetrician Gregg of the lighthouse board,
and Geo. Peck.

HARD BLOW TO MACHIASA Fire Which Would Have Made
in

a

Much

a

Hole

Larger Town.

Macbias,March

26.—Fire broke out from
unknown
cause at 1
o'clock this
in the Yose block on the east
morning
side
of Centre street,
destroying the
an

and burning out seven stores
building
and offices.
The
loss on the building is $130,000;
insurance $75,000.
Bowker’s
new block was damaged
$1,000; insured. The old Boynton house
was damaged $1500; insured
$1000, aud !
tile old
Kelley bouse $1500; insurance
$600.
The other losses were; Harwood Lodge,
$3500; insurance $1500. Delta Lodge, $600;
insurance $300.
Deering Council, $500;
insurance $200.
Curtis Kane & Co.,
$13,000 insurance $7000. Athalana Stylos,
$4000; insurance $2000. Dr. Hatchelder,
$300; no insurance. Willis H.Allen, $7000;
insurance

S4mn

thu

building
buildings were

The

fsd.el

in,,

is

about $40,000.
threatened.

..

Other

The government block, custom house
and
post office were slightly damaged
by heat.
Six Men Fell

Forty Feet.

Eastport, March 26—By

the falling of a
staging at the Broad Cove Packing company’s factory, today, Judson Stark and
six others were precipitated to the beach,
forty feet. Clark suffer ed a fracture of
the left arm at the wrist.
were more or loss bruised.
New

The

others

Bridge at Jay,

Livermore Falls, March 26.—Wednesday
the town of Jay awarded the contracts
for two steel bridges 80 and 135 feet eaoh
across the
Androscoggin river to replace
the old ones carried away
by the freshet.
Funeral of J. J. Parlin.

Skowhegan, March 26.—A committee
and several of the members of
Somerset
bar attended the funeral services of J. J.
Parlin, Esq., at North Anson,
afternoon.

Thursday

Burglary at Winslow.
Waterville, March 26.—The house of
alter Reynolds of Winslow was entered
Wednesday night and his coat and a
small sum of money taken from the chair
in his room. The thief broke in
through
a window in the
dining room.
For

Effected

OF

Fights Have

W'ith Fatal

A TIARA FOR MME. NORDICA.

BATTLESBeen

Waged

Results.

The Splendid Gift of tlie Great Singer’s

Last Evening.

Pleasure Resort.

Out

REPORTS

More Fierce

Preliminary! Organization

of Granite State Provident.

SPANISH

Mayor of Ellsworth.

Ellsworth, March 26.—Henry E. Davis,
this afternoon was nominated as Citizens’
candidate
for Major
at the
special
election April 6. The Populist
candidate,
previously nominated, is Robert Gerry.

Much

Enthusiasm Manifested

sentative Citizens

Who

by Repre-

Attended—Or-

Havana, Maroh 30.—A combination of
rebel bands, taking advantage of the fact
that only a small force of Spanish

troops

stationed in the city of Santa Clara,
marohed upon that place last night and
day—Other News Items.
centre of the town,
penetrated to the
whore they made an attempt to capture
At
the meeting in City hall last
■
evethe arsenal.
Gen. Hazan in command of
ning to organizo a Board, of Trade,
a
the troops in the city accompanied only
very large gathering of
representative
citizens were present.
staff, personally inspected the
The meeting was by his
points of danger and disposed of the
called to order by Mayor Mitchell.
Hon. John E. Sawyer was ohosen chair- garrison so as to save tho city. The rebel
man and Arthur W. Pierce secretary.
leader, Loonzio Vidal, was killed In front
of the arsenal opposite the plaza and his
Judge Elder presented the following:
body remained on tho ground exposed to
Resolved, That it is for the host interest public viuw this morning for several
of the city of Hearing that a Beard
of hours. The total loss as the result of the
Trade he organized, and that one he es- tight Is not known.
tablished.
The Spanish column under Col.Segura,
Judge Hopkins was the first speaker, has captured a large insurgent camp at
and his remarks set forth the great ad- Siguanea in the province of Santa Clara.
He reported that the capture of the rebel
Ho ex- stronghold was
vantage of an organized body.
accomplished only after
pressed himself very muoh in favor of the several engagements were fought, resultproposed organization and hoped to see it ing in the killing of fourteen of tho
ueniy, and wounding a large number.
perfected.
Col. Segura destroyed the camp,
and
The remarks of the next speaker, Mr. captured the rebel
hospital which conJosoph H. Hutchins, favored the speedy tained 135 wounded insurgents, among
them being the rebel leader Rego.
A
organization of the prop osed board.
large quantity of medicine and a number
Mr. I. L. Eider mentioned the many of documents
were also captured.
The plantation on whioh tho camp was
advantages of Beerlug as a city of resithe valley
dences and hoped that by the exertions of situated was desolated, and
which the insurgents believed to be imthe new board many industries might be
pregnable is oooupied by the government
induoed to locate in the oity.
troops.
Col. Pavia reports having had an enHou. Wm. W. Merrill, a member of
of live hours duration with the
gagement
the Portland Board of Trade, expressed
rebel leader Laofret,
at the head of one
his interest in the inovo as proposed, but
thousand men in which tho
rebels lost
must
not
be
dissatisfied
pedplo
with thirteen killed and many wounded. The
had
one
soldier
woundou
the work of such a board, as the general Spanish
Two prisoners who were condemned to
public expect too much.
death for the crime of rebellion against
■T. G. Harris spoke of his experienco as tlie
government were shot in the Cabanas
a member of the
Bath and
Westbrook fortress this morning.
boards and the

excellent

It Contains 333 Diamonds Hanging in Size
from 1-3 of

was

results accomTROOPS

JN. Keou and W.
H.
Esq., favored the movement.
At this point the resolution
Mr. J.

Motley,

presented
the meeting was

the
beginning of
unanimously adopted.
Chairman Sawyer appointed the following as a committee on constitution, and
I.
L.
by-laws:
Elder, Joseph H.
Hutohins, William W. Merrill, John J.
Frye, Charles A. Cushing, Arthur W.
Pierce and George C. Hopkins.
Suggestions were made in regard to the
mode of ooinpletiug tbo organization by
T. J. Harris,
E. H. Hanson,
Judge
Elder, Mayor Mitchell, W. H. Motley and
at

A. P. Hill.

A recess of fifteen minutes
taken to give the committee a chance
to confer.
Judge Elder reported that the committee must have time to consider the matter
was

seventesta years of age, suddenly disappeared and, notwithstanding a thorough
search was made, no trace of him could
be fouud. Bis mo .her said he had left and asked that the meeting adjourn to
heme before, and no doubt had gone into next Iriday night.
Heforo the meeting
the woods.
was over however the
organization was
Tuesday John McNamara and Jesse made permanent until the board had

The
er

SUSTAINED NO LOSS.
Spanish General Tell, of an Lncount-

where Lot. of Rebel. Were

None

on

Hi.

Havana,
tbn

Via

Killed,

Side,

March 26.—Gen. Ruiz

Im/V

but

nn

an/immi/iM

mUL

reports

OCA_I

a place half a league from San :
Felipe,
province of Havana. The rebel loss, he
states, was 21 killed, several wounded.
The troops sustained no Iobs.

at

A train has arrived here bringing sixtythree soldiers, wounded in reoent enoounter in the province of Pinar Del Rio
It
is officially reported that CoLEohavaresia
has oapturod the insurgent camps near
Pazo Real, and that the rebels lost 50
killed. The troops destroyed goods valued
at $200,000.
Capt. General Weyler has ordered all
political prisoners detained
by Gen.
Paudo in Santa Clara, except three, to
be liberated
on
necount of lack of evidence against them. Elbert Rappo!?e, the
correspondent of the New York Mail and
Express, sailed for New York today on
the steamer Yucatan, in obedience to the
order issued by Gen. Weyler.
The Porte Didn’t Protest.

a

Carat to 11-2

Carats -The

Settings Platinum of Beautiful Workmanship—Now

on

Exhibition

at

Tif-

'fany’s,

iu

pation

by it.

pills
25*.
druggist’s

|

SCHOOLS-

MISCELLANEOUS.|

MISCELLANEOUS.

Important Ciroulars Sent Out From tiro
Educational

Department.

Superintendent of Schools Stetson w'll
send out, April 1, two ciroulars whioh
will he read with pleasure by the educational people of the state.
They are as
follows:
A careful perusal of the following decisions wilt, iu many
coses, provent
errors
school officers from committing
and will render unnecessary much of the
this
with
departpresent correspondence

diamond tiara whiah is to
to Mme. Nordlca by her adment
mirers among the box and seat holders of
The following expenses, only, may be
the Metropolitan Opera House was put paid from the Common School Fund, viz:
1. —Teachers’ wages anil board.
on exhibition at Tiffany’s yesterday.
It
2. —Janitors’ services.
is shown by itself in a tail Fquare glass
3. —Transporting scholars to and from
case which stands r.t the back of the store school when ordered by superintending
school
committee.
on the Fifteenth street side.
The coronet
4. —Fuel.
oontains 233 diamonds which range in
5. —Necessary apparatus and appliances
size from 1 1-3 carets to 1-8 of a caret. (not text-books) for the use of schools.
Money raised for the support of common schools cannot he used for the maintenance of free high sohools.
The expense of sohnol superintendents,
of text-books, repairs, insurance,
etc.,
eot., must bo paid from other sources
than the Common School Fund.
Towns can draw from the state In aid
the
of Free High schools, one-half of
sum
actually exponded for teachers’
in
wages and board, not to oxoeed 1250
any one year.
Attention is called to the
following
sections in the school laws of Maine, and
to the penalty attaching to towns for not
expending their school fund:
Seotion 6.—Every town shall raise and
of
the support
expend, annually, for
schools therein, exclusive of the income
of any corporate school fund, or of any
grant from the revenue of fuuds from
the state, or of any voluntary donations,
There are about a dozen of the larger devise or bequest, or of any forfeiture acstones and the total weight of the dia- cruing to the use of schools, not less than
monds in the tiara is about 30 oar ets. Its eighty cents for eaoli inhabitant, according to the census by which representacost will net be far from *5,000. The tives to the
legislature were last apporfirst thing about the coronet which tioned, under penalty of forfeiting
not
than
less
twice
nor more than tour times
strikes tho observer is its air of lightness.
the amount of its deeflienoy.
Lightness in effect and lightness in fact
Section 7.—When
and
the governor
were initial elements In the making of counoil have reason to believe
a
that
the design and although the material in town has neglected to raise and expend
the
school
or
by
law,
money required
whioh the diamonds are sot is platinum
the heaviest of materials the coronet is faithfully to expond the sohool money redlreot
one of the lightest ever
made. Gold or ceived from the state, they shall
withhold
silver would have been ligiiter
but gold the treasurer of the state to
onimirlnen,! +...1_1nml
cl I
further payment to suoh town from the
ver tarnishes.
The platinum seems al- suite sen no 1 mnu ana mill tax until suuu
most us white and sparkling as the dia- town satisfies them that It has expended
monds it holds. This sparkling eifeot is the fall amount of school money required
also greatly enhanced by a delicate bead- by law.
The
ing which has been worked about the inhere powers and duties which primarily
In the hoard of
superintending
edge of each sottng where it encloses a
school
committee, the exercise and perdiamond.
formance
of
w
hieh
it
immay properly
The style of tha coronet is that of
the
superintendent, either
Adams in the time of the first empire. pose upon
The tiara is bulia upon a base band of absolutely or under such conditions and
and
gold which will rest upon the wearer’s limitations as it may prescribe,
head and keep tlie diamond-set crown which powers and duties the superintendexcept
from sinking into the hair. This band ent can not exeroise and perforin
folis however only a round wire of gold when directed'by the board are as
:
about 1-12 of an inch in diameter. At its lows
1.
—To
and
examine, certificate,
employ
ends are loops into which hairpins or ribbous may bo fastened to secure the coro- teaohers.
2. —To select and purchase text books
net to the head.
the
Above this base and resting on a wire and appliances, and to have care of
uprights is the base proper of the tiara. same.
3. —To provide fuel and utensils for the
This consists of a double line of diamonds
containing in all of about soventy-Jive schools.
4. —To have custody and care of school
stones enclosing a row of large stones.
reAbove tills on either side is scroll work houses itod superintend authorized
of diamonds,conventional grasses and be- pairs.
5. —To direct truant officers in the pertween these conventional flowers all of
diamonds. The tiara stands veiy high formance of their duties.
6.
—To determine what description
of
in front and the oentre piece is a remarkably effective specimen of jeweller’s work scholars shall attend eaoh school olassify
It is mi open, graceful cluster of sprigs them, and trnnsfer them from school to
and flowers, and contains in all sixty-six school.
The powers and duties inhering in the
diamonds. The'tips of tho sprigs contain the largest stones in the tiara, each board which it cannot
properly exercise
a
and
the
censprig holding single stone,
and perform through the superintendent,
tres of the conventional flowers are also
formed of single stones of large size. ore:
This centie piece of the crown can be
1. —To suspend the operation of schools
separated from the rest and used by itsolf when the scholars to attend are too few
as an ornament for
the hair.
For this for its profitable maintenance and
io
the transportation of those
purpose it is provided with a gold eomo, authorize
which serves to steady the tiara when soholars to other schools at the public exthe entire jewel is worn.
pen»e.
The idea of making a gift to Mine.
2. —To determine the number, beginNor iiea is said to have originated among ning and length of school terms.
some of her admirers at tho Waldorf, but
3. To dismiss teaohers who prove unfit
it did not take definite form until Mr. or whose services they deem unprofitable.
•Tames Otis took it in hand. He invited
4. —To expel from the school obstinatetho great singer’s Iriends to contribute ly disobedient pupils.
for the purpose, but limited the contri5. —To recommend the abolition
or
butions to *10 enoli.
ohange in the location of schools.
The date for tho presentation has not
6. —To improve plans for new
school
been fixed, but it will probably take houses.
place on ono of tho oig nights when
7. —To fill vacancies.
Nordiea sings during the ooming suppleWhen a vacancy is filled as provided in
mentary season of opera, which will besection 86 of the school laws, the person
gin on April 13.—N. Y. Sun.
so elected shall be
entitled to serve for
the remainder of the term for whioh the
Free Trade In England.
member of the board was ohosen whose
London, March 26.—Commenting upon place he was elected to fill.
Mr.
Chamberlain’s
the
speeoh at
Ben. Franklin’s Will Probated.
annual dinner of tho Canadian club in
Boston, Maroh 26.—The will of BenjaLondon last evoning, in which he advo
min Franklin was allowed in the Suiinlk
A beautiful

be

presented

mao

Oliver of Orono, were at work on
the completed its organization.
London, March 26.—In the House of
Stillwater river, when they noticed someAdjourned.
Commons today, Mr. Curson, undersecretary to the foreign office, announced that
thing which looked like a garment on the
OTHER NEWS.
tho government
had not reoeived any
head pier.
At night they told Charles
The sudden death from heart disease of protest from the Porte against the expeBuzzell, David Mudgett and others what
dition
the
up
Fred
C.
a
Miller
retired
master
Captain
valley of the Nile. The
had inquired as to the
they had seen.
Sultan, he
mariner, occurred at his residence, Maple nature of thesaid,
The next day Buzzell and
military operations proMudgett street, ilorrills, early yesterday mornand
posed,
explanations had been given
went to the place with an axe, cut out
ing. He was an active worker at All in response to these inquiries. Previ
the garment and found it to be a boy’s
notice had not been givon to the
Soul’s churoh, where his presence will be ous
coat. In one pocket was a pipe
Porte, he said, becauso nothing had been
In the
much missed.
that was beyoud the full comproposed
other pocket was a note, which read as
There will be a Tom Thumb wedding petency
and right
of the Khedive of
follows:
to enguge
in and lo carry out.
: under the auspices of the Deering Ep- Egypt,
“G eo.—There are two loads of wood
Mr. Curson went on to explain that there
worth League^at the Hoeeg Opera house,
were numerous precedents for the expenhere. Will you come over and throw them
Deering Centre, Tuesday evening.
diture of a portion of the Egyptian,1rein out of the rain.—Mrs. Heed.”
There will ho a supper and sooial this serve fund. Ho informed the House that
Mi. Buzzell knew at once that the garthe military authorities of England aud
evening at All Soul’s churoh, Morrills.
ment must belong to George Orr,
ns he
Egypt had approved the
The Dirigo club of Oakdale, meet this dition and added that theDongola expegovernment
very often hnudled wood for Mrs. Otis
evening at 4.30 o’clock with Mrs. Allen had taken their daoision in the matter
Reed, at Stillwater. He recalled also that of Fessenden street.
after oommuncating with Lord Cromer,
at the lime the young man loft home the
the British diplomatic agent in Egypt.
Mrs. A. N. Hawes
of Oakdale,
has
seotion hands on the Stillwater branch
Many Persons Killed In a F'ii e.
issued invitations for a musical at her
were said to
have seen him last, near
Maroh 26.—A despatch
from
Loudon,
residence next month.
Bombay reports a tremendous lire in the
Wyman’s brook.
Mr. E. B. Winslow is making improve- native
quarter of Calcutta, as a result of
Mr. Buzzell took the overcoat home,
ments to the stable at
his summer resi- which/lnany persons were killed.
and sent it up to Mrs. Orr.
1X—»
Thursday dence, Ocean street.
France and Russia Protested.
morning he received a postal from Miss
The Sunday sohool circle
of Oakdale
London, March 26.—A dispatch from
Mabel Jordan, Mr. Buzzeli’s niece, saywill meet this afternoon with Mrs.Stack- Cairo to the
Globe, says that at the meeting :
ing of the Egyptian public debt commispole of Forest avenue.
“Dear Uncle—The coat you found beof
Marshal St. John arrested three Frenoh- sion held yesterday for the purpose
discussing the matter of granting the
longed to George Orr, as you supposed.— mcn at the Forest avenue
last sum of $2,500,000 from the reserve fund to
crossing
Mabel.”
night for drunkenness.
Thoy will be meet the expense of the expedition up
Queer Accident in Rockland.
brought before the court in the morning. the Nile valley, the Russian and French
members of the commission lodged a pro- cated freo trade throughout the country,
Rockland, March 26.—The front car of
FIRST MAN FOUND WHO DOES.
withdraw tho St. James Gazette says:
teqji against such action and
“For the
a loadod train on the
Limerock railroad
from tho meeting.
first time a great party leader has come
left the iron this afternoon, and protrudWill Pay.
Egypt
Adiai Stevenson It Is Said Would tike
forward with a distinct and intelligible
ing three feet over the trestlowork, struck
Cairo, March 26.—The Egyptian public nrftcrranmiH fnr mmitiorciiil nrtinn
Democratic Nomination for President.
an unoccupied building on Main
street
debt commission has deoided to aavance
The Globe cordially approves Mr. Chamfrom the reserve fund the sum of $2,500,owned by tbe Pressey heirs.
The buildBoston, March 26.—A despatch to the 000 asked by the government for the pur- berlain’s ideas, but says that it cannot
ing was broken in two and thrown about
firteen feet. The total damage is
Globe says: Vice President Stevenson is pose of defraying the oost of tho Nile ex- ignore the obstacles which are in the way
esti
Of this amount $1,000,000 will of fulfillment of tlio plans lie outlinod.
mated at #1000.
pedition.
a candidate for the
Presidency. He does
3The_ Westminster Gazette says that an
not say so to his friends in plain words,
J£liot Town Meeting.
imperial combination against foreign naFrench Opposition Manifest.
tions would be commercially disastrous.
but they understand it that way.
They
Portsmouth, March 26.—At the adThe Times says it believes that the deMarh
.26.—The French syndiParis,
he
know
that
has
his
town
rod
journed
lightning
up, cate of Egyptian bondholders have
meeting held yesterday at
decid- sire to give substantial form to the imEliot, Me., it was voted to appropriate and that his friends nro at work
in ed to
institute action before the Egyp- perialist feeling displayed by tlio British
#1800 for the state and county tax, #700
the
tian mixed tribunal against the Egpytinn colonies, especially Canada, during
Dsuiug
for the support
of the poor," 31200 for
debt
commission, in opposition lecent crisis, will lie heartily endorsed.
as possible for him.
public
They to
contingent fund, #1800 for schools. S’800 many delegates
The Daily News says that every
free
the decision of that body to authorize
lor roans anil
bridges and *21)0 for the want him to come out squarely for free the use of
any part of the Egyptian re- trader in the United Kingdom will .strensilver and to go to Chicago prepared to
high school.
the
serve for the purpose of defraying the cost uously resist suoh a departure from
A
speoia) appropriation of $1500 was seek tlio solid support of the growing sil- of the
principle ot free trado with the world.
Dongola expedition.
•nado
for the building of a new school ver wing of the party.
Mr.
Chamberlain
submits
his
suggestion
White Settlers Murdered.
it Is said that within the course of a
house in district No. 2, and Thomas F.
at a singularly
unfortunate
moment,
friends are likely to take
Staples, Georgo A. Athorce and Fru.uk few weeks Mr
March 26.—Information
Capetown,
Is when the government is
applying the
Hoilgdon wore appointed as a building some action that will make it known to received that tho Matabeles of the In-Sezn most rigid protection against Canada’s
committee to superintend the now struc- the country that he is willing to enter and Filabustl districts have revolted and
exports.
the race.
ture.
murdered many white settlers.
The Standard says it imagines that the
A large
A great deal will depend upon
the number of whites aro flocking to Bulu- main impediment to the carrying out of
uctiini in Illinois of the Democrats, it be- wayo for
Had the lfev. Fuller a Right to Marry.
the plan will be found in the colonies.
protection.
ing well known that Col. William K.
The Chronicle expresses approval of Mr
Boston, March 26. —The trial of Key. Morrison is an avowed candidate; or at A Duel In Which Some One Was Killed.
Chamberlain’s suggestion, but suggests
S. K. Fuller, rector of St. Paul’s church, least his friends are
Maroh 26.—A fatal duel with that before talking of a zoliverin,
doing everything in
Berlin,
the
Malden, was begun before the Court of their power to capture tbo delegation for
pistols was fought in the Neubabelsburg government bad better abandon its policy
Inquiry at ihe dioecsean house today. him, so that it will give his boom a start wood
this
between
of
the
morning,
Herr
oolonial
ruining
oattlo
trado.
The cauons of ihe Episcopal church for- in other states.
Unless Vico President Zenker, a solicitor residing in
Potsdam,
bid the marriage of persons divorced on Stevenson can make a fair
Billiard Tournament,
showing in and an officer in the German navy. Herr
but
canonioal
is
It
for
the his own state it is conceded by
any
grounds.
of Zouker was shot and
many
instantly killed.
New York, March 26.—Maurice Daly
alleged break of canonioal law, iu Mr. the politicians that his chances will bo Herr Zenker was a prominent
leader of announces
that all arrangements for a
Fuller’s lunrriago last summer to Miss
damaged in other sections.
the anti semitio party.
New York tournament of
international
Derby, a membra of Trinity church, this
Albert
Affairs
to
Unsettled
in
ltoyal
Couples
Tho
13
that
Visit
players,
Rev.
Air.
Africa.
Their
Gamier, Jacob Hohaeter
Fuller
Cousins.
city.
point
and B rank
bn.s been completed.
is a divorced nine, he having secured a
Ives,
St. Petersburg, Maroh 26.—The Tsar
London, March 26.—The Chroniclo pubThe
tournament will open in Madison
the lishes under
legal separation from his wife on
reserve, the report that Great and I sarin a will make a round of visits Square Garden by Albert
Gamier, chamground of desertion. As it is still lent, it Britain has purchased Donogla
to the various
European capitals after pion of Bolgium, and Jacob Schaefer.
Bay,
is expected an adjournment will be taken Bust
Africa, from the Portugese.
The tne coronation ceremonies at Moscow in
without auy action being taken in the price
paid according to the report is May.
case.
Tno purchase includes
Maine Pensions.
5,0U0,GUO pounds.
Ford Salisbury Crosses the Channel.
the whole country between tbo Mouth
At
Washington, March 2f.—The following
Jacksonville, Fla
yesterday, African republio and the Mouth Indian
Maroh 26.—Lord Salisbury
London,
Bioycliet Harry D. Elks, under offioial ocean from Amatongalund to Limpopo started for Nice this
have beou granted Maine
people:
morning lor tho pensions
sanction, broke the two mile standing liver as far as the territory of the British purpose of recreation.
additional.
stait amateur un paced record, going the
South Africa company.
Good Luck Tor Mark ;Twaiu.
distance in 4.39 4-6.
Asa G. Palmer, Bath; Stephen Silk,
The Times sajs
the dispatch dated
Maroh 26.—News has been Bangor; Zelotes Lancaster, Oldlowu.
March 20, state that President
London,
Kruger
£
A HONEST MAN.
has concluded a now offensive and de- received that Mark Twain has completely
INCREASE.
recovered
his
fensive
health
and
that
ho
alliance
the
sailed
with
Editor:
Tlease
Free
Dear
inform your readers
Orange
John Messing, Bogus; Asa H. Phipps,
from Bombay for Mauritius
The Boors of the Free State and yesterday
that if written to conlidentlally, I will mail in State.
11
a scaled letter, the plan pursued by which 1
Capo Colony are arming. There has beon and Gape Town. He has sold the oopy- Charlotte.
was permanently restored to health anil manly
a large influx of Germans into the
of
a
new
book
tor
l'ight
$50,000.
REISSUE AND INCREASE.
vigor, after years of suffering from Nervous and artillery of the Transvaal. police
Dr.
Weakness, night losses and weak, shrunken
George E. Whittle, Toeus.
of state of the republio,
Leids,
secretary
parts.
Beecham’s
for consti1 have no scheme to exhort money from any encouraged immediately by Germany, is
ORIGINAL, WIDOWS, ETC.
one whomsoever.
I was robbed and swindled using a large amount of secret
service
Lucy A. Uptoi} Camden.
io'1, and
by the quacks until I nearly lost Iftlth in money. For these reasons the Transvaal
Get the
mankind, but thank Heaven, I am now oousiuors its position very
New
aine Postmasters.
strong.
well, vigorous aud strong, and anxious to
book at your
and
make this certain means of cure known to
March 26. —H. G. Parman
Washington,
New
The
Jersey legislature yesterday,
all.
has been appointed postmaster at Carmel,
Having nothing to sell or send C. O. D. I want adopted resolutions favoring the recogvice Mrs. L. V.
Dodge, resigned, and
no
Address
JAS. A. HAlilllS, nition of the Cubans as
money.
belligerents an go
Mrs. C. A. Wing at M'Oihester,
vice
Delray. Alich,, Box 360
adjourned sine Uie.
Annual sales mo,* than 6,000,000 boxes.
B\
George
Wing, deceased.
--

COMMON

Admirers.

ganization Will tie Completed Next Fri-

plished by them.

OUR

—

)

CHASE &

SANBORN, Importers, Boston.

SOCIOLOGY.
Rev. Mr. Prescott’s Last

Lecture

rent Events Club

In

Mr.

Presoott's

Base Ball Note#.

in

Cur-

Course,

lust

lecture In his
under the
auspicos of the Current Events Club in
Union Hall, yesterday afternoon, the lecturer said
that he bad no panacea to
which would do away at once
propose
with all the evils of life. Any suoh plan
savors of quackery. Only here and there,
men and
women were trying to lighten
course

on

“Sociology,” given

Myers, who has been released by Lewiston, had a batting average last year of
314.
The i'all Rivers will appear this year
in a garb somewhat after this style: The
white shirt will be marked in seal brown
and brown pants and
letters
brown
stockings will be worn. The caps will
be

the Chicago pattern, and brown
of
cardigan jackets will complete the outfit.
will report for duty on April
The men
5th.

They have the most sanguine base ball
in Bangor of any place in the cirGo up thero mostfanytime and
cuit.
they’il tell you of some star of the Na-

‘‘the burden of the unintelligible warld;”
were
showing a new interest in the welfare of their fellow men. The environment itself would not ohange a man—the
man
must
help to change his environ-

public

ment nnd
that involves
some radical
ohange in human nature. To accomplish
this
revolution, we must begin in the

woods. The latest find up there is “lot”
Murphy, the famous Yale short stop,

tional league whioh is in a fair way to
be landed
down there in the lumber

the New Yorks a couple
who was with
of seasons. The Commercial says the
garten sohools. It is there
directors know
nothing about it, but
best hope of the world.
other people say he is to be the man.
Mr. Prescott took for the speoial objeot
The mors one studies the New England
of consideration in his lecture the system league sohedule, the more he is convinoed
that
the
willy hand of some one got
of oo-operaticn which is known as profit
best of it for a club located
by far the
sharing.
Surely, if the golden rule about 20 miles from Boston. Perfectly
should be applied anywhere, it should fair and impartial schedule that. Nit !—
be in that department where it is most Boston Herald.
needed-the world of trade.
The princiWasn’t the Herald one of those papers
ple has not always worked with perfeot *whioh was telling, a few weeks ago,
BUUbCBH.
DUUICllLUna
what a phenom in the way of a sohedule
uiuuugn i^uuiauuu
of the workmen, sometimes for reasons maker Manager
Burnham was, and.
ho could not have foreseen. The Proctor didn’t it assist in the missionary work
and Gamble Company of Cincinnati has which resulted in the Brookton mans draft

education

children,

of

the kinderthat lies the

in

for many years pursued this system, dividing its profits above a oertain point
among its
employes, and shown by its
success

be

that

applied

freedom to
of selection

unselfish principles uould
to business. It leaves much
its workmen in the matter

being aooepted without

so

much

us a

glance.
There

to be

seems

Harry Davis playing

some doubt about
first base for New

York after all.
The old Lewiston battery, Mains and
Bergen, seem to be tickling Manager

homes, etc., but provides
and in many ways shows Seleo and
the Bostcon newspaper met V
its interest
in the men in its employ- who are south with the team, half
t-®
ment. The same thing is done, in slight- death.
The Herald says of Bergen that he is
ly different fashion, by the V. O. VelsoD
Company of LeClaire, where various the seoond tallest man in the club and
indicate
parts of the profits are set aide for divis- if
anything,
appearances
ion
a revelatiou
to the ball cranks
among the workmen for education will be
and for a lund to draw upon for support in Boston. He works naturally, without
of
sick or infirm, and for widows and the least
suggestion of effort, both.in
Good homes are receiving the ball and throwing it. Any
orphans of employes.
good

of

houses,

provided

the
workmen, the best
maintained.
There is also
a
co-operative store iu which workmen
may have stock.
These
are
two illustrations
out of
sohools

for

player who undertakes to steal second
him has a contract on his hands.
WilMr. Murnane has this of Mains
lie Mains, so far, has agreeably surprised

on

are

Willie is more than
the management.
likely to make a hit with the patrons of

many that might be given of the entire
practicability of profit-sharing. Something clearly must be done to mako
Christianity prevail here in the world of
business, with any justice to call our-

the game at the South end grounds.
By the way, Jim MoCormack, formerly of Lewiston, but who has this year
with Tom Loftus’s Columbus
signed

Western league, was reselves Christians.
Some of the crying team, of tbe
evils of the faotory systems in our great sponsible for introducing Bergen to probase ball. The tall Bostonian
cities
demand the thought and work fessional
of all students of sociology.
is a fellow townsman of McCormaok’s,
The
earnestnoss of the lecturer, his and in '93, when Louis Baoon was manknowledge of his subject, and his evi- aging the Salems he was badly in need
dently heart-felt belief that study along of a catcher. McCormick recommended
and he
was not only a great
these lines—with the practical work nat- Bergen,

county probate court today by
Judge
Grant, on petition of Mayor Quincy as a
been
foreign will, having
probated about urally
resulting from it—would do much success from the start, but has been ima century
in Philadelphia.
The
ago
probate of the will here is deemed neces- toward reforming the world, have made proving season after season since.
sary in view of a legal disposition of the this oourse upon sociological
subjects
“Franklin Fund,” whioh now amounts
several hundred thousand of dollars.

to

New

Jersey W ill Reform Its Constitution.

Sultau and Tsar

most valuable and helpful element in
tho life of Portland during the past few
weeks.
It is earnestly to ho hoped that

a

St.
gave

Lincoln, Neb., Maroh 20.—An apparent
shortage of *39,000 in the nocounts of

County Treasurer Maxey Cobb has been
disolnsnd by the report of the state examiner, made to the commissioners. Mr.
Cobb claims he has collateral whiuh will
materially lessen if not wipe out, the apIt is olaimed that the
parent shortage
treasurer had on deposit in the German
National and Lincoln
Savings banks,
which
reoently failed, ovor twenty
thousand dollars, and this, it is feared,
is almost wholly lost.

a

his

Greater New York.

Maroh 26.—Senator
Albany, N. Y,
Lexow’s greater New York bill passed
the Assembly by a vote of yeas, 91; nays,
66.

How’s ThisI
Hundred Dollars Reward for
any case of Catarrh that cannot be cored by
Hall’s Catarrh Cure.
F. ,1. CHENEY & CO., props., Toledo, O.
We offer One

We the

undersigned,

for the la:;t. 15

have

known

honorable in all business

tions and

financially able

WEST A

Toledo, o.

to

carry
tniide bv their firm.

TKIIaY,

WARDING,

,T.

years, and believe liim

Cheney
perfectly

obligation

F.

Wholesale

transacout any

Druggists,

KTNNAN .V MARVIN, Wholesale Druggists, Toledo, O.
Hall’s Catarrh Cure is taken
Internally
acting directly upon the blood and nnicou,
surfaces ot‘ tlie system. i’rLce 75e. per bottles
Sold by all
Testimonials free.

Druggists.

L. Mitchell of
The schooner Charles
went
troiu Port Spain, which
ashore on Cold Spring Bar, Cape May,
Murrh 23,” was hauled off and arrived
in New York yesterday in tow. The vessel was leaking, but the leak was g kopt
under control with the aid of the extra
board at Delaorew of ten men, put on
ware Breakwater.
sohooner
on
The fire
the
Lottie,
Thomaston for New York, which put in
at Boston, leaking, has nearly been subdued. The prospects arc good for saving
most of the cargo of lime.

Boston,

Yarmouth.

Chief Justice of New Hampshire.
Concord, N. H., Maroh 26.—At a meeting of the governor and council
today,
nominated
Governor Iiusiel
Associate
Justice Alonzo P. Carpenter of Concord lights.
A. F. York gives up his lease of the
to be chief justice of the Supreme court,
grist mill on April 1, and will supply
vice the late Chief Justice Charles Doe.
his customers with flour and grain from
For

The envoys ^handed to Prinoe LobanofE
Rostovsky, Russian miuistor of foreign
affairs today, the insignia of the highest
Turkish order, in|tho gift of the Sultan.2

hood of man.

There will be a social and Easter sale
at Central
vestry, Wednesday evening,
Aprons, fancy articles, cuke
April 1st.
and ice cream will be for sale. The entertainment at 8 o’clook
will oonsist of
the amusing farce entitled “The Mouse
and
other
attractions.
Trap,”
Rev. Mr. Mujoix of Dakota, supplied
the First PHrish cliuroh
the pulpit at
last Sabbath In the place of the pastor,
Rev. C. K. McKinley, who preached at
Hartford, Conn.
Mr. Geo. H. Hammond and family loft
town Friday for W'aterville, where he has
a
position as superintendent of eleotric

an

Kenan

Trenton, N. J., Maroh £6.—The Senate many people may be aroused to make
yesterday passed the proposed amend- investigations in the lines suggested byments to the Constitution as
follows:
in
Mr. Presoott
the study, say, of the
Providing far bieuulal sessions of the
legislature; granting women the right to tenement house system or co-operative,
vote fit school elections; prohibiting race or profit-sharing, as it is from the firsttrack and all otherf kind of gambling;
hand knowledge of the actual conditproviding for the division of the state into assembly districts and the amendment ions of human life, and from this alone,
providing for a reorganization of the that can oomo the wisest philanthropy
judioiary ot the state.
and the truest reforms, based upon a
larger conception of the real brotherCounty Treasurer Short.

Very Chuinm y.

March 30.—The Tsar
audienoe to Kiainll Pasha aod
of the Sultan of
envoys
Pasha,

Petersburg,

1

TO Cl'KIi A COLD IN ON'E

DAY.

Take laxative Bromo Quinine Tablets,
all druggists refund the money If it fails
to cure. 25c.

INVESTMENTS.

shop

at the Grand Trunk depot.
Capt. Macey arrived home Saturday
from his visit to Montreal.
Mr. Clarenco Pierce of Norridgewook
is visiting at home this week.
Mr. and Mrs. George Russell of West
Somerville are visiting Mr. and Mrs.
Frank Scabury.
Mr. Eugene Stoddard of Biddeford Is
Mr. and Mrs. Ruvisiting his paronts,
fus Stoddard.
15111 to Relieve Portland

Company.
March 26.— Speaker Reed
has introduced in the House a bill for
the relief of the Portland Company of
Portland to the amount of $80,S67. The
relief is for work done during the early
part of the war in furnishing.tile machin
doubloery, engines and boilers or the
ender gunboats Agaworn and Pontoosuc
at a contract price of $164,000, too low to
The bill
cover the cost of such work.
has been referred to tho committee on

Washington,

claims.

Burlington, Cedar Rapids & Northern

Ry. Consolidated Mortgage

5 PEII CENT. GOLD PONDS.
Dated

April,

1881.
Due

April, 1934.

Issued to redeem Iowa City & Western 1st
7 per cent’s called for payment Marcli 1st, at
105 and interest.which we will purchase or aocept in exchange.

Price lOi and
Full

particulars

on

Interest.

application.

SPENCER TRASK
27
Sta4«

mar7

& 29 PINE
NEW YORK
&

James

& C0„

STREET,
CITY,

St8., Albany, N. 1’.
eodt!

MISCELLANEOUS.

S PE AKER REED UNRUFFLED.

was also made with ex-Gov.
McKinley to
contribute an additional chapter reviewing the history of protection and Clay’s
Attending to Business and Not Wo fry- connection with it. But for the delay in
securing McKinley’s contribution, the
work would have been published several
ing about the Presidency.
weeks ago. In addition to the introducto Clay’s life, Mr. Reed
tion
1
has, during
the
winter, written magazine articles of
He Declines to Discuss. His President ia
a political character, one of
which will
Prospects—He Has No Organization, No soon appear in the North American ReHeadquarters and No Literary Bureau. view.
—Mr.

Manley Predicts, However,

That

CRUELTY

TO ANIMALS.

He Will Be Nominated.

For FAMILY Use.
Every Mother should always have it in the
house. It quickly relieves and cures all aches
and pains, asthma, bronchitis, colds, coughs,
catarrh, cuts, chaps, chilblains, colic, choleramorbus, earache, headache, hooping cough,
inflammation, la grippe, lameness, mumps,
muscular soreness, neuralgia, nervous headache, rheumatism, bites, burns, bruises,
strains, sprains, stings, swellings, stiff joints,
sore throat, toothache, tonsilitis, wind colic.
Originated in 1S10 by the late Dr. A. Johnson,
Family Physician. Its merit and excellence
have satisfied everybody for nearly a century.
All who use it are amazed at its great power.
It is safe, soothing, satisfying; so say sick,
sensitive sufferers. Used Internal and External.
The Doctor’s signature and directions on every bottle.
Dl'9t’d Pamphlet free. So'd everywhere. Price, 35 cents.
Six bottles, $2.00. L S. JOHNSON & CO., Boston, Mass.

WHY NOT
Bide the best.

CLES

VICTOR BICYto build

cost more

than

any other make and

VICTOR RIDERS
they

say

arc

worth more.

“OLDRELIABLE”

THE

I have sold Victors for 10 years
together with a score of other

makes and
its

never

found

or

seen

equal by far.

E. S. PENDEXTER.
No. 561 Congress St., Portland. Me.
niarl7

dtt

FULL
COUNT

PRINTING
ftN

recent

a

job

and another

we
printed the outside
printer printed the in-

side.

Our customer said: “Didn’t you
than 3,oco?” Ans. “Not
print
more than 20 over.”
Customer: “We
had 2500! yours left over.” Natural deduction : the other fellow gave short
count. That’s the kind of competition
that makes friends for us. He cheated
the customer out of nearly 10 per cent,
more

of the
We

job.
give you just what

we

charge

you

for every time.
THE THURSTON

PRINT

97 1-2 EXCHANGE STREET

PORTLAND,

ME.

AG-EflT.

104

Exchange
MAINE.

St.,

PORTLAND,

After using

of the National Cash Registers about a year,
we are fuliy convinced that it is
one of the necessities of a retail
one

store, and heartily recommend
it to any one
doing a retail
busiuess.

LANDERS & BABBSDOE,

rtnnftro YUU URri PLAY
The Violin, FJute. Cello or some other solo instrument, but have no one to play
your accompaniments.

THE
■Will play any accompaniment vou wish, from
ft simple andante to the great concertos
of
Beethoven Chopin. Bruch or Mendelssohn,
and play It better than the most talented and
glited accompanist.

/Eoiistn Recitals Daily
from 3 to

5. to which you

are

invited.

THE M, STEINERT & SONS CO.,
T. C. McGOURDRICK, Man
ger.
a

feb27d2m

517

Congress Street.

RANDALL & MCALLISTER,
_

A Full Assortment of

Burning

If

Lehigh and Free-

Coals for Domestic Use.

Pocahontas (Semi-Bituminous) and
Georges Creek Cumberland Coals are
nnsnrpassed lor general steam and
forge use.
Genuine Lykens Valley Franklin,
English and American Caunel.

....

|00-e

OFFICE:

7b Gomrcsrcial & 70 Exchange Sts.
ap3
M.W&Ftf

H.

E.

MILLS,

Plano T'TLianeir.
Order slate

at

Chandler’s

Congress street,

Agent Perry
of

tho

himself
about his presidential nomination, it is
not obvious either in his manner or conversation. During the past four weeks,
while the telegraph columns of the daily
news

papers have been filled with the
movements of the McKinley foroes with
all the surface Indications pointing to a

Will

Try the Value of

cent

a

Re-

Statute,

In Maroh, 1893, complaints wero made
to the agent for the Prevention of Cruelty
to Animals j that
animals belonging
P.
Frank
to
Waterhouse
of
Beach Hill, Scarboro, were 111 treated,
had Waterhouse
and Agent Perry
arrested, brought before the Municipal

court and fined $10 and oosts. Since then
Mr. Perry says—at least with the return
didate, Mr. Reed has been oalm and com- of winter—Mr. Waterhouse ha3 been up
placent. Always aooessible, always cour- to his old habit of starving the animals.
teous, even when he is least communica- He did it in 1894, and has the past wintive, he has been unusually so sinoe ter, and the animals are now in bad conthe politioal tide seemed to be running dition. Mr. Perry will now
proceed

political ground swell for the Ohio

can-

Jail

to

a

Hospital Only

an

Statement Made to

The New York Sun says:
a

war

James Pofce,

veteran, who

Music Store, 431
eudtf

_MTsentixANJOirs.___miscptaa’s-eops.__misckiaa-nkoi ».__
by the As-

signees.

Hour Before His Death.

aged 63 years,

the Members

was

arrestod in Brooklyn on Feb. 6th on a
charge of attemping a burglary, and had
since been confined in Raymond street
jail awaiting trial, died Tuesday night of

D. Arthur Taggart, assignee appointed
by the court in New Hampsihre to wind
up the business of the Granite State

Provident

pneumonia in

has
is
members in which
“According to the statement of
the assets and liabilit Jes of the associa-

Although ho
ing from the

commissioners,

the Brooklyn Hospital.
is said to have beeu sufferdisease for several [days, bis
removal to the hospital took place less
than an hour before his death ooourred.
He belonged to a respectable family in

Portland,

and two of his brothers, Isaao
and William Pots, livo there at present.
He served in the war
with
the Fifth
Maine Volunteers, and at its close was
for several years engaged In the uphol-

stery business in Portland. He received
a pension from the
Government, and a
few years ago, when his health began to
fail, he beoame an inmate of the Soldiers’
Home at Dayton, O.
Last July he received a legacy of a few
thousand dollars, and leaving the insti-

tion

as

presented to the court by
aud

as

I

have

been

a

Perspiring Feet

filfbri; ^bwder

He

the
in-

formed by them personally, there appears
to be a deficit of over $250,000.
Whether
this amount will be increased or decreased depends entirely upon the
of the assets into cash.

8

An Honest Doctor

Association,

sued a statement to
he says:

“The expense attending tho liquidation
of the association will be as small as
possible. The office force lias already
been reduced and
will be
reduced
further
from
time
to
time
if their assistance Is not needed in turning the assets of the association into cash
and finally distributing the same to its

Strongly Endorses Lydia E.
*

The following letter from Mrs. E. R.
Weber, of 1707 Jefferson Street, Baltimore,
Md., should dispel all doubt from the
minds of the most skeptical people.
I was a great sufferer of falling of the
womb and kidney trouble. My dear old

nusucuiu

try

||
II
ife

j|'M
||
|&j

|f|
|j§

a

bottle.

He at

LU

once

ICL Itle

jp|

||

got it,

and I

began its use. My improvement was
and
soon I was able to be around, feelrapid,
ing like a new woman. My doctor was surprised, and thought my recovery was due to
his remedies. I showed him the Vegetable
Compound, and told him that my recovery
was due to that alone.
He looked at it, and
then said, ‘Mrs. Weber, I do not believe in
patent medicines, but I will say that Lydia
E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound is the
best medicine that God ever invented for
women.
Continue to use it.’ I did so, and
am entirely cured of all
my troubles,
and am strong and well.
It will
«
to
all
women
the
prove
suffering
blessing it is to me, if they will try
it.”—Mrs. E. R. Weber, 1707 Jefferson Street, Baltimore, Md.
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THE LYDiA E. PINKHAM MED. CO.,

TEE-

:■

Steams

Bicycle

THE

IS

| P.
?
<P

That’s

why Stearns
tire of cycling,

riders

“Yellow Fellow” Year

a

Book, an interesting treatise
upon Stearns Bicycles at

F. 0. BAILEY & GO’S
46

Exchange St.,
(State Agents.)
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DON’T BUY
Oft RENT A PIANO
Until you have examined

our

I*
.jA

iB

ja

stock of

^

Steinway & Sons,
Hardman, BacOn,
Standard, Gabelr
and

other high grade

Aum

\

PIANOS

^

gaaBMi

Ail Styles.
Cash or Easy
Call and

see

the

All Prices.

\
A

aBr
MT
Ja

Payments.
Wonderful
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anil DYSPEPSIA
At© entirely removed by P.S?J»
—Prickly Ash. Foko Root and Potefi*
glum, the greatest blood purifies* go
earth.

Rheumatism
P. P. P. purifies tho blood, builds up
the
weak
and
debilitated, gives
strength to weakened nerves, expels
diseases, giving the patient health and
happiness where sickness, gloomy
feelings and lassitude first prevailed.
For primary, secondary and tertiary
syphilis. for blood poisoning, mercurial poison, malaria, dyspepsia, and
In all blood and skin diseases, like
blotches, pimples, old chronic ulcers,
tetter, scald head, boils, erysipelas,
may say, without, fear of
contradiction, that P. P. P. is the best
blood purifier in the world, and makes
speedy and permanent cures
positive,
In all cases.
eczema—we

Ladles whose systems are poisoned
And whose blood Is in an Impure oonditlon, due to menstrual irregularities,
are peculiarly benefited by the wonderful tonic and blood cleansing proparties of P. P. P.—Priokiy A*b, Pofco
Boot and Potassinm.

8PRINGFIELD, Mo., Aug. 14th, 1893.
can speak in the highest terms of
your medicine from my ^wn personal
knowledge. I was affected with heart
disease, plourisy and rheumatism for
85years, wrs treated by the veryboGt
hundreds of rtolphytilciuns ana spent
lars, tried every known remedy witliout unding ruliof. I have only taken
cno Pottle of your P. P. P., and can
cheerfully eay It has done mo more
good than anything I have ever taken.
—I

MRS. M. M. YEARY.
Green County, Me.

"V

Springfield,

Abts’Etjeen. O., July 21,1891.
Messrs Lippman Bros. Savannah,
O®.: Dsak Sirs—I bought a bottle o2
P. at Hot Springs. Ark. .and
yourP.P.
It has done rue more good than three
feonths’ treatment at the Hot Springs,
©end three bottles C. O. D.
Respectfully years.
JAS. M. NEWTON.
Aberdeen, Brown Cour.ty, Qr
©apt. J. JO. JtoluaaitDSi,

To alt whom it may concern: I here*
testify to the wonderful proportion
by PP. P. fey eruptions of the skin. I
or
tattered for several years with

an unon
I tried every known rem«h»
my face.
dy but in rain,until P. P. P. was used*
and am now entirely cured.

sightly and disagreeable eruption

J. V. JOHNSTON,
(Signed by>
©
Savannah, Q9*
SkS& Cancer ©tired.

|
^

fy*
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if-
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Tsttimony from xhe Mayor of Sequin,Tf9*
Sequin, Tbx. January 14.1893.
Maasss. Lippman Bros.. Savannah,
Qa.: Gentlemen—I have tried your P.
P. P. for a disease of the skin, usually
known as skin cancor.of thirty veara*
and found great rellof: 1C
standing,
purifies the blood and removes all ir«
ritation from the seat of the diseas®
and prevents any spreading of tha
sores. I hs ve taken flvo or six bottles
end fool oocfldont that another coursa
will effoct a cure. It has also relieved
me from indigestion
and stomaob
troubles. Yours truly,
OAPT. W. M. RUST,
Attorney at Law,

Book

on bum Diseases sbM

ALL
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Free.

DRUGGI3TS SELL IT.

LSPPSiiAM BROS.

S

PBOPBIETOES,
lippmu’i) BIoot.SnntBub, <23

^

JX

#

Write for Catalogue if you cannot call.

sons

I

PRICKLY ASH, POKE ROOT CATARRH, BAUailt.
AND POTASSIUM
KIONEV TROUBLES

loan recommend your medicine to aii

steinert“&

1

Lynn, Mass.

P. P. AND OLD SORES

fiufferera of the above diseases.

/EOLIAN.

H|
fp
||:

PIMPIES, BLOTCHES

Makes
Marvelous Cures

SOUL OF SATISFACTION.

T.

t|3

tisement.

||

M.

||

doctor said I would never be a well woman
until I had undergone an operation, and
even then I would
always have trouble;
that the womb was too weak to go without
a support.
I had been six weeks in bed,
and they were getting ready to perform an
operation, when I picked up a paper that had been laid on the bed,
and glancing at it, saw your adver-

fp

osnm

||

“

ff|

(Jet

S

The Best Medicine Ever Invented for Women.
Advises His Patient to Use It. « « * « «

a

never

|j

Pinkham’s

Vegetable Compound,

1!“

turn-

ing

numerous patrons.
“In the meantime no withdrawals can
away from him. He is playing a “wait- against Waterhouse, as the cattle are became on to this^oity and spent the be allowed as the boox value of the shares
tution,
of
WaterHis
friends
are
their
for
a
ing” game.
ing provided
doing
neighbor
by
determined absolutely until
money in a reckless manner.
He was cannot be
work quietly, and he expects to enter the house, Mr. Stewart, under section
44,
at the Commeroial Hotel in Wash- the assets have been realized upon, or
living
convention with a vote not large, but chapter 164, acts of 1893, whioh reads as
It is
ington street at'tho time of his arrest. their aocual worth determined.
which, he is oonstrained to believe, will follows:
Some'of his ^associates at the hotel say possible, however, that percentages may
an
of
take
grow steadily from the first ballot. He
“Any person may
oharge
be paid to members and oreditors from
whose
has
owner
cruelly that he had been drinking hard all the
declines to discuss his presidential pros- animal
abandoned it, or cruelly falls properly to time he was thero and that he was Intoxi time to time as the funds in the I treasury
pects except with his intimate friends. take care of and
provide for it, and may nated on the night he was arrested while accumulate for that purpose.
No memand is prepared to accept either a nomi- furnish the same with
proper shelter,
to enter a vaoant house at 93 Law- bers who have filed notices of withdrawal
nation or defeat with his usual philoso- nourishment and oare at the owner’s ex- trying
will have precedence or advantage over
the rence street. Two men who met him in
pense, and have a lien thereon for
phy.
avenue within an hoar of his ar- tho other members and no notices need
Myrtle
same.”_
Mr. Reed’s principal manager is Joseph
rest said that he was so drunk he did not be filed hereafter, as all members will be
PORTLAND’S HEALTH.
H. Manley of Maine, who was for so
used upon a basis of strict neutrality.
know what he was doing.
many years Mr. Blaine’s faithful lieuof the Secretary of the Board of
The police evidently believed that the so far as the jurisdictions of the differReport
tenant, Manley is a shrewd manipulator
ent States allow; and just consideration
vetuiau
ill u
uimigo
uurgiarjr
against
Health.
of men and a politician of wide expericould not be sustained for be was held will be given all equities to whioh memence.
He is not given to
waging his
Secretary Dyer, of the Board of Health simply as a vagrant. Coroner Coombs bers are entitled.
campaign through the newspapers, and
“There are many points concerning
he is almost as retloent as Reed where makes this report of deaths and conta- will probably inquire why be was althe liquidation whioh, from the nature
the latter’s candidaoy is ooneorned. He
to
romain
in
lowed
the
six
for
over
jail
diseases
for
the
four
weeks ending
does say; however, that Reed will te gious
weeks without having the oomplaint of the case, must neoessarily be subnominated. Asked
whore the latter’s Saturday, March 21st, 1896:
mitted to the oourt for decision.
This
Causes of Death—Appendicitis, 1; con- against him disposed of and also why he
strength is coming from, Manley smiles
will be done by the assignee in order
and
significantly
simply ejaculates, gestion of brain, 1; bronchitis, 4; cancer. was not removed to the hospital sooner.
“Wait until the convention meets I” Be- 2; oerebral haemorrhage, 2, diabetes, 1; The Grand Army men will see that he that legal justioe may he shown to all.
yond this he deolines to talk. It is evi- epilepsy, 1; general debility, 1;
heart, receives a deoent burial.
Investors or members holding unpledged
dently upon his advice that Heed is not disease of, 6; heart, clot., 1; heart, fatty
shares, need make no further payments
He degeneration of, 2; heart, paralysis of, 1;
making a more aggressive fight.
School
Mass Meeting.
Sunday
and no fines will be oharged to their acbelieves that McKinley will exhaust his iieHrt, val. dis. of, 2; inanition, 1;
inA Sunday School Mass Meeting of all counts for default of
strength on the first or second ballots, testinal occlusion, 1; laryngismus striduBorpayment.
and that when it is evident ha oannot lus, 1; liver, Inflammation of, 1; lungs, the Sunday sohools in
Cape Elizabeth rowers are urged to pay all interest and
win, the majority of his forces will go to congestion of, 1; melancholia, 1; menin- and South Portland is to be held at
premiums due on their loans and will be
Reed.
gitis, 3; nephritis, 2; neuritis,
1; osteo
Reed has no organization. He has no sarcoma, 1; peritonitis, 2; phthisis,
This
6; South Portland at the M. E. People’s allowed full credit for the same.
headquarters at Washington, nor has he a pleurisy, 1; penumonia, 12; premature Churoh Friday, at 2 p. m. The object is au indebtedness due the association,
literary bureau or any of the other ad- birth, 1; pulmonary edema, 1; pulmo- of the meeting is to organize the schools under the terms of their
mortgages, up to
rheujuncts of the MoKinloy boom. His hope nary tuberoulosis, 2; pyaemia, 1;
of succeeding is manifestly iu the event matio fever, 1; senility, 4; septicaomia, in the two towns into an association to the date of their pajment and discharge.
of McKinley’s failure. It is to this end 2; shook from injury,
1; promote the Sunday Sohool interest, and I have learned from the bank commis2; suioide,
that his friends are bending all their typhoid fever, 2; uraemia, 1; whooping to become auxiliary to the County Asso- sioners of New
Hampsihre and the examenergies, while at the same time doing a cough, 1; total, 76.
ciation. The following programme has iners from New York State and other
certain amount of missionary work in all
Population (estimated).40,000 been arranged:
sources that the business of the associathe important states. Through certain Annual
rate per 1000.24.76
of bis congressional friends, who are zealFor the corresponding period last year.
tion has been badly mismanag ed by its
2.00 p. m.—Devotional Service.
66 2.16
ously devoted to his cause, correspon- Number of deaths.... •..
How directing officers.
p.m.—Experience Meeting.
Among other things
dence is conducted with leading Repub- Anuual rate per 1000.21.12
has the Sunday School bene- I
find that a largo amount of the dues
(Not including still births.)
licans throughout the
country in the
fited
Led
Bev.
C
you?
by
Hospital.4
hope of creating so favorable a sentiment Greely
paid by members has been diverted for
E. Andrews
Maine General Hospital.2
for Reed, either as first or second choice,
expenses aud has been so usod under conEye and Ear Infirmary.1 2.30 p.m.—The Sunday Sohool
as
a
that if McKinley drops out of the race he
tracts made to this effect by the associaWards.1
2
3
4
6
6
7
Spiritual Agency, By Rev. tion, with persons who have
is certain to secure the additional votes
also been
G. D. Lindsay.
8
8 IB
8
Id
needed to make him the convention’s No. of deaths. ,.13 7
foremost in dictating its policy.
2.50 p.m.—Discussion.
AOES
Singing.
choice. The principal speeches delivered
“It is to be hoped that you will not
1 year. 8 60 years and under
3.00 p.m.—Value of Organized Effort. be
by him in Congress are being widely dis- Under
unnecessarily alarmed us I again as1 year and under 6
60 years. 6
By Ozman Adams.
sure you that your interests will be oared
tributed, but only in response to requests.
years. 7 60 years and under
3.16 p.m.—Discussion.
He grants audiences to any person who 6 years and under 10
for
and
protected to the extent of my
70 years.13 3.30
p.m.—Sunday School Reports.
desires to.talk with him regarding his
ability. Aud again I urgently request
years. 1 70 years and under
4.00
Illustrated.
p.m.—Primary
Teaching,
10
and
under
80
and advise ihat you take no action to
years
years.10
canvass, but with these exceptions, he is
4 80 years and under
By Mrs. W. J. Knowlton.
add to the complications whioh already
literally “in the hands of nis friends,’’ 2020 years.
90 years. 6 6.00 p.m.—Basket Lunch.
Each one is
years and under
as the phrase goes, and is doing
exist, for, in my judgment, such action
nothing
30
7 90 years and under
requested to provide his own will only result in further loss to
more to advance |his chances.
What his 30 years...
100 years.
0
you.’’
years and under
lunch.
friends are doing does not appear on the
40 years. 8 Over 100 years. 0
A
Relic
and
are
of
there
Daniel
few
indications
40
and
under
Webster.
surface,
years
EVENING.
60 years. 7
Total. 76
that .they are doing much.
6.45 p.m.—Praise Service, C. A. Tilton.
Mr. William W. Carman, of the CarThe Speaker is never absent from the
Cases of contagious diseases reported for the 7.00
p.m.—Social Service, H. B. Walton. man-Thompson Co., Lewiston, has in his
sessions of the House. He is always in period:
7.16 p.m.—Question Box, G. H. Lord.
his chair, punctually at 12 o’clock, when Wards.1
a very old but
2
3
5
6
4
7
well preserved
7.45 p.m.—Report of Committee on Or- possession
the House is called to order. When he is 8carlet Fever—2
obair that was once the property
1
1
rocking
ganization.
Singing.
not in the ohair he C6n usually be found
Diphtheria.8.00 p.m.—Address, Rev. E. R. Purdy.
of, and favorite seat of. Daniel Webster
in his committee-room or the cloak rooms Typhoid Fever.. 1
1
2 8.30
p.m.—Singing, “God bo with you while a student at Phillips College, Exein conversation with the members. He
till we meet again.”
Beneis expediting the business as rapidly as
MAINE TOWNS.
ter, N. H. The ohair is hand-made, the
diotion by Rev. Wm. Wood.
possible, and appears more concerned
All interested in Sunday Sohool work frame-work and rockers being of solid
about reaching an early adjournment
are cordially invited to attend.
oak and the seat pine. The centre of the
and keeping the expenditures down to a Items of Interest Gathered by Corresminimum than in furthering his presirockers are considerably
pondents of the Press.
worn, but it
Maine Universalists Convention.
dential aspirations. He dines out a great
is in good condition and it is used every
A
special committee, chosen from the
deal, although he cannot, in the nature
South Berwick.
day in Mr. Carman’s private business
of things, accept more than a fraction of
South Berwick, March 25—At the town Executive Committee of the Maine Uni- office.
the invitations that are sent to him.
versalist
Convention
met
in
Portland
Aside from his great politloal prominence meeting yesterday it was voted to approWhile Mr.
Webster
was
attending
and porsonal popularity, he is a weloome priate $100 for a steam fire gong instead Wednesday, March|25, to arrange a proat Exetor, N. H., he
Philips
Aoademy,
addition to any social cirole, and
his of $10 as this
gramme for the annual meeting of the
PRESS stated.
mornlng’g
became acquainted
with
Mrs. Petty
presence is eagerly sought for at all
Rev. Geo. E. Hall, D. D. of Dover, Convention, whieh will be held at Ausocial functions of whatever character.
Johnson, an old but highly respected lady
N.
will
deliver
a lecture in the
burn
H.,
Conand
ThursTuosday,
Wednesday
There are two houses in town where
of the town, who did his washing, ironReed is not only a welcome guest, but gregational ohuroh on Thursday evening. day, June 23, and 24. A large gathering
and mending, and when about gradufrom Alexandria to
where, outside of his domestio oircle, he Subject,” “Egpyt
of the friends of the Universalist church ing
Dr. Hall has travelled extenhe presented to Mrs. Johnson, this
finds his greatest enjoyment. These are Phllae.
in Maine is expeeted at Auburn. Able ating,
in
and
is
well
on
sively
his
Egypt
posted
the homes of Senator Lodge of Massachuold chair, whioh he had used constantly
subjeot. Tbe lecture will he well worth speakers will be present, the financial
setts and ReDresentative Hitt, of Illinois.
mUDU HtJ
VJWllOpiUUO OUUiflD, 1U
the latter his life-long friend. With these attendiug. Dr. Hall knows his subject and missionary exhibit for the year will
had “rocked out” the problems of life
families he dines most frequently, and and knows also how to impart his knowl- be
and disoussed. The committee
given
to others in a manner both instrucedge
it is under their roofs that Reed is seen
which served him so well in after years.
tive and interesting.
on programme consists of the President,
at his best.
Society, as the term is genWhen Petty Johnson died, this chair
William H. Flynn began this morning Dr. Geo. M.
of
and
he
as
a
Twitchell,
bore.
erally understood,
Augusta,
regards
was willed to Aunt Sally Bennett, an old
Not that he is unsocial; ho is, on the to fill up tbe mill yard of the Newicha- i\ev. w.
xiuuper, saoureiary, oi peerwanlok
Co.
whioh
the recent flood
maiden lady of Exeter, who attended
contrary, a most companionable man. t»oahnr1 nilt Ra hna
f^4--ing.
But he prefers the company of a few inMrs. Johnson in her last days.
timate friends, where he may talk with and twenty men at work and will in a
In Honor of Bowdoiu Men.
Some years ago, while Mr. Carman
few day? probably double that number.
more freedom and escape
being lionized.
In honor oi Bowdoin College and the was
residing in Exeter and doing busiReed is also a bookish man and like P. H. Pall has begun framing the now
most men of cultivated literary tastes, dyehouse for this company and will bo alumni of Boston and vicinity the Pine ness with the Exeter Machine Works, ho
devotes all of his spare moments to read- ready to raise the bulding as soon as Mr. Tree State Club will give a dinner, gen- became
acquainted with Aunt Sally Benhas the place sufficiently filled.
ing. Ho is a fluent Frenoh scholar, and Plynn
tlemen’s night, tonight, at 6 p. m., at
treasurer of
nett, and frequently called on her, this
tbo
his library at Washingon contains the Mr. Hodgdon, the
Hotel Brunswiok. Invitations have been old
chair always being his favorite seat.
works of nil the best writers in the origi- Newiohawaniek Co., has made arrangewith the North Berwiok Co. for extended to the president, faculty and
those
nal,
of Bourget, ments
particularly
When
about leaving Exeter, for Lewisof
their
use
and is planning
of the boards of trustees
Maupassant, Daudot, Coppee and Georges thestart the No. dyehouse
ton, Miss Bennett presented Mr. Carman
1 mill in a week or less, representatives
Sand.
He is an omnivorous reader and to
overseers of tho college, and to the
and
with the chair, whioh he holds today
seldom lays a hook down until he has although it will be at least three months
finished it. He is au intense admirer of before work can be done to as good ad- listinguished alunml of Boston and vi- with a great deal of pride.
Charles Reade. He told me, a few weeks vantage as before the flood.
cinity, many of whom will be present.
Mr. Carman has been repeatedly soliciGray.
Tho club will be addressed by Rev.
ago, in speaking of this author that he
W. ted to donate the c'mlr to
the Historical
took up “Never Too Late to Mend,” one
West Gray, Marob 26.
Mrs. Charles DeW. Hyde, president oi the college, F.
Societies
of New England and New
evening after dinner, and road it all E. Nason, of Chicago, arrived here on
night. Of late he has been engaged in Tuesday night on a visit to her father A. Hill, secretary of State board of ed- Hampshire, but as yet has not made up
writing an introduction to a now edition and other relatives. The train in whioh ucation; Dr. II. A. Sargent, director of his mind to do 60.
of Prof. Colton’s “Life of Henry Clay.” she came was snow bound for 86 hours Hemcnway
gymnasium, Harvard UuniThe work was published in six volumes near Toronto, Canada.
Overseers of the Poor.
Hon. E.
U. Curtis, ex-mayor
versity;
It contains an exhausmany years ago.
to
Mrs. Walter J. Huston was sumoned
The overseers of the poor have begun
Music will be
tive biography of the great Kentucky Calais by the severe sickness of
her af Boston and others.
furnished by Thomas Henry and his to award the contract for
commoner, and Is supplemented by a mothor last week.
furnishing supnumber of his more important spoecbes
Mr. R. A. Allen, our postmaster and orchestra.
plies at the almshouse. Sargent, Denniin Congress. It has been out of print for trader, has been suffering with a severe
son
&
Co., have been awarded the coal
soveval years, but will soon be on the cold for more than a week.
At this
Brown Glee Club.
market again. Mr. Reed was asked to writing he Is somewhat better.
oontract for the coming year. They are to
the
By
board
at
write the introduction and has but reconsulting
Cressoy, furnish Cumberland coal for J4, stove
Winfield Allen still remains vory low,
cently completed it. An arrangement but it is thought that lie has slightly im- Jones & Allen’s we notice that the sale ooal at the
almshouse for $5 and
stove
the
last
few
within
days.
proved
af seats for the concort to bo given in
ooal for outside poor at Jo. 40,
The conMrs. A. N. Witham has had quite a
Hall next Monday evening, promCity
tract for supplying fish for chowders,
severe attack of the grip. She is now better, and we hope will soon be well again. ises a large audience to hear this popular -to., was awarded to Sewall
Lang for $4
Mr. D. li. Bailey is much better, and company of oaliege men. The wide nnd
hundred pounds.
so are the rest of his family.
George A. enviable reputation which
they have acBailey has resumed his place on the
Rifle Practice.
quired, has been attained by undertaking
stage.
E. J. Huston has repaired his mill and aothing in glees, solos or upon the manis actually a disease that even
Co. A, First Regiment, have
started
clam, and is now engaged in sawing lolin or banjo until it was thoroughly the rifle
constant bathing fails to cure. To
practice for the soason at the
board set.
mastered. If popular favor counts for Stroud water
obviate this distressing trouble, put
Hr. A. N. Witham, of Cumberland
range.
During the past
each morning in your stockings a
Mills, was here Sunday last, having been mytbing, there is a rare treat in store week several good scores were made by
his
who
of
the
sickness
of
is
oalled
for
those
who
wife,
by
attend.
teaspoonfull
members of the company.
At the two
stopping at her father’s, Mr. Albert Penhundred yards range Lieut.
Prof. Tyler on Evolution.
nell.
Charles
Mr. Charles Hunt, of Portland, a forBaker, inspector of rifle practico, mudo a
Tonight Prof. Tyler’s seoond lecture on
on old
mer resident of West Gray, called
itring of six bull’s eyes.
Evolution will he given at Seoond Adneighbors and friends on Sunday la3t.
Baldwin.
vent church. His topic will be “EviChamberlain’s
Cough Remedy gives
East Baldwin, March 26.—Mr.
Willis lences from
Domesticated Animals.” the best satisfaction of
It is an antiseptic, medicated prepa- Mitobell of Malden gave a very interest,'any cough medinumber
of our most cultivated
Ehe large
cine I handle, and as a seller leads all
ration, that not only stops excessive ing and entertaining lecture in the Con- dtizeus who took so
in the
much
interest
church
lust
to
the
evening
Jther preparations in this market.
I
perspiration, but repairs the damage gregational
A
large audience was first lecture gives assurance of a most recommend it because it is the bost mediit causes, such as tender, sore, irri- old veterans.
to hear him.
present
successful
course.
cine I ever handled for coughs, colds and
tated, and inflamed surfaces, and
Mr. O. Sawyer who has been very ill is
insures a sweet, healthful skin.
W
reported to be improving.
croup. A.
Baldridge, Millersvillo,
CUKE A COLD IN ONE DAY.
TO
Mrs. B. Thorn is slowly gaining.
ill. For sale by Landers & Babbidgc,
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Thorn have been
The Comfort Powder Co.
Take laxative Bromo Quinine Tablets.
25c. and 50c.
a box.
Hartford, Ct.
engaged by the overseers of tho poor to All druggists refund the money if it fails Druggists; and C. B. Woodman, West&11 Druggists sell it.
brook.
to cure. 25c.
carry on the tow n farm.

Above Coals Constant” [
!y On Hand.
TELEPHONE

Correspondence
Springfield Republican.)
Speaker Reed|is concerning

Taken from

GRANITE STATE.

...»

Drrggists, Monument Square

jaa25

(Washington

A WAR VETERAN’S FATE.

ca,

S«.

517

Congress

C.

IVicCOULDRIC,

_Manager,_
is

hereby given that the
Notice
subscriber lias been duly appointed
and taken
upon liimself the trust of
trator of the estate of

™^H

THOMAS EDWARDS, late of Portland,
the
County of Cumberland, deceased,
and given bonds as ihe law directs
All
persons having demands upon the estate of
said deceased, are requiren to exhibit the
same; and all persons indebted to said estate
make payment to
are called upon to
JOSEPH A. LOCKE, Adm’r.
Portland, Mar. 1G, 1S9G.
mar20
dlaw3wF*

in

TENNEY,

Residence

183 Deeriug St.

Special

attention given to diseases of the
EYE and the fitting of LENSES. Consultation
fre®. Will call wihin city lfraits of Portland
aud Deering on notice by
postal or otherwise

dec27

jCS

The only safe, sure ant

PENNYROYAL PILLS. sP^ff

Ask for DB. MOTT’S PSMNYKOYAI. PIUS and take no othe"
Send for circular. Price $1.00 per box, « boxes for a;, ()6>
.^IlE. MOTT’S CHEMICAL CO.,
Cleveland. O',io.
For sale by Landers SBabbidge, 17 Monument Square, Portland, Maine.

Mag

OCULIST
Office
and
W oodfords.

ll

PIGEON

CARD.PH. F. AUSTIN

a*

Adminis-

dtf

H H

IF

I

■£

(injection.)

R ust • s
be,

Cnreslnlto4days.

Tmme- BjPjg
Original
and
effect; quick to cure. 1 B
Bragg fed
III I Ika l\ A positive preventive. Can be
reliable and
safe
carried invest pocket, all com- B alwaysaskforDr.RuefB
MCotton Itoutnni
plete In one email package. Mailed to any address B l.ei?“/r3ral Female® Puis. They never
on receipt Of $! by
B
„„neTer injure,
8j Malledtoknyat:0i” *l'°° by
The Japanese Pile Cure
Company, St.
For sale in Portland by JOHN H. KEEFE, 205 Midnle St
siMMnxn
0 8 & tt a mmonii nr.7
7
and 800 Congress Street and John Williamson. 594
Congress S’
novedtf
in

i^always

PaueiM!?n.

LADIP’S’

DOBTLAJiD DAILY PRisSS
XD-

—A

MAINE STATE PRESS.
Subscription Rates.

Daily’(in

advance) $6 per year; $3 for six
a quarter; 50 cents a month.
The Dailv is delivered every morning by
carrier anywhere within the city limits and at
Woodfords without extra charge.
Daily iNot in advance/, invariably at tb

months; $ 1.50

/ate of

$7 a year.
Maine State Press, (Weekly) published
every Thursday, $2 per year; $1 for six months;
•' 6u cents a
quarter; 26 cents tor trial subscription ot six weeks.
Persons wishing to leave town lor long or
short periods may have the addresses of their
1 apers changed as often as desired.
Kates.

Advertising

Press $1.50 per square, for one
Three Inserfor one month.
v eek; $4.00
Every other
tions or less, $1.00 per square.
than these
nay advertisements, one third less
In Daily

ates.

square advertisements $1.00 for one
week or $2.60 for one month.
•‘A Square” is a space o£ the width of a colHalf

umn

long.

and one incb

special Notices,

on

first

page, one-third ad-

ditional.
Amusements and Auction Sales, $2.00 per
or less,
square each week. Threo insertions
$1.60 per square.
Heading Notices
classed with

in

nonpane!

paid notices,

other

15

typo and
cents per

line each insertion.
Pure Heading Notices 111 reading matter type,
£6 cents per line each insertion.
Wants, To Let, For Sale and similar advertisements, 25 cents per week in advance, for
40 words or less, no display. Displayed advertisements under these headlines, and all advernot paidl lin advance, twill he
isements

barged

at

regular

rates.

Maine State Press—$1.00 per square
insertion, and fifty cents per square for
each subsequent insertion.
Address all communications relating to sub
rcriptions and advertisements to Portland
Publishing Co., 97 Exchange Street,
Portland, Me.
In

first

or

New York Office:
Byron Andrews, Manager.

Tthe^press.
FRIDAY, MARCH 27.
Miss Clara Barton seems to be getting
taste of Turkish diplomacy and ascertaining the value or, more correctly the

a

worthlessnoss of Turkish promises.
When MoKinley’s managers find they
not control a convention they shout
that they have been ill used and organize
a bolt.
Apparently they must have pie
can

all the time to keep them in good humor.
There would seem to be no good reason
for Congress remaining in session much
after tbe first of May, and with a little
hurrying it might despatoh all the busithat it is likely to attend to this sesThere is
before that time.

sion even

re«lly nothing before it now which
it will legislate upon but the appropriation bills. Tbe only two questiors
which ought to he settled concern the revand the currency, and it is admitall hands that nothing can be
done in regard to either of them.
This
being the case, Congress should give
strict attention to the appropriation bills,

enue

ted

on

and alter they

are

passed adjourn.

The Porte’s protest against the English expedition into the Soudan
was
doubtless backed by Russia, if it was not
direotly inspired by her. Turkey is the
nominal suzerain of Egypt, and the Powwere accustomed
to recognize jit tin
their dealing with the Khedive before
England took what she at the time
avowed to be merely temporary posses-

ers

.......

...

message

to Congress

nn

the finan-

eial question, demanding that Congress
shall pass some financial
legislation,
and
threatening to call an extra
session
will

if

it docs
not.
Cleveland
then
as
the
chief
pose
advooate of sound money and his friends
will olaim that with the nomination of
McKinley by the Republicans, the only
way for the Democrats to do is to nom inate him on the gold standard
platform.
With this they say thej can carry enough
jSortfaern
South, to

States, together
make

sucoess

with

possible.

the
We

strongly suspeot

that the “gentleman”
who announced this programme and the
programme itself are myths, which exist
only in somebody's fertile imagination.
SILVER’S ULTIMATUM.
Those people who still cherish the
hope
that the St. Louis convention may be
able to arrange some sort of a
compromise
resolution
which will

on

the

please

currenoy

everybody,

question
get

will

very cold encouragement from this statement of the silver men's

position by

Senator Jones:

“McKinley’s

election won't

cut

of tho

PEERLESS REJANE.

ji
IS

fls Madam Sans Gene, Her Wort Was a Revelation
The Americans Saw Her in Her Latest

^

rBf
fljSi

|r

cjSa

j&S

Xjg

1 \
'Si®'

3 Mg

admirable

W

NORTHERN

BANKING

BOUDS

GO.,

and

SECURITIES.

HiiHHHi » M HiHi

(Philadelphia
Amerioan.)
If the Republican party is in favor

of
in few

protective tariff, it must say so
and unqualified words. It is not necessary to go into Hiiy argument to justify
the platform. The people know what protection has done for the oountry,
and
they are having an objeot lesson of what
the want of protection entails. The Darty
is in favor of protection for labor and
capital embarked in the industries. Let
it say so without any qualification whatever.
If the party is in favor of a currency at par with gold, the medium of
exchange adopted by the commercial
world, it must say so in few words and
without argument. To argue that we
must have sound money is
absurd. Of
course wo must have sound money, and
sound money means any medium of exIf men
change on a parity with gold.
differ about what is sound money, they
can disouss it at liberty on
tho rostrum
or in the
newspapers. Tho platform is
not the place to discuss any
matter
of
policy or of principle. The platform of
a party should be its creed, and its
creed
should be its text.
a

HOT HEADED AND INJUDICIOUS.

any

figure with us—indeed, it will only make
our position the stronger.
He will not
be able to secure any tariff legislation
for we will have the balance of power In

the Senate. You may put it down assettied that there will be no protection
granted any industry until silver is provided for. We silver Senators are committed to this course. We are not children clamoring for toys.
We are men demanding our just right.
Our constituents would repudiate us if we did not
make a old stand for silver.
“McKinley’s nomination will be Inconsequential. I would rather see a pronounced ‘gold bug’ like Morton named
ns the Presidential
oandidate, and then
t he issue would
be framed at once
If
I icKiuley triumphs it will only delay

(Cincinnati

Gazette.)

Delaware county, Pa., a week or so ago
muoh earlier than ever before known,
lured northward, doubtless, by the unusual spell of warm weather. Snow came
soon after, and now the birds are having
The
a
hard time foraging for food.
blaokbirds have become so tame through
farmaround
the
hunger that they fly
houses and dispute with the sparrows for
crumbs in the yards.
It is olaimed for Mr. and Mrs. Frank
Shade of KendallvilU, Ind., that they
the smallest married couple in IndiEaoh is more than fifty years old.
ana.
Mrs. Shade is exactly threo feet in height
and her husband is a trifle smaller. Mr.
Shade has an unsually luxuriant growth
of hair on his face, his beard reaoliing to
his waist.
A story of a feat of meohanical skill of
wonderful delicacy is told in Iron Age.
An expert mechanic is said to have taken

are still thinking of iti
EOPLE ARE STILL TALKING OF IT!

People

WHAT?

Our Great Black Suit Sale.

1S5 Middle St P. 0. Box 1108.

CAPITAL

ANI»

millions of
turely, in Oregon.
out

grasshoppers,
Thou

came

along

an

unusual cold snap which killed praoti
Consecally every one of the insects.
quently the farmers thereabouts are doing the remarkable thing of rejoicing
over unseasonable weather.
Chapu and Falguieres’s statue of Byron
that was recently unveiled in Athens,
showns the poet advancing towurdGreeee,
a femalo figure
who holds out to him a
laurel crown.
The trustes of Cornell university have
decided to establish a college of architecture. A successful four years’ course will
entitle students to a degree hitherto unconferred in America, Bachelor of Architecture.

The

success

of this great sale

has demonstrated that the

pub-

and appre-

the

Wanskuck

Worsteds.

most 150 suits sold in

week,

and there is no

Al-

satisfactory

manner.

it

Wanskuck.

There

absolutely no doifbt but that
greatest bargain ever placed
rtccrease
fore the people of Maine is
fhe

first

|

A SALE UNPRECEDENTED.

|

Current Accounts received
Interest allowed

I
Oatmeal!” I
1*-1
“I Can't Eat
—

—

Standard Clothing

255 MIDDLE STREET, PORTLAND.

BABY

favorable

on

on

Town of Yarmouth, Me., 4s,
due
1916-1926.
Citv of Calais. Me.. 4s. <lne mm..
1911.
City of Zanesville, Ohio, 4s, due 1915.
City of Piqua, Ohio, 5s, due 1903.
City of Seattle, Wash., 5s, due 1910.
Chicago Sanitary District, 6s, due
1901.
Portland Water Co., 4s, due 1927.
Maine Central R. R„ First Mortg.
7s,*
8
1898.
Maine Central R. R., Cons. Mort. 4s.
1912.
MainMCentral R. R., Cons. Mort, 5s,
Duluth Street Railway, First Morte
8
5s, 1920.
FOR SALE BY-

BARRETT,
Street,
dtl

t---*■

%

f

Monday,

Special Carriage,
perfect beauty.
buying.

■SI____

Ifc

the
beour

23rd.

i

for

1i

convalescents

infants,

invalids and
—

H

Street.

NEW Oi ERAS-

NEW PICTURES,

Monday, March 30th,

THE GORMANS

IJoi n,

Gilhoolys Abroad
Prices

25, 50, 76c.
office,

KOTZSCHMAR HALL
Friday Evening,

March 27th, ’96,
at 8 o'clock.
MIJSICAE
ENTERTAINMENT

by Mr- & Mrs. Hermann Kotzschmar,

entitled—‘‘Outline of the Growth of Music,’*
from 1100 A. 1). to 1860 A. D.
Assisted by eminent talent.
Reserved seats
mar21
60 cents, at Stockbridge’s
dtd

6ITY HALL,

10‘iIyinA&raDce'

of America’s foremost

Maine—engagement

artist,

Presenting His Greatest Success,

Seats now on
sale or mailed
at Stockbridge’s
JW usie Store.
Prices 50c. 75c,
$1.00, $1.50

dtl
HALF FARE and late train on M.C.R.R.
and G. T. R’ys., to all holding “Goodwin”
tickets.mar 24d 1 w *

MAINE, FIRST ANNUAL CAT SHOW
Congress Hall, 420 1-2 Congress St.

WOODBURY

| j.

\{
If
If

S

|

Maine.

nmr2

M

j t We Offer

the concentration of the
life giving properties of
the wheat parched.
It is neither pasty nor

dtf

ble and

jI [1■

ing.

jl

gritty,

always palatahighly nourishThe whole family

will relish it for to-morrow’s breakfast.

M

Agents

A

A

i!

Josselyn, 4

Portland,
Supply

for

the Trade in 2lb.

Hall.

every afternoon

be seen

can

Congress Rail,

Following Desirable

Dancing School for Beginners
OPENS ATTHATCHER POST HALL,

Friday Jiight, March 27th; Manchester,
teacher, Six lessons, six assemblies. Gents
course tickets $2.
Ladi-s’ $1.25. School
from 7 to 8.30; assembly at 8.30. Tickets
at
Hawes’ Music Store, 414
Congress
street.

mar25 3t

City Water Works Co, of Kenosha,
of YVis., 5’s, 1924.
City Water Co. of East St. Louis,
III., 5’s, 1914.
iTitici

“j

-_'U»

ui

v

UNIVERSITY

iiiitiuuooira.

Tenn.. 6’s, 1907.
S treat or, 111., Gas & Light
Co., 6’s,
1913.

Glee

Ottawa, 111., Gas & Coke Co., 6’s, With
1904.

Club

:

and Mandolin

Banjo

Club,

SI

flame,
packages.

AKRON CEREAL CO.,
Akron, O.
1500 barrels

the

Managers,

Congress

SECURITIES:

¥

Jt

but

Brown &

\r
\f
^f
^J

MOULTON,

_

¥
j

CHANDLER & HENRY,

mar24dlw

&

I Portland,

ill
it

31, Apr. 1-2-3,1896.

Send for prize list and entry blank. Entry
fee 60 cents payable at the hall.
Entries close
Tuesday March 31, 10 a. m. Season tickets
furnished exhibitors. Cages and care furnished
by managers, a ddress

2 to 4 at

I
ir

1f
If

Portland Mar.

DATED NOT. 1, 1895.
DUE NOT. 1, 1925,

Mr. Chandler

¥
U
V

|If£

on

lew liOan

1

f

now

UNITED STATES
BONDS

i
H

H
If

Seats

sale at box

Price 103 and Interest.

i
j
.<

j>

HALL,

OITY

[

33A.3XTJS:3II.TRLS!j

Monday,

;

32

daily capacity.

EXCHANGE

STREET.

dei?31__

municipal

8 P. M.

30Ih, 1896,

Under auspices Young Men’s Christian
Association.

dtt

Investments!

March

Tickets 85 and 50 cents.

On sale at

Cressey, Jones & Allen’s.

_

OUR

City of Zanesville, Ohio, 5’s,
““
“

:

CARDS

AND

“ “

“41-2’s,“
G’s

“

Town of Pittsfield. Maine. 4’s,

“

“ “

TUFTS

due 1908.

Ashland, Wisconsin,
Cincinnati, Ohio, 5’s,

“

1905.
1901.
1930.

Gigs, Mandolin

CO LLECE

Guitar Clubs

and

WILL OlVE

X

CONCERT
¥

1915.

...

AT

—.

-FOR SALE BY-

NOVELTIES

dec!3

are now

KOTZSCHMAR HALL.

H. M. PAYSON & CO..
RANKERS,

32

Exchange

SI.

,1tf

ready. Call and

see

them at

ANDERSON, ADAMS & CO

improvements.

Congress

OLIVETTE.

Only Appearance in

OPTIONAL NOT. 1, 1905.
¥
¥ nterest
Semi-Annually in Boston.
A
Denominations $1,000 and $500.
ill,

Fire

Insurance Agency,
31

CHARLES DAY.
344

BOHEMIAN GIRL.

Saturday Mat.Merry War
Saturday Night.Mascott©

MR. IMAT C.

CITY OF BELFAST,

mar9eodtf

W

|

Seats

James and George.

$30,000

ST.

Food

H Just the
w

|

EVENING
at 8.00.

MATINEE
at 2.00.

BONDS.

186 Middle

tj't.,

TO-DAY,
]

Time

Janl

matinees
daily.

Evening prices 16, 25, 35, 50c.
now on sale at box office.

STEPHEN R. SMALL. PreslSJii
MARSHALL fi. GODINS, CasYai
lane
Jtf

SWAN &

PICTURES.

LIVING
•»'><>

Deposits.
Correspondence solicited from Individuals, Corporations, Banks, and others desiring to open accounts, as well as from
those wishing to transact Banking business of any description through this Bank.

H. STEVENS & GO..

Co., EASTER

CARRIAGES^
March

Opera Co.

b

4 Per Cent Refunding Bends,

is

GENUINE WAMSKUCK CLAY.

$10.00

I

1

B

terms.

Feb20

TELEPHONE 536-2.

The great Wanskuck Mills of
Providence, R. I., are known far
and wide for tlie quality of the

label

WILBUR

I

Blank Books.
We have all the patterns of Lithograph
and Blank Book Work formerly done by
these two houses, and are prepared to
duplicate all orders promptly and in a

184 MIDDLE

good goods
Worsteds they produce. IMo betciate such an opportunity as we ter guarantee can be
given a
here offer.
Everybody knows piece of Clay Wotsted than to
lic know

■

1
|

$45,000

Clay Diagonal Suits.

prema-

Commencing Monday. March 23rd*

Saturday, Evening, Mar. 28.

We are pleased to announce that we
have succeeded the well-known house of
Stevens & Jones Co., and have also purchased
the stock
and good will of
Thomas B. Mosher, the Exchange street
stationer.
We shall carry a full line of Stationery
for office and private correspondence,
and shall make a specialty of Litho-

W.

$10.00

admit of tho passago of a very flue
hair.
An unusual spell of warm weather during the oarly part of this month hatched

^

1

a common

to

LAST WI3EK.

SCKFLLS

ONE MILLION
DOLLARS.

LOTUItOP, Prop.

I

Incorporated 1824.

Work, Legal Blanks,
Supplies, Card Plate Engraving and the manufacture of

WANSKUCK

warn

(Boston Globe.)
The Massachusetts Republican convention in this city tomorrow will give the

PORTLAND, MA8NE,

Office

sewing needlo of medium size,
a hole
1 5-8 inohes long, and drilled
through its entire length, from eye to
point, the hole baing just large enough

G. E.

—

graph

the Republican party that
Alaska experienced during the winter in the demand.
offer of
success is
not assured
in tho cuming
nist pndimr t.hn coldest
1}ifennwn
Presidential campaign
simply because
the peopie arose i'l their might in 1894 there in twenty years. During January
and repudiated the
party that wiped and February the teniDerature was never
from our statute books the McKinley above zero at Junau or Sitka, and snow
fell almost continuously
law.
A Ifipoo rtnmlior nf
Ronn hlionnc efotirl
The Westminster Gazette says that Miss
at
the
o£
the
so-called
aghast
apostacy
These suits are having the Suits in three shapes. SingleJane Dougins Roleley, who died recently
Republican silver Senators—first, in rebreasted Sacks, Double-breasted
fusing relief to the manufacturing inter- in Swansea at the ago of ninety-six, had greatest circulation in Mew Engests of the country, and saoond, at the in her possession the trousors that Lord
Sacks and 3-buiton
Cutaway
land, and in spite of unfavoranarrow policy which catrses them to re- Nelson wore in the battle of Trafalgar.
Frocks. Sixes 34 to 50, in Regpudiate their obligatitons a» Republicans Miss Roleley’s father serve with Nelson ble weather, people are hurryulars, Stouts aud Longs, at
to afford protection to the industries that on board the Victory.
to our store eager to obtain
are being
threatened,
merely beoause
A woman has just been appointed as- ing
local silver interests are not at once consistant professor of English in theUniver- (he goods. The sale continues
si dered.
A
SLIT.
The people, however, do not forget that sity of Michigan. She is Miss Gertrude this week.
the head of the rebellion
agaiust the Buck, a daughter of Judge Buck of
great Republican policy of protection is Michigan.
also Chairman of the Republican NationMAIL ORDERS accompanied with the
al Committee, and associated with him
No better proof could be bad than the
are
Senators equally prominent in Remoney promptly filled, and will be re- fact of tho immediate success of this
oouncils.
not
funded if suit is
publican
See our mammoth front
satisfactory in great sale.
Thu present great depression in our
window Idled with Wanskuoks.
every detail.
manufacturing industries is because adequate protection and reciprocity have been
withdrawn, and these silver Senators refuse to allow protective measures to become a law, either for revenue or for
encouragement to our home manufactures,
silver
of
free
unless the
heresy
coinage is
included in the legislation.
Ihe real issue, therefore, of the Republican party is to purge itself of its soOf course not, if you mean
called friends. The groat manufacturing
^
the
ordinary oatmeal
States of New York, Pennsylvania, New
■sg
!%.
stuff that is full of indiJersey, Connecticut and Ohio, not only
wg
because of a lack of protection to their
.aS
gestible starch—for break'2
fast. Food should follow
industries, but because of the threat that
&
protection can only come througli the
nwork, not precede it. If
jg
mar24dtE
recognition of free coinage—which they
you will persist in asking
g
know in sans inevitable bankruptcy—detoo much of the
stomach,
mand that the Republican party shall not
no wonder
S
&
you feel slughesitate to repudiate the principles of
S
gish and not up to conthe silver Senators and put the party
ft
cert pitch” until diges*§
squarely before the people on a platform
tion
has done its work.
unequivocal and unmistakable.
■g
s^,
SPECIAL PRICES on all grades of BABY CARRIAGES for
The great mass of the people nre sound
one week commencing
on the qustlon of money and
protection.
“
S
Let all the candidates come out squarely
Assists
and fairly, giving the people exact infor135
mation as to their positions. The success
Nature.”
^
v
We have our new styles in, ranging from $5.00
of the Republican party is assured in 189fi
We have a
up.
S--$.
on a sound money and
protection platWith
the
of
diwork
regular $20.00 Carriage, we shall sell for $12, a
it,
sj,
form, but doubtful on a platform uncer*£
«
All the latest
gestion is more than half
tain as to money with protection.
Please examine
done already. The small5? our line before
SHOULD
BE
NEW
ENGLAND
est child and oldest man
5
UNITED.
can eat H-0 and be nour5
ished by it.
&
Wo

-OF

ANNOUNCEMENT.

EOPLE ARE STILL INTERESTED IN IT!

are

Casco National Bank I Portland Theatre, I

Play.

approach

AMUSEMENTS.

•x-roiisa

ago.

Queen of Tragedy and Caplivator of Hearts.

_

vately tha; he will go in for the nomination himself if the/ outlook appears auTha programme as outlined
spicious.
by a “gentleman” whose name is not
given, is to keep Congress in session until after the Republican convention, and
then if MoKinley is nominated send a
sham

FINANCIAL.

MISCELLANEOUS.

Hut it will not do for the friends
Maine man to relax their efforts.
There are signs, in Conneotiout especially, chat tho Keed fences need to be sharpfield.
ly looked after. If New Enlgand is to
“The complexion of the new Congres3 count for muoh at St. Louis her delewill not be ohaugod inuoh, so far as the gates must be united in support of the
Senate is concerned. Just look into the New England candidate.
matter and see for yourself.
We have
MASSACHUSETTS AND MAINE.
carefully considered our oourse, and wo
will be in oontrol of the Senate.
The
(New York Sun.)
so-called
‘sound
money’ people can
Tomorrow
the Hon. Thomas Brackett
smoke this fact in their pipes.
Reed will be assured of something he
No doubt Jones speaks authoritatively knew before, the admiration and esteem
and refleots accurately the determination of tho Republicans of
Massachusetts.
been times when such an
of the silver people. Free silver is their There have
doubtful or
boen
assurance
have
ultimatum, and they are not going to bo difficult tomight
For a number of
obtain.
To-day, as ever, the pulse of the American people beats warm and fast at
* Mg
put up with anything short of it.No half Presidential years Republican Massachuof genius, whether it be native or foreign born. Nowhere, per- j
the
amused herself with ineffectual
no
concession short of setts
way measures
is this fact more
in evidence than with regard to the stage. ™
haps,
particularly
4
and
candidates, Sherman
their full demand, will satisfy them. causes and
Year after year we see it exemplified, sometimes in the case of our own, as for
and forgot the
5
Bristow and Edmunds,
■
* w
The Republican convention, therefore, real
example, the renowned comedian, Joseph Jefferson, or Denman Thompson, or Fanny Davenport, but more
W
purpose of a real convention.
in
it
would
the
the
or
is going to bo compelled to
of
seem,
case
often,
foreign,
choose beMassachusetts Republicanism, under cv»i
European stars. Last year came Rejane, the queen of
from
her
im
fresh
tlio
seml-Fedcraldramatic
in
influence of tho anoiont
London and on the continent. It was her first visit to
tragedy,
triumphs
Paris,
tween a positive dealaration on the cur5 5®
America, in search of American honors and American dollars, and her stay, though short
ism, was afraid of its own shadow and
rency, which will satisfy the free silvor seared
proved a rare and
its impression of its own want
for
treat
the
by
American
delightful
public. Unfortunately for her, our American climate dealt harshly by the
men or
the
anti-free
silver
men, of oonvictions. it was afraid of the Re- SK
prima donna, and the wear and tear of her professional duties, adc'Ed to the climatic change, made Madam Wf?
or
a
which
will publican most popular in Massachusetts,
straddle,
a
rather
for
the
easy subject
Rejane
grip.
the Hon. James tiillespie Blaine, or else
satisfy nobody, for the auti-froe silver tho
Like many smother sufferer from this same disease, the great French actress
machine kept ic away from him.
tried various remedies, and
men are just as determined to acoopt
sorts
to
all
of
submitted
until
advice,
finally, when nearly exhausted, she was induced to try the genuine
Mr.Blaine has gone; the Massachusetts
HOFF
S
flALT
T
JOHANN
he
but
an
result
eneEXTRACT.
declaration
his
bitterest
was a complete and almost immediate cure.
nothing
uuquivoeal
Mugwumps, who were
Now she
^
on other subas the silver men.
writes regarding it as follows:
“The genuine JOHANN HOFF’S HALT EXTRACT has restored
They have inado their mies, have beoome blatant
me
some of the Bay State Republicans
jects;
demand as well as the free silver peoplo,
wonderfully from the effects of the grip. It is an
tonic and appetizer when used with the meals.
who wore most virulent against Mr. ffl®
I have used it constantly in Paris.”
through the platform of the New York Blaine iu 1884, have become eager ortho- ’SS&r
into
dox
climbed
and
have
clear
in
this
and
Republican convention,
Republicans
Ask for and be sure you get the JOHANN HOFF’S riALT EXTRACT. Avoid all imitations.
high office.
unambiguous declaration:
Mr. Reed has not changed. His talents
“The agitation for the free coinage of and his
Eor
were.
courage are as they
silver at tiie ratio of 16 to 1 seriously dishis party he has done more, risked more,
turbs all industrial interests, and calls
and sacrificed more than any other of its
tor a clear statement of the Republican
members.
In a competitive examinaparty’s attitude upon this question, to tion of the talents of
his party, he would
the end that the trade of this country, at
not stand at the end of the eligible list.
FINANCIAL.
home anil abroad, may again be placed
It is said that the medioore man wins in
upon a sound and stable foundation. We
that genius and wit and learnrecognize in the movement for the free politics;
ing are loit in the cold and on the back
coinage of silver an attempt to degrade seat.
the
long-established standard of our
The genins, the talent, the wit, and
53 Exchange Street,
monetary system, and hence a blow to the force
of the Hon. Thomas Brackett
public and private credit, at once costly Reed
be
an
accidental defence
may
to tiie national government and harmful
the
glories to be thrust upon
to our domestic and foreign commerce. against
him tomorrow and thereafter; but ic is
Until there is a prospeot of international
IiOG
COOL
uiuy W1U lung pruiecu
agreement as to silver ooinage, and vi bile him llKCiy
from tho enthusiasm of his fellow
gold remains the stan dard of the Unitd citizens.
Somebody else may be nomiStates and of the civilized world, the
nated. Nobody can surpass the contemi'cn
XU1K
UUUUUBS
x»o|)uimci«u
Man from Maine in qualities dear
CHAS. S. FOBES, Frest.,
itself in favor of tho firm and honorable porary
1
to the people.
W. F. MILLIKEN, V. Prest.,
maintenance of that standard
JAMES E. MCDOWELL,
Executive
?
It is daily beooming more evident that
JAMES E. I1EWEY,
Committee,
PERSONAL AND PECULIAR.
FRANCIS FESSENDEN,
it is not the tariff that is going to figure
J
CHAS. L. M ABSTON, Sec’y,
most prominently in the coming camlc2o
eodtf
of
State
out
the
48,California
but
tho
It has been
shipped
paign,
currency.
Monarch of all Catarrh Cure Remedies; has taken the
staved uff a long time by various devices, 871 car loada of fruit, nuts, wine, brandy
AUCTION SALES.
but ingenuity can no longer succeed in and vegetables in 1895, an inorense over
lead of all others.
15y F. 0. BAILEY & CO., Auctioneers
keeping it out of siglit.jlt has reached the 1894 of 5,346 car loads. Of fruit alono
“C C C always cures. C C C never fails.”
STOCKS AT AUCTION.
point where it will not down at anybody’s the shipments were 37,160 oar loads. In
Thousands
are convinced that this motto is truth itself.
jgstf
yss*
shipments of fruit were only
On Saturdry, Mar. 2Sth, at 12 o’clock, noon,
bidding. It calls for settlement and the 1890 the
All druggists.
Write for testimonials to the California Catarrh Cure Co., Boston, Mass,
16,195 oar loads. If all tho orohards in
pttg we shall Bell at our sales room, No. 46 Excall must be heeded.
California now In bearing were to put
change St., for benefit of whom it may concern,
10 Shares Casco National Bank Stock.
out a full crop this year the exports of
20
Portland Water Co. stock.
fruit should, it is estimated, reach 50,000
CURRENT COMMENT.
49
Kennebec Light & Heat Co. Stock.
car loads.
For sale and dealers supplied b.v Cook. Everett & Pennell and .T.W.Perkins&Co
10
Harpswell Steamboat Co. Sto'-k.
PLAIN SPEAKING NEEDED.
Flacks of blaokbirds and swallows and
Terms Cash.
mar25dtd
some robins and bluebirds appeared in
North

(Providenoe Jcurnal. )
Dr. Parkhurst is getting excited. He
has told the people of
Brooklyn that
sion of Egypt. The Porte has a certain
Platt is worse than Tammany, and has
sort of right to protest against the Eng- suid that he would rather vote
for a
lish expedition which locks to the per- Domocrat than tor a Presidential candidate
on the Republican side who got
the
manent occupation of Egypt. It is doubtnomination for his own aggrandizement.
if
it
would
have
exercised
ful, however,
As to the Raines bill, he said that he
it but for the influence of Russia, and it would break the Ten Commandments if
passed the way that
Is certain that the protest would have they had been
measure was.
This is tall talk.
But the
made no impression on the English govreverend doctor went on to say that New
ernment if it had.
But with Russia be- York was a hotbod of iniquity and to
hind the protest it Jmay be different. hint at worse things than the Lexow exhad revealou. It is to bo hoped
England has always been exceedingly amination
that this does not portend anbther perconciliatory toward the great northern sonal crusade. Dr. Parkhurst lias courpower.
age enough for anything, and ho Las
done some good; but no one can dony
It is reported from Washington that that he is a most hot-headed and
injuMr. Cleveland has stamped out the Presi- dicious person.
dential aspirations of both Mr. Olney OHIO DID NOT MEET THIS ISSUE.
and Mr. Carlisle, and announced priCommercial
■ ■

MISCELLANEOUS._ |

|

MISCELLANEOUS.

candidacy of Thomas Brackett Keed a
decided boom. This was assured weeks

INTEREST PAID ON DEPOSITS

No. 66 Pulitzer Building, New York City,

ness

matters; it will only be throwing more
sand in the watoh, and retarding the
p rosi erity of the country by just so
much.
“We will fight for free silver from now
on.
It will be free silver against the

Exchange Street,

Tuesday evening, March

*“**25

Congress

St.
eodtf

Chas! j'. Little.'
ctia

1896.

All seats reserved. Tickets SO cents.
For
sale at StockDridge’s.
mar26dtd

Fr

or

BAS LEY &

GO.,

Auctioneers and Commission Merchants
Salesroom 16 Exchange Street.

Horace Anderson.

474

31,

Me.
Portland,
eodlyr

F.

O. BAILEY.
marlt

C. W. ALLEN
dtt

“GOOD
Built

OLD

12

Sailing:

and

Years

Ago
Sound,

Said to Be

the

Oldest

Early French School— 17b and 18th Cen-

ANN.”

JULIA

“Pinkey”

of the Vancouver—The

turies.
Miss White—Solos, Air.
Bois Epasis.
Lully, b 1633, d. 1087. Air Richard
Coeur do Lion,
Grotty, 1741—1831
English Madrigal, 17th and 18th Centuries.
Madrigals.
Awake Sweet Love,
b.
Dowland,
1562, d. 1616
Now is the Month of Maying,
Morley, b. 1063. d. 1604
Mr.
Barnard—Solo.
I
attempt from
Love’s Sickness to Fly,
Purcell, b. 1658, d. 1695
Quartette—Where the Bee Sucks,
Arm, b. 1710, d. 1778
German Classical School, 18th Century.
Mrs. White—My Heart Ever Faithful,
Bach, b. 1685, d. 1750
Mr. Merrill—Aria
from the Opera Orlando,
Handel, 1685—1759
Miss Rice—I Have Lost My Eurydioe,
Gluck, 1714—1785
Mr. Barnard—In Native Worth, from Creation,
Haydn, 1732—1809
Mr. White and Mr. Merrill—Lo oi darem,
from Don Giovanni,
Mozart, 1756—1791
Quartette—He doth to mo incline, from
Fidelio,
Beothoven, 1770—1837
Romtaino School, 19th Century.
Mr. Merrill—O, F'atima—Abu Hassan,
Weber, 1786—1826
Mr. Barnard—Hark I Hark the Lark,
Sbubert, 1797-1838
Mrs. White, Miss Rice, Miss Plummer—
Lift Thine Eyes, from Elijah.
Mendelssohn, 1819—1847
Miss Plummer—Those Noblest.
Shumann, 1810—1856
Prayer from “Moses in Egypt.”
Rossini 1792—1868

Still

Afloat-

Memphis

the Last lioat of the liristol Line.

‘The good old Julia Aun,” as a sailor
affectionately called her, is one of the
latest arrivals here. She is said to be the
oldest “pinkey” afloat, and was built at
The ancient
shipGloucester in 1819.
the
and
builder worked upon honor,
original frame, and much of the planking
is still doing duty, and is as sound as
ever.
Rand commands her, but
a

Captain
former
oaptain said yesterday

that

about 17 years ago she was repaired. She
looks strong, and is good for many years
the
more.
J. H. Blake regards her as
best speoimen of that sort of a craft we
her 77 years of aotive
have left.

Despite

life the old craft is
good marine rates.

a

and gets
owned at

good sailor,
Jibe

is

Mount Desert Ferry.
Elder,
The steamer Memphis of the
Dempster & Co., line, will sail from Belfast today with a full
cargo, including
60,000 bushes of grain. She will he the last
boat of that line to leave here this season,
and will take all the freight on hand.
Freights are coming in a little slowly,
shippers holding back for the opening of

A

Fool.

Gilded

Holds Two

Interesting
ter

Sessions

nt

ni4-.lv

c»

for displaying his remarkable versatili y.
of the young
Mr. Goodwin’s oreation

confull cargo. The American portion
sisted of 17,020
bushels of corn,
11,414
bushels of wheat, one barrel of flour, 193
barrels of apples, 10,210 bags of flour, 23
logs, 1638 boxes of ham and bacon, 15

nuuau

uiuoiiouu

uvuuuw

euv

cupidity

of the financial foxes, is so thoroughly enthused with his energy and
captivating qualities that has made him
one of the most admired of Amerioan ac-

tierces, and 25 barrels of tongues 8150
pails, 1488 t'.crces, aud 45 liegs of lard, tors.
1526 cases of canned meats, 63 parrels of
Adamowski Quartette.
260
of calf skins,
grease, 70 bundles
The subscription fee for the Adamowbundles of dowels. Total value §189,837.
The Canadian portion of her cargo con- ski Quartette concerts entities the holder
sisted of 1600 bags of rice meal, 475 bags to three tickets, which can be used on
of oatmeal. 150 bags of barley, 37 logs, separate evenings, or all in one evening,
This
arrangement
21,417 maple blocks, 840 bundles of staves, as may be desired.
550 was made in order to give subscribers
58 boxes, and 46 tierces of
meats,
of something of an advantage, and it is to
cases of canned
4513 boxes
apples,
cheese, 56 organs, 215 cases of mattresses, be hoped there will be a prompt response
54 cases and 54 bales of leather, 5
pack given.
barrels of apples.
ages of sundries, 1994
Lothrop’g Grand Museum.
Total value §124,394
She took out 11 saThat the Grand Dime Museum, at the
loon, 5 Intermediate and 10 steerage pas- corner of Washington and Dover streets,
sengers. Among the saloon passengers Boston, will in the near future cease to
were Mr. Hamilton,
the apple
shipper be known as suob has at last been decided
and family, and Conductor Smith of the on
by Manager George E. Lothrop, the
Portland Railroad compauy, who will present proprietor. In its place Manager
visit Liverpool to see his mother.
Lothrop will have a handsome theatre,
to be known as Lotbrop’s Museum, the
MUSIC AND DRAMA.
plans being from C. J. Bateman of 7 ExThe permit to erect the
Place.
change
Wilbur
Opera Company.

house has been filed in the offioe of
work
the Building Commissioner, and
will be begun next Monday.
new

“Falka” was produced at the matinee
at Portland theatre yesterday and the old
familiar “Bohemian Girl” in the
evening. Geuerations come and go, but the
“Bohemian GW” goes on forever.
She

The

The

President Baxter, Hon George F.
Emery was called to the chair to preside.
The report of tho Librarian was preif

sented by that ofllcient officer, Mr. H.
VV. Bryant. The report is a list of tho
various additions of the year to tho library and cabinot of the Society, the principal ones of which have been duly chroniwore
recled in tho papers when they
ceived.
Mr. Blake presented to the Sooiety
found upon the
some fragments of bones
old Landed farm at Harpsvvell, whioh he

said in presenting them, as the marrow
had been exhausted from the
bones,
the
question of
interesting
opened
the early inhabitants of that
locality practiced canibalism.
Mr. Samuel T. Dole of Windham read
tho first paper, whioh was wed writtou
whether

and traoed the history of Little Fads
village witii especial reference to the
Little Falls water power from the time it
William
was
first utilized in 1865 by
Knights. This story of Little Fads is

the Gypsey Bride.”
Miss Mortimer was
much hatter than on the preceding evening, when she was suffering from illness.
The opera was very well oast. The
“Bohemian Girl” will lie repeated at the
matinee today and “Olivette”
will be
The

in

farce

Gormans,
ranks

little

season

Notes.

The Wilbur Opera company advertised
for ohorus girls,
on their programmes
and yesterday two were aocepted.
Miss Jessie Couthoui is at Keith’s

from their usual turns.
u addition to what the Gormans du, the
several members of the company Introduce maDy strong specialties.
They wili
be seen at Portland theatre Monday.

Boston theatre this week.
Miss Fanny Davenrport in her impersonation of Gisinonda at tho
Boston
Theatre this week leaves no doubt as to
the great popularity of this American
actress in Boston. The scenery is superb,
and the stage pictures, in point of arrangement and coloring, would be hard
to equal. The costumes, toe, are historically correct aud of exceptional elegance.
rtosedale”
The revival of
at the
Bowdoin Square Theatre, Boston,
is
proving very popular, for large audiences
have attended every performance so far

Gutline of the Growth of Music.

Under this title Mrs. Herman Kotzschmar has prepared a very delightful paper,
which she will present to the
public oi
Portland on this evening at Kotzschmai
hall. Her subject is treated in an origl
Da! aud musicianly way, and the lecturt
should be of especial interest to all lovert

e-1.

selections of vocal music are particular!;
happy and Mr. and Mrs. Kotzsohmar an 1
to be congratulated upon the admirabli
taot and taste shown in the programme
with
a
which
beginning
Centur;

■

most popular singers, thi
musical evening promises to be a note
worthy event. Under Mr. Kotzschmar’
unwearied care and drill, and with hi

unerring taste, tne programme bids fat
to be exquisitely rendered ; not the leas
interesting feature of it being liis owi

Gergorian Chant,

11th Centur;
Early English.
Quintette—Summer is Ioumen in, 13t!
century, probably oldest manuscript
extaut. Christmas Carol, 1351).
Mr. Merrill—Song of Henry VII, lstl
Century 16(50. Dowu
Among the
Bead Men, bet. 1600 and 1GOO.
15
and
10th Centur
Netherland School,
ies.
Miss Plummer—Solo, Ave Maria,
Arkadelt. d. 159!
Italian School, 16tb and 18th Centuries.
b 1634, d
Palestrina,
Quartette—Air.
1594
Miss Bice—Solo, Rina,
►Cergolese, b. 1710, d. 1737

Sarah Fairfield Hamilton, of Saco. It
was largely made up of extracts from letters written to his family from Washington, while the Governor was in Congress,

graphically and

with

lightful simplicity tells of doings
Washington in the thirties, when

dein
the

;

r,

...nalr

.. r.

^

fha

n/Itfo.m,.

cola

antiquities.

Henry O. Thayer’s

Rev.

paper was an
acoount of a pioneer
minister of the
Kennebec and his paper was very interest-

ing.

Law Students’

Lecture.

evening Benjamin Thompson,
E-cp, at his offioe, will deliver his able
and interesting lecture on “Admiralty,”
All members of
before the law students.
the bar are cordially invited to be present.
We take pleasure in calling the attention of our readers to the published statement of the Continental F’ire Insurance
Company, of Isew York, represented by
Anderson, Adams & Co., of this city.
strong company has assets of
over $7,000,000 with a net surplus over
$3,000,000, and is well worthy the attenThis

old

tion of those

wishing insurance.

3Tayor and Alder-

Yesterday.

A speoial meeting of the mayor and aldermen was held yesterday n oon.
Philip K. Higgins was appointed special
polioeman without nay.
the treasurer of the
The report of
Wood

Widows’

Society

was

presented,

showing that the interest of tho Clapp
fund, $240, had been expended the past

year,^and placed on file.
matter of inviting
The

the Congres-

committee
to Portland
sional harbor
with the mayor, who
was left entirely
was
instructed to go to Boston and intho comittee here. Capt. Winslow
vito
is now in Boston to meet the committee
in behalf of tho board of trade.
Petition of John G. Leernan to erect a
house at 130 Neal street, was

carriage
granted.

Methodist Social Union

Meeting.

The
annual meeting and election of
oflicers of the Young People’s Methodist
of Portland and vicinity
Social Union
was held
with the Methodist ohuroh at
Pleasantdale last nighr.The meeting was
oalled to order by President Smith.
The secretary’s aud treasurer’s reports
for the last year were read and accepted.
Rev. F. C. Rogers of the Pine street
ohuroh, delivered a short address. His
“Masks and Faces.’’
A year ago the union purchased a very
fine Bible, to be presented to the society
getting out^the largest percentage of
the meetings during the
members to

subject

was

The Bible was awarded to the society of the Congress street ohuroh,|and
by them it was returned to the union to
be presented to such charitable institu
board of managers might
tlon as tho
rote.

A

eooial

half

followed the ad-

hour

journment.
offioera

The

chosen

for the ensuing

year arei

President—Charles W. Morrill of Westbrook.
Vice

President—A.
Knightville.

S.

Pettengill

of

Selden
Mrs. Jarley (alias Miss Mary
Kotzschmar hall, April 10, Frinew
day evening, eight of the clock;
Those who have read what
“Aggers."

McCob,)

Jarley

Rev. Dr. Burrage read a paper written
by Hon. J. W. Bradbury of Augusta, en- and adjusted to date will have more
titled “Some railroad reminisoencos.”
pleasure.
The paper of ex-Senator Bradbury was
Portland Lodge Will £ntertain.

lnrgely

devoted to a review of the onoe
hot war between
the Boston & Maine
and the Eastern, and the part played by
the distinguished writer in seouring for

the Boston & Maine its independent line
from
Boston to Portland, and the con-

A Bimilar law

throughout the Union

would have saved millions to tho smaller
His able and interesting
stockholders.
paper showed his prominent part in the

early railroad history of Maine.
Hon. James P.

Baxter then read a paper on municipal government. He spoke
of having received a letter from the 770th

The weather todau
is likelu to be
fair,
Fortland.

Portland Lodge of Elks will oelebrate
in royal style with a social session when
Hoyt’s company are here. The following
gentlemen arc Elks of the company:
Digby Bell, New York Lodge, No. 1.
Duncan B. Harrison, Memphis Lodge,
No. 27, P. E. R.
Charles W. Myers, Allentown,
Pa.,

added

HAVING

new

department.
Fast black Cambric, soft finish and

6c, 70 and 8c

yard.
Rustling Cambrics, watered effect, colors and
black, 8c a yard.
Fine moired Rustling Taffetas, in all the desirable colors and black, the very best lining for skirts,
ioc, 17c and 25c a yard, usually sold at 12 1.2c, 20c
and 33c.

English

light colors and black, at 12
yard, usually sold at 15c, 20c
to

French Percaline, soft
summer waist linings, a

colors and
at

20c

and

black,

affair.

a

yard, usually

sold

33c.

linings,

Surahs, the best thing made

20c, 25c and 32c

Fast black watered

a

yard.

Percaline, soft finish,

25c and 35c a yard.
Fast black rustling Percaline for skirt
at 15c, 20c

a

finish, especially adapted
great variety of fancy

and 25c

a

at 15c,

linings,

Imitation

50c Negligee Shirts at 38c

jj©

$1.00 Cambric Shirts

Mq

yard.

splendid lining for
sleeves, in four yard pieces, at 50c the piece.
Linen Grass Cloth in black, cream, natural
and gray, heavy and light weights,at 12 I-2C a yard.
Best quality plain and cross bar Crinolines and
Wigans at 10c a yard.
Elastic Canvas, standard shades and black, all
weights, 15c, 20c and 25c a yard.
Indian Grass

Cloth,

Hair

a

Cloth,

at

xoc

to

25c

Is

j
—
~

—

a

yard.

|

Moreens, black, drab and white, for skirts
and linings, at 34c, 37 1-2C, 42c and 50c a yard.
Cotton Moreen in black and slate at 19c a yard.
French and
English Hair Cloth, Fibre
Chamois, Buckram, Paris Linings, Collar Canvas,
Wool

—

55

A—

3g=S

aE

etc., etc.

OWEN, MOORE & CO.
WHITE

q|

R||

STORE,

516 CONGRESS ST.

|

Black and Colored Dress Goods.

All of this season’s popular fabrics are
shown in charming variety, new goods of fine quality, choice selections of colorings and values are nearer as you would have them than ever before.

COLORED DRESS GOODS.

mayor of Truro, England, to whiob he
replied as the 35th mayor of Portland.
There is something little short of marvellous in that great longth of municipal life. He said that he would go mid-

and 25c

17c
and 33c.

1-2C,

at 15c and 25c

Fast black Cotton
for waist

in standard and

and Surahs

Silesias

Madison Corey, Reading, Pa.
Edward Ackelry, Brooklyn Lodge.
Trolly Party.

rustling,

a

J., Lodge.

A

for
aim

our

to

Will F. Blande, New York No. 1.
William M. Smith, Boston Lodge.
William Cullington, Harrisburg, Pa.
Gage Clarke, Trenton, N. J., Lodge.
Charles E. Wright, Atlantio City, N.

William R. Wood gave a trolly
oar party last evening about thirty people
participating in the enjoyable and unique

which

is

keep the largest and best
assortment of reliable goods, at the lowest prices
consistent with good quality, we mention below a
few of our specialties and invite you to inspect the

Lodge.

Mr.

March 27, 1896.

department

new

a

Linings,”

‘‘Dress

will be

year.

the “Old Curiosity Shop," says of Mrs.
have had pleasure. Those who behold her and her characters reinterpreted

EVENING SESSION

at

||€|

65c each.
Some with 2 collars and a pair
of cuffs, others with collars aud

SW

cuffs attached.

=Q

See these shirts in onr windows,

EQ

Other

Furnishings "Cheap.''

|o

men’s heavy Black Shirts at
45c each.
men’s Spring Underwear at

EX

men’s Suspenders at 9c pair.

EiO
Ea

Boy’s Suspenders at 6c pair.
Boys’ Wool Sweaters at 89c
each.

If it Storms,

a

EE©
—¥

Ea

Boys’ Heavy Wool Sweaters at

$1.39

eU

Sale of Um-

§|0

brellas also.

RINES BROS.

||

oiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiisniniio

BLACK DRESS GOODS.

©oooooooocooooooooo©

MARRIAGES.

Silk and Wool Novelties, in light and We make a specialty of Black Goods.
dark colorings, choice effects, all
Everything that is new and desirable,
In this city, March 26. by Rev. W. S. Ayres,
Actual value $1.00.
is represented here.
Silk and Wool
new, 75c yard.
Eva W. Gee to Archibald A. Knowles, both ot
Porthmu.
join hands in some of the loveliest
In Charleston, March 16, E. L. Ham and Miss Silk and Wool Novelties,
in
several
—New
Beauties
all
in
wools,
way in that long list of mayors of that Sadie Higgins.
Mohairs. Crepons, etc., etc.
ground colorings, with fancy colorIn Weld, March 16, Anginon S. Carlton of
old municipality, and
he sketched the Weld and Miss Carrie B. Welch of Perkins
ed silk threads in pin head effects,
CREPONS—$1.50, $1.75, $2.50, $2.75 and
value $1.25, for 98c yard.
life of the mayor of Truro, in the 16th Plantation.
$3.00 yard, new, rich and elegant.
In Norridgewook, March 16, Herbert A. FarFor
and
it
was
no
one
century.
thing,
rand and Miss Iva A. Mullen.
in
Dress
fine,
Suitings
heavy
English
Serge
pattern in Silk Brocades, $14.00,
Iu
March
Alvah
A.
Hamuden,
15,
Pomroy
slight duty, he had to watch the brewers
and Miss Nellie G. Temple.
$16.00. $20.00 and $25.00 each. Unquality, especially adapted to tailor
and to make sure that the beer sold to
made suits, choice line of colors,
usually choice styles.
the poor was of the proper strength. His
value $1.39, for $1.19 yard.
DEATHS.
Silk and wool Brocades, a splendid asThey are Wash Silks in Medium ami light colors, beautiful
life
the
16th
of
iu
century
pictures
all new, $1.75, $1.39, $1.25,
sortment,
Fine
Check
in
new
46
quality and a fine assortment of colorings.
the great advance made since
showed
Suitings
colorings,
In Leering, March 26, Capt. Fred C. Miller,
$1.00, 87 l-2c and 75c yard.
inches wide, 75c yard.
A despatch giving official
in- aged 73 years 0 mouths.
then.
Mohair Brocades, $1.00, 75c, 63c and 50c
[Funeral Saturday afternoon at 2.30 o’clock,
You know the usual price for a year has been 39c and even
formation to the English secretary of
from ills late residence. No. 7 Maple street.
A new line of Brocaded Mohairs, light
yard.
forwarded
164
miles
25c pe*
was
in
89
than that. This lot we have you can buy for
In Westbrook, March 26, Julia, wife of the
state,
higher
and dark colorings, 50c yard.
All wool Brocades, 50c, 39c and 29o yard.
John Ryan.
He
hours.
spoke of the municipalities late
yard.
[Funeral Saturday morning at 8 o’clock, at
We have Brocades at 12 l-2c and
of Exeter, Winchester and London, and her late residence. H School streets Requiem NOVELTY DRESS PATTERNS.
17 l-2c yard.
dwelt especially on the peouliar munici- high mass at St. Dominies church at U.30 o’clk.
Burial at Calvary Cemetery.
A fine line of Beiges in all the spring MOHAIR SERGES—The latest in MoOne case of new Swivel Silks for 29c. Finest assortment we
At Biddeford Pool, March 22, Rev. JoshuaS.
pality of London, restricted iu area and
50c yard.
colorings,
hair.
This
is
a heavy twilled
fabric
had of these goods, and they usually retail for 50c.
have
ever
75
years.
aged
population with its picturesque guilds. Gay,
In Biddeford, March 20, Mrs. Mary Warren.
Mohair and has the richest effect
He then described the installation of
Iu Saco. March 24, Mrs. Mary H. Milliken, An elegant line of Fancy Novelty Patwhen made up of any material of
aged 78 yeare.
terns in all wool, at $5.00, $6.00,
a lord mayor oi t_ionaon ano quoted in coOne case of 12 l-2c Ginghams for 6 l-4c. Great bargain.
its kind yet produced.
Prices $1.13
Iu West Buxton, March 21, Theodore Elwell,
and
$7.00.
$7.50
$8.00.
and $1.25.
ders Hook’s description of the life of a aged 84 years.
In Beltast, March 16. Marella L. G. Francis,
lord mayor, with on almost royal state,
Silk and Wool Novelty Patterns, $10.50, SICILIANS at $1.19, 89o and 7,5c yard.
aged 71 years.
Goods are all fresh and good clean styles.
at
the
olose
of
the
offiabruptly ending
Plain Brilliantines, from 25 to 50c yard.
$11.00, $13.00, $14.00, up to $28.00.
”
84 years.
The
of
London
is
a
cial year.
“city
In Ellsworth, March 16, Mrs. Euth Sargont,
in India Twills at 39,
These are in beautiful Persian, Dresden Special bargains
municipality of 40,000 in the midst ot a aged 70 years.
50, 75c and $1.25 yard.
In Otis, March 16, Miss Bclledora
of
and
new

W. C. T.

This

“

Secretary—Lnclen Dinsmore, Chestnut
stage of national politics was occupied street church.
F. Mantle, Congress
Treasurer—Ella
by such interesting and famous personstreet ohuroh.
ages. The Governor’s
descriptions of
The
meeting was well attended and
men and events are intensely interestmuch enjoyed.
A
of
his
was
also
unique scrapbook
ing.
exhibited which contained many rare
Jarley’* Wax Work,

continuance.
every assurance of their
Tho play is handsomely mounted, and
cast
with
such players
very satisfactorily
as Jack and Manola Mason,
Louis Massen, W. H. Lytell, Boyd Putnam, Olive
Smith, Mrs. Hooker and Helen Bayne.
Bach’s Passion Music, according to
population of six millions, and he gave
Matthew, will be given by the Handel an
interesting description of the manner
and Haydn Hood Friday evening at 7.30,
in Music Hall, Boston. The soloists will in whioh “greater London” is governed.
be Mrs. Henschel, Miss Stein. Messrs. He predicted that the time Is n it tar disKieger, Frangcon, Davies and Mills. tant whon the complex and antiquated
Haydn’s “Creation” will be sung Faster
The soloists will be municipal system ot Loudon,anoient and
Sunday evening.
Mrs. Alan and Messrs. Ben Davies and modern, so strongly denounced by Mr.
M. W. Whitney.
Gladstone, will be greatly changed.
Mr. Paderewski will give his last reDr.
Rev.
Burrage moved, and the
cital in Music Hall, Boston, Saturday afternoon April 4.
sooiety adopted, a resolution similar to
The first week of Mine. Bernhardt at one adopted by the Massachusetts Histhe Tremont Theatre ends with “Magda”
torical Society, favoriDg the printing by
“La
Dame
Aux
Catonight,
remelias’ Saturday afternoon,
and Ra- the United States government of the
oine’s “Phedre” Saturday night, when cords of the Continental Congress. On
Madame gives that notable play for the motion of Dr. Burrage the thanks of tno
first time in Boston since hor first season
returned to Hon. J. W.
were
sooiety
in 1880.
Hon. J. P. Baxter for
Mine. Duse will probably spond Holy Bradbury, and
Wuek with some friends of hors in Bos- their valuablo
papers and copies were
ton. She will be in good trim for her
for publication. The sooiety
Boston engagement at the Museum, be- requested
then
adjourned.
6.
ginning April

beautiful

accompaniments, notably of tin
selections from Bach, Handel, Haydi
and Sully.
The programme will ho as follows:

dropped

mother’s

The Gay Parisians will be seen at Portland theatre in a few days.

departure

Portland’s

face had

urrns, suffused with
blushes. The unexpected oue was not on
the lines of the play hook, but it was a
charming innovation to the dialogue.

appear,
supported by a
strong company including Arthur Rigby,
Jerome Powers, James W. Nobbs, George
Trimble, and the Misses Cora Strong,
Leah Starr, Kite* Clarke, Marie Winson,
The Gormans are seen
and Cessy Grant
to good advantage in the now play, and
what they do is done well,
aud is a

schools of composition
in their chronological order. Many o
these are quaint and delightful in tin
extreme, and as Mr. and Mrs. Kotzsoh
mar have secured the services of some o

A very interesting paper of personal
reminiscences of the late Governor Fairfield was presented by his daughter, Mrs.

sweet

riuglet-bowered

Into the

“The
Gilhooly6
is the title of the amusing skit

comedy.

for the voice—eaci

a

attention.
various ohanges with close
The incident of the play was forgotten,
and the audience all looked to see whence
but tho
came the invitation of weloome,

v

Gregorian chant unharmonizad, and unaccompanied, is followed by seleetioni
from
Arkadelt,
Palestrina, Pergolesi
and others, leading up to Rossini of oui
own century in a
constantly increasinj
pleasure to the listener. The very oldfrs
English carols, ballads, madrigals ant
glees will be given, as well as represen
tations from German, French and Italiai

Boston

little voice cried out,
“Come in.” It came from a pretty little
who
was one of the Interested
child
spectators, and who had followed the
abouts

Abroad”
jn which they

?leasing

the

to many of the old landmarks and exhibiting a number of sketches and photographs, illustrating his subject.

troversy of Judge. Rice,the then president
of the Maine Central with the Eastern,
and later with the Boston & Maine.
Senator Bradbury prepared the bill for
Gay Parisians,” unusual but very pleasing. Just as a knock fell on the door, the foreclosure of the mortgages of railand Mr. Joseph finglet was about to roads, and said that he saved the small
being “frozen out.”
speak, away back in row “J” or there- stockholders from

Bowed Down,” “Fnir Land of Poland,”
and the choruses, especially “Come With

The Germans liavo forsaken the
of minstrelsy, and are seen this

at

audience

of the

men

was
Museum
Wednesday
night
treated to a most unusual
surprise
“The
third
aot
of
during the

be quite a woman by this time.
ought
In
But there is great fascination
the
sougs “Then You’ll Remember Me,” “I
Dream that I Dwelt,”
“The
Heart
to

given tonight.

Gay Parisians.

Special 316611118;

Hall.

The Maine Historical Society held two
: lessions yesterday at
Baxter Hall,
yos;ordny afternoon ^nd evening.
At the afternoon session, in the absenoe

in which he

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

ADVERTISEMENTS.

j
Bax-

The advanoe sale of seats for the en- a ohapter from the interesting history of
gagement of Nat C. Goodwin, who will the town of Windham, which Mr. Dole
the St. Lawrence. There will be enough present “A Gilded Fool” at the
City is preparing.
for all the steamers from here, but there Hall on
L. B. Chapman Esq., of Deering, read
Saturday evening, has been the
will he an effort made not to have much
largest that popular artist has ever had a long paper showing the most careful
freight left over when the last steamer in his career.
In “A Gilded Fool” Mr. research. He traced the early history
sails.
Goodwin is afforded the Widest scope and settlement of Sacarrappa alluding
mi_NT--: i_3

NEW

CITY GOVERN MENT.

THE HISTORICAL SOCIETY-

is

aged 62

years.
In Eliot, March 20,
Samuel
94 years.
In Eliot, March 20, Mrs. Mary
80 years.

expected

Fancy

effect.

weaves,

entirely

SILKS—A choice line
Black Silks.

of

Eancv

Huntress,

Figured Mohairs, cream ground, with
This Changeable Surahs at 39c yard.
figures.
dainty Dresden
material is much more popular than Fancy Check Silks at 45o yard.
aged
challie, having more substance and
Handsome Plaid Silks at $1.00.
durability, with a smooth surface,
which has the virtue of shedding Beautiful
Fancy Silks in Persian, Dresthe dust.

A very desirable fabric.

of our New Cloak
Itoom will take place in
about two weeks.

Opening

KAMI

KAMI

SILKS.

SILKS.

SILKS.

and

Fernald, aged

4

T. F. HOMSTED,

den.

Dainty stripes, and large figure effects in
printed' warps, changeable Taffetas,
etc., etc.

Splendid values

in

Black

Silks and

Satins.
You can't see how mince meat, as
good as any made at home, can be sold
for 10 cents a package (enough for
2 large pies) ?

!

The Reason’s Plain.

New Dress Trimmings, New
ings and New Laces.

Buttons,

New

Gloves, New

Veil>

Many carloads of the materials

for None Such Mince Meat

bought at

HANSON G. LARRABEE.

time, at first
paring, chopug, seeding, stemming and
waning are done by perfected
Such
immense
achinery.
quantities are sold that a mite
of profit on each package of
ire

ands.

U, Meeting.

that Miss Kyle of the
Woman’s board will address the meeting
of the W. C. T. U. this afternoon at their
looms, 116 Oak street. Miss Kyle Is a
speaker of muoh force. It is hoped thut
It

Frazier,
aged 18 years.
rn Surry. March 12, Mrs. Edith Carpenter,

KAMI

one

All the

Beautifully polished
Lacquered
Wrought

ONE DAY GROCERY SALE.
Saturday, March 28, 5.30

large number of the women will avail
themselves of this opportunity of hearing
Mrs. Kyle came to Portland for the
tier.
speaking at the missionary
purpose of
meeting Wednesday, on the occasion of

Of most excellent value,

a

Miss

Fancy Potatoes,

Morrill’s birthday, whose intimate

friend she is.
TO CURE A COLO IN

’Ik

ONE

1)AY.

Take laxutivo flromo Quinine Tablets.
All druggists rofund the money if it
fails to cure. Poo,

•A11 S*00®™
it. Be «ur®
pnOUPh..
?1
CUUUg
ZUtd get tha genuine>
Send your n»me and address and mention this
puper, and we will mail you free a book, "Mrs. W
Popkins’ Thanksgiving,’’ by one of the most ppp*
ular humoroua authors of the day.

IJe

4mf

BERRELL-80ULE CO.,

SYRACUSE, N. Y.

per bu.

20 lb. Tubs Pure Lard,
“
“
“
IO lb.
13 lb. Rolled Oats,
Smoked Shoulders,
TELEPHONE

35 cts.
SI.25
65 cts.
25 cts.
7 l-.2c cts* lb.
318-3

S. A. MADDOX
AjjJ
mar2C2t

35 Middle St

Iron frame.

Best Abestos

a. m. to 10 p. m.

Brass.

prevent tarnishing.

to

Lamp.

you’ll

admit.

Style just

like cut above.

“The Household Outfitters,’5

f

j

OOPER, SON

&

Ekf

leightoH!

an SCEXULNTBOUS.
***>__

SOMETHING NEW IN HOSPITALS.

stopped up the plant withers and perishright away.
This is
exactly what happens to the
Interesting Experiments Conducted by cotton plant. A speoies of lung us gets
into
the
lower part of the stein and goes The Way to Help Your Stomach Out
tbe Department of Agrioulturo at Washright for tho water pipe, whioh by its
ington,
of a Difficulty.
own growth it stops up as effectually as
a cork
stops a bottle. In the course of tho
investigation made by the government
When you are taken sick with pain in your
(Rene Bache in Boston Tamscript.)
experts, it was ascertained that the Hea
Uncle Sam has started a new plant island farmers make a practioe of sowing stomach or chest, nausea, vomiting, headnervousness,
peas in their cotton fields after tho ache, dizziness,
neuralgia,
hospital. It is a building of glass, and cow
ootton has been gathered. Late in the flatulence, constipation, mental depression,
in it vegetable Invalids of various species
fail cow peas, whioh are rich in nitrogen,
weakness, languor, loss of appetite and
will be treated.
Facilities are afforded are turned under bv
plowing for a green other similar symptoms, you are infected
for conducting on an extensive soale cer- manure.
An important discovery was that the with the poisons of undigested food.
tain investigations which hitherto have
Your stomach needs help.
cow peas are the natural hosts of a debeen carried on only in a
email way. structive
A clime spent lor a sample bottle of the
fungus. When the latter finds
The purpose in view is to study diseases no cow peas to pray on, it attacks the cot- Shaker Digestive Cordial will show you
whether or not to
which attack growing things in field and ton plants. Houce tho trouble.
expect help from that
This has been verified in tho hospital by source.
garden. Oddly enough, the plants that
ootton plants with
sprinkling
healthy
If you really are a dyspeptic, it will reare brought into the hospital are perwater containing spores of the fungus
lieve you al ter a lew doses. If it does, keep
fectly healthy; they aro made ill by in- obtained from infected cow peas. UnIf not, don’t take any
ou till you’re cured.
fungi of the same family and
oculating them artifically with this or fortunately,
with like habit3 attack the tomato, the more, you’re no dyspeptic.
that complaint.
Indigestion or dyspepsia is a dreadful dispotato, the egg plant and the euoumber.
If it were practicable to put a number By
stopping up their water pipes they cut order, all the more that so lew people beof human beings, in a room and inooulate off their water supply. The seemingly lieve in its dangerousness.
That is because tli$y don’t die of indigesthem with cholera, pneumonic, typhoid healthy cucumber vine thus assailed is
withered and praotieally
dead within
tion, but of rheumatism, consumption pneufever, etc., studying the development of two or three hours.
the diseases and the symptoms produced
There is a surgical ward i<i the plan t monia, and other diseases which they would
Here are to be found a number never have “caught” if their bodies hadn’t
under varying conditions, much that is hospital.
of little pear trees in pots, stricken with been starved and weakened with indigesvaluable might be learnod—much that a
kind of blight that turns leaves and tion.
would be a benefit to mankind at large. branches
Shaker Digestive Cordial acts on the food
black. The only remedy is
This is exactly what is done with the amputation of the affooted parts. The in your stomach and helps the digestive
of the nature of
this disease juices to dissolve it. In this way it aids your
plants in this hospital. For example, discovery
and the manner in which it is spread is stomach to do its work wituliot. effort and
creates new strength and life for your whole
the government experts are now engaged one of the
greatest triumphs of Prof. body.
in studying the new and strange oom- Gulloway,
the
physioian-in-ohiaf. In
At druggists. Ten cents for a trial bottle.
Write to The Shakers, 30 Reade Street, New
plaint which has attacked the Easter lily. this case, likewise, a fungus is responsible for the mischief, spreading through York, for an interesting book.
All of the lilies for Easter come
from the colls
of the pi ant and destroying
Bermuda—that is to say, the bulbs are them. The spores of the fungus live over
STICKY FLY ’PAPER.
imported from those islands. This year the winter in the branches alieady at
and begin work again in tlie
tacked,
half
the
will
be
lost
the
nearly
by
crop
spring. Hence the care is to go through
Most of the World’s Supply Manufactured
sickness, which causes the plant to the orohard carefully during tho
winter,
in Secret in a
Town.

Dyspepsia,
Gastritis

&

and all stomach troubles where
I'-.-; great
re 'uses to

life-maintaining organ
dispense nourishment
to every part of the body, and
Ike sufferer gradually wasting
away and losing flesh daily,

finally

meets his death from the

of

ulcer

gastric
perforation
dies by actual starvation,
cured,

as

again, by

a

or

be

can

has been done time and
the

use

of

Bov ini ne
great blood enricher, flesh
and muscle builder, and strength
Give the vital centres
creator.
that

perform
body strength
regular functions and perto

of the
their

natural sequence.
Dr. Louis Faust, of Schenectady,
“
N. Y., says of Bovinine, In the

fect health is

a

wither and fail in the flowering.
and cut from the treas every blackened
One ward in the hospital is devoted ex- branch and twig. Thus the pest can be
done away with. It is simple
stomach will bear it. For one clusively to Easter lilies at present. Most absolutely
enough when you know how, but lack of
of the plants are fresh and healthy, hut this bit ot
knowledge has oost pear growmonth my mother lived almost there are a few siok ones
ers au immense amount
of trouble and
among them.
loss.
such a Now, it is presumed that germs of some
on it
The remarkable part of the disoovery,
sort are likely to be concerned in the prohowever, relates to the manner in which
Over 25000
sickness.”
pagation of the disease, tbe question is me uisease is spread. A twig or Drancn
1
1
*a
to
find them.
For this purpose some attacked by it exhibits its distress by
CldJlS use diiu cuuutag xb.
u peculiar gum.
Of this gum
lily juice, squeezed from leaves, is taken exuding
bees are extremely loud. They get tboir
in a small glass saucer and made solid by bodies smeared with
it, and then purmixing it with gelatine. Both saucer chance seek the nectar of a pear blossom.
This
nectar
is
wbat
the fungu s
exactly
and gelatine have been sterilized nrevispores iiud most suitable as a medium in
so
that
contain
no
ously
by heat,
they
whioh to propagate their speoies. In the
is but another name
germs of any kind. Then the saucer with manner described they are carried from
for judgment.
Good
the prepared lily juice is exposed in the tree to tree and from orohard to orchard,
judgment demands hospital ward where the lilies are for an thus spreading the infection. The little
pour trees in pots at the hospital have
caution—caution
de- hour.
been infected artificially. This was acmands care—
There are always disease germs floating complished by growing the fungus spores
in gelatine, and then pricking the bark
about in the air of any hospital for
of the little trees with a needle that h ad
human beings. It is tbe same way with been touched to the infected
gelatine.
a hospital for plants.
Tho department of agriculture has a
The microbes cannumber
of
in
various
agents
not be kept out.
parts of the
Home are
baoteria,
who travel about and oollect
while others are ti® spores of various par- country
specimens of plants whioh aio suffering
asltio fungi, suoli »s those which cause from diseases that cause trouble to the
rusts and molds. Germs from tho lily farmers. Nearly all of such complaints
are occasioned
of
by parasitic fungi,
are apt to be fond of lily juioe, and
that
of
in the compounding
which there are at least 60,000 species.
is why lily juice is put in the saucer—in In each instance the first
their
problem is to
prescriptions.
order to attract the microbes which are find the particular fungus that is doing
We have established a
the
misobief.
One
of
way
to be identified. At the end of the hour
accomplishing
this is to break off a bit of a sick leaf
reputation for being
the saucer is covered up and sealed her- and
soak it in distilled water. Thus the
metically. Nothing is to be seen on the water is quickly filled with the germs of
jelly mixture* but in reality a good many the disease. A drop of it is put on some
sterilized
whioh the spores
fungus spores and bacteria have fouud feed and gelatine, upon
multiply. Thus a “culture” is
lodgment upon it.
obtained. A healthy plant is Inoculated
Three or four days later the cover is with a little of the oulture, and if the
taken off of the glass saucer, and several disease is reproduced it is proved that the
has been discovered. It reright
little spots are visible on the jelly. Eaoh mainsgerm
then to ascertain by experiment
of these spots Is a colony of bacteria or what will serve best for killing this parfungus spores, which have multiplied by tioular fungus. For example, a solution
of sulphate of copper and lime did the
Congress & Green Sts.
feeding on t&e jelly mixture. It is easy business
perfectly for a fungus that came
marOdtf
enough them to examine them under a near to wiping out certain grape plantamicroscope. The difficulty is to identify tions in Virginia not long ago. Likewise
the germ of potato rot has been discovsatisfactorily the particular mioro bo that
ered and means have been ascertained for
is imagined to be making the trouble
fighting it effectually and cheaply.
With the lily. Thjp oan be accomplished

severest

of

cases

gastritis

the

during

exclusively

physi-

COMMON SENSE

Fair Priced

SIMMONS &

Druggists'

HAMMOND,

only by persistent Study. However, it is
by no means certain that the disease in
question is caused by a germ, fungus or
baoteria.

There are

a

number

of

ocher

theories, one of which is that the bulbs
are dug too early. The demand for early
bulbs in the Unitad States induces the
Bermuda lily farmter to harvest his crop
prematurely, and persistence in this

practice

year after

year has

injured

the

vitality of bulbs perhaps.
So the

attendingphysioians
plant
are
experimenting with Berlily bulbs wliloh were dug at variat the

hospital
muda

Since 1861 I have been

sufferer from
I tried Ely's

great

a

ous

these bulbs.
that sort of

gone.—W.
Hitchcock, Late Major
U. S. Vol. <C A. A. Gen., Buffalo,
are

N

Y.

CATARRH
ELY’S CREAM MALM Opens and cleanses
the Nasal Passages, Allays Pain apd Inflammation, Heals the Sores, Protects the Membrane
from colds, Restores the Senses of Taste and
Smell-. The Balm is quickly absorbed and
«rivA« l’flllflf at

some

early and others late.

In those islands of the sea the
is used year after year for

catarrh.
Cream Balm and to all
appearances am cured.
Terrible headaches from
which 1 had long suf-

fered

■

times,

nnra

A particle is applied into each nostril and is
a greeable.
Price 50 cents at Druggists or by
mnH.
ELY BROTHERS, EG Warren St.. New York
M.W&Ffnrm

same

land

producing

Now,

no land will
stand
business indefinitely with
any crop; it gets “sick” after a while so
far as that kind of crop is concernod. It
this is the cause of the
may be that

trouble with the lilies.

Accordingly the
trials of old end new
The Bermuda farmers declare that

experts
soils.
fh

o

are

fnnlt

making

ia

nofr

tVi>■ f nf fVia

all right when they deliver them, but
of the florists in the United States, who
are

do not treat them properly.
Similar methods are praoticed

sick plants of other species.
The germs
caught and bottled, so to speak, after

they

are

used for inoculating
If they reproduoe the

healthy specimens
complaint, it is demonstrated that the
guilty miorobe has been successfully
identified. This has been accomplished
with remarkable success in the case of
diseaso that is making alarming ravages at present on the cotton plantations of
a

Ride.

the Sea islands along the'Carolina coast.
This cotton is the finest in the world; it
fetches in the market five or six timei

RAMBLERS !

the price of ordinary cotton, having a
strong and beautiful staple of groat
length. Its cultivation is a highly devel-

People of blood 'Paste and Refinement

N. Wl.

FERK8N$&CC.,
Iefr2<id30l
Agents,
8 Free Street.

The Sible

Society

of Maine.

bold Us annuai meeting at the Y. M. C. A.
Dooms, Portland, Thursday April 2, 1806, at
* o'clock p. m.
N. W. EDSON. Secretary.
inar20d2vr
wili

oped art,

plant being

selected for seed
whioh does not come up to a certain
standard. Even the diameter of the fiber
must be just so, as determined by the
miorosoope of the farmer.
no

The Sea island cotton, whicli lias been
grown in this careful way for more than
half a oentury, is threatened with total
destruction by an extraordinary
complaint, which until lately has been a
mystery. Who ever heard'of a disease
that would kill a plant in two hours?
Yet that is what this peculiar malady is
In the morning the
able to accomplish.

STEPHEN BERRY,
BOOK 00 JOB P$IHTE$
Wo. 37 PLUM STKEFT.

MARRY ME
A NS
£ wil1 D,uy
McKennet
8.

mSueST"

y®'1 9ucl1 a pretty ring at
A thousand ot them, the best

ho
i

J. M. Thompson of New Gloueain the city Thursday.
There will be a special meeting of Temple Lodge, No. 86, F. & A. M., at Mawas

souio hall, Saturday, March 28th at 1 p.
m., on acoount of tho funeral of Bro. 1).
W. Babb.
The large sale in Ngw York Tuesday
Westbrook ginghams, at fairly good
prices, is an enoouraging omen for this
city as it have a tendency to keep the
of

plant in this city going.
Tbd

plaoe

funeral
from his

of D. W. Babb will take
late residence, corner of
Brown streets at 2 o’clock

Bridge and
Saturday afternoon.
Luther Dana, Peroy

L. Ricker, Phillip
M. Palmer and Melvin Wateihouse, are
in Brunswick today
tho
attending
athletio
exhibition of Bowdoin college.
A lodge of Orangemen was started at
the east end Monday night with 76 charter members.
Mrs. .John
J. Knowlton of Braokott
street Is
very sick and fears are entertained that she may not recover.
iwayur v/uti'jei wan m oosiiou i/nursiiay.
WIT

AND WISDOM.

apparently healthy and
thriving; by noon it is lying on the
ground, to all intents and purposes dead.

More Help Needed.
Mrs. Upton—My dear, one servant is
not enough in the kitohen now. We must
have two.
Mr. Upton—Good lands I We have thro*
daughters, and only yesterday I paid a
big bill for their tuition in a cooking
sohool.
Mrs. Upton—Yes, that’s what's the matter.
They are all assisting at the cooking,
and Bridget says she must have additional
help to clean up the muss.—Somerville
Journal.

such thing asreoovery. Well,
in order to understand the nature of the
trouble, yon must realize that the stem
There is

no

is a pipe by which water is
conveyed from the ground to the "various
parts of its anatomy. If that pipe is
of any

plant

ius.u,

ujg

cuuculji

tioned,

When she
When she

gave

her Castoria.

Child, she cried for Castoria,
became Miss, she clung to Castoria,
was a

When she had Children, she gave them Castoria.

faotory

We have made arrangements
by which we aro offering to our readers
which are worth from 20 cents to CO
the Demorest Cut Paper
Patterns,
thus
this
of
cents each,
paper worth from 20 cents to 50 cents,
making every copy
at 10 cents each. Out out the coupon below and mail according to directions on it,
and you will receive by an early mail the pattern in the size chcseu.
Inclose 10 cents in stamps or silver to pay for mailing, handling, etc.
Without
the coupon the patterns would cost you from 20 cents to 50 cents each.

Rang the Hell

on

Him.

you sure, Algernon, that
you never loved any girl but me?
He
(unbluehlngiy)—I never even
thought of love until I saw you, my darare

ling.
And just then the steam radiator clanked.—Somerville Journal.

cans

a

day.

TO CURE A COED IN

ONE

DAT.

Take laxastive Bromo Quinine Tablets
all druggist refund the monne jf it faiis
to cure.
Sou.

WENTWORTH, No. 148 Spring street.

; suu

words
inserted under this bead
week lor 25 cents, cash in advance.

WANTED of Elizabeth J. Woodand Lizzie M. Burke of
If
these persons
will address
Deerlng.
"EXECUTOR”, box 1680, Portland, it may
be to their
26-1
advantage._

ADDRESS
man of

-f*-

Portland,

Ylf ANTED—Milk route, small retail route,
with or without cowe. Address S., this
office.
24-1
Y1TANTED—For three months, on M unjoy
”
Hill, near Congress street, a room suitable for a Kindergarten; with water privileges.
Address ABBEY N. NORTON, 132 Spring
street.
19-1
room

about

WANTED—A
storage of household
during

iiive ii

room

times.
find
this

May 1st for the
goods and furnimonths. Would

the summer
oai woiuu oe acoessiDie at all
who has such a room may
at once

Anyone
a user by addressing
“Storage”
office, stating price and locality.
mar

11-tf

TAT ANTED—All persons In want of trunks
» T
and bags to call on E. D. REYNOLDS,
Congress street, one door above Shaw’s
grocery store, as we manufacture our goods
and can
therefore give bottom prices.
Trunks repaired. Open evenings. We frame
693

Rap-

to

26-1

Forr.y
one

olIU

cuff.

A NEW SHIRT WAIST.
920-VAN0RIS
With
Sizes

SHIRT

Detachable

for

34,

38

and

There is a shallow, pointed yoke
back, and in making up striped
materials a pretty effeot is given by outin the

ting this bias

WAISTi

Collars and

30,

any stranger. The a ticky preparation with which it is expected tbe
flies will rorm entangling allianoes is

Cuffs.
40

Bust

Measure.

and having the stripes
meet in the centre. The collar and cuffs
are detachable, so that various ones may
be used with the same waist. Wash silk,
silk flannels, and a great variety of cottons, linens and batistes are made up in
this simple fashion, beoause the garments

pictures.

fed4-4

ANTED—To buy all kinds of cast off
fT
clothing, ladies’dresses, children’s clothing and men’s clothing. I pay the highest cash
price. Send letters or postals to MR. or MRS.
S. De GROOT, 76 Middle 8t„ City.
13-6
TO LET.

Forty words Inserted under this
one

hood
week for 26 cents cash in advance.

SALE—Restaurant in
line
location*
Building new with first class fixtures, busi*
ness well established and profitable. The right
man with $3000 will find the best opportmittliat has been offered for years.
BENJAMIN
E HARRIS. Chambers, corner Exchange an I
Middle Sts.
27-1

FOK

SALE—Store and office fixtures at 217
1 floor scale wortii
Commercial street.
$100, sell at $60; 1 desk worth $16.00, sell at
1
desk
worth
$7.60;
$8.00, sell at $4.00; 1
book case worth $7.00, sell at S3.60; 1 letter
worth
cabinet
$25.00. sell at $12.50; 1 Herrin
safe wortii $125.00, sell at $75.00, with other
fixtures. Must vacate April 1 st.20-1

FOR

SALE!—2 1-2 story house and land No.
28 Beckett street, containing 9 rooms in
first class repair with modern improvement-;

FOR

furnace heat; could be
cemented cellar and
easily made for two families if wanted.
Inof A. C. LIBBY, 42 1-2 Exchange street.
20-2

quire

SALE—A nice comfortable 11-2 storv
FORhouse
in first class
containing 9
rooms

pair; situated
modern

39x70.

change

re-

Anderson street; has
improvements and good sized lot
Inquire of A. C, LIBBY, 42 1-2 ExNo.

25

street.

2G-1

ptOR SALE—Cheap

if called for at

once one-

a
half of a double house, situated No. 33
Watervllle street, containing 10 rooms with
Sebago water and conveniences; good sized lot.
Inquire of A. C. LIBBY, 42 1-2 Exchange St
20-1

SALE CHEAP—House and barn, No. S4
Deering avenue, Deering Point, to be
moved.
Apply to W.M. IV. MITCHELL, 87
26-1
Deering avenue.

FOR

TJOR SALE—To close

an

estate, on Emery St.
story frame bouse
Size of lot 30x95.
Exchange St.

A
near Spring St. a two
with barn and outbuildings.
BENJAMIN SHAW, 61 Va

24-1
_

TirV» QAITf_O

firot./slnoo

daiIo

-T

besold for one-third the cost, and al9o
first class peddler’s wagon.
Call and see
It at 126 Commercial street,iPONCE’S Cigar
Store.24-1
SALE—For $25 a ladies’ Columbia bicvcle; been used but little, cushion tires, can
be
easily fitted with pneumatic tires;
machine as good as new; cost $135, would be
sold at above price if called for soon. Address
P. O. BOX 899 or call at 140 Sherman St.,
Portland, Me.23-1
1

magnificent residence of
the late Dr. Ludwig; nearly 4,400 square
feet of land; elegant residence; finest location
in city ; will be sold any time at price asked;
sealed offers will also be received till 12 o’clock
April 12, reserving right to reject any or all
offers. House* now open for examination.
M. P„ FRANK, Executor, 185 Middle St.
23-1

RESIDENCE—The

Our new
MAKE a fortune in six months Is
“Vanoris,”
pattern, the
not
are so easily laundered.
TOwithin
the reach of every man; but to make
EiOK
SALE—Cumberland
differs but slightly from these
of last
street between
prepared by the proprietors personally,
A special illustration and full direc- an honest, comfortable living, is.
Write at a Grove and Mellen, nice detached house.
the ouly marked
change being tions about the pattern will be found on once for terms to HOMER N. CHASE & CO., 8 rooms and bath, hot water, heat and Improveand they alone know the exaot formula. seasou,
Box 14, Auburn, Me.
27-4
ments to date; only one minute from Congress
full bishop sleeve with turned-over the envelope on whloh it is enolosed.
The preparation
is not patented nor the
street; a good bargain;a mortgage at 5 per cent
as
to
RENT-33
William St., Oakdale." tene can remain if desired. W. H. WALDRON &
copyrighted,
gain the protection of
FORment of seven rooms
and Bath room, hot CO., 180 Middle street.
23-1
the government it would be necessary to
and cold water, newly finished, open plumbing.
revjal the materials that go into it and
to J. F. HARRIS, 273 Brackett St. PortFOR
SALE—At
Elizabeth
three
Apply
Cape
thus make tho formula known to the
land.
miles from Portland. About 35 acres;
27-1
world and give trade pirates a chance to
large orchard; buildings in good order; for
operate. The secret is protected by not
Emery street, just the rent for sale at a bargain. For particulars apply to
TO aLET—127
small family without children; good MRS. ROLF, on the farm, or B. J. \YlLletting it out, and it 1ms been kept sucand
neighbors
location; sun all day; will let to LARD, at 59 Commercial street.
11-4
cessfully for nearly twenty years. The
right party on favorable terms.
Inquire on
machinery used in the factory is guardod
or’at
217
BRACKETT ST.
SALE—Choice building lots at Deering
26-1
premises
iu the same manner against infringeFORCenter, 50xlQ0, for two cents per foot;
ment instead oi being patented. Most ot
LET—Rent 148 Cumberland street; 1 six near electrics, schools, stores and post office.
fflO
A
rooms and bath room with hot and cold
the maohinery was designed for
Sebago water, good drainage; fine garden
the
water, inquire of W. H. SARGENT, corner land, no ledge or rocks, best of neighbors.
special purpose to which it is put, and
of Cumberland and Washington street.
26-1 Plans at our office. 0. B. DALTON & CO., 478^
the four brothers engagd in the business
14-2
Congress street (one flight.)
made the designs for it themselves and
rrio LET—Sunny front room with alcove; also
A
had different purts of it constructed at
Steam heat and
SALE—A
large room adjoining.
second hand photograph
FOR
bath
room
burnisher. Heats with an ordinary oil
privileges with both. 23CHESTdifferent machine shops. The fly paper
NCT ST. Left hand bell.
26-1
stove and is just the thing for an amateur
factory oocupics four large two-stoiy
who does his own printing. Will sell cheap.
briok buildings, and the employees in
LET—A pleasant furnished room, heated, Address
“Burnisher,” this office, mchll-tf
TO lighted,
one department are not allowed under
set bowl, hot and cold water, use
of bath-room.
Call at 17 DOW 8T„ right
OR SALE—Everybody says Fairbanks new
any circumstances to visit any other de
*
hand bell.
26-1
Electric Banjos *are “par’excellence.’*
partinent. None but trustworthy men
What everybody says must be true.
Please
are employed,
and onoe engaged they
RENT—Brick House No. 89 Park St. call and examine. Also the best
display of
have substantially a life job; but even
10 rooms, new plumbing.
BENJAMIN Mandolins, Guitars and musical goods
ever
the most trusted is not allowed to know
F. HARRIS, Chambers’ Comer
Exchange in Portland. HAWES’ 414 Congress street.
and Middle streets
more than one branch of the business.
25-1
14-4
The fly paper is made by spreading cerLET—At No. 210 High St., a choice, conSALE—Doing business at the same old
tain balsams and gums on a sheet of
stand. Our leaders are the Black Rock
venient, sunny rent of seven roms with
sized rnanila paper.
The sheet lias a
and
Putnam
all the modern conveniences to a small
Cigars. Putnam, part Havana,
narrow border of wax to prevent the
$22 per m.; Black. Rock, all Havana, §t>0 per
family. Inquire at the HOUSE.28-1
m.
Goods from $3 and upwards delivered
sticky stuff from oozing out. Thu < or
of wax is put on, the sticky prop::
fTMO LET—Brick House No. 11 Henry street, free in Portland. J. H. COSTELLO & CO.,
.n
154 & 158 Beach street, Boston.
mart 4w
J
near Deering street,
Has nine good
is spread,and the sheet is toldud rean. or
furnace and all modem convenirooms,
inspection and shipment by one maSALE—Lot
13
St.
Lawrence
Na
St.,
ences. Newly papered and painted.
Apply FOR
3666 sq. feet, healthiest location in Portchine, and this machine has a capacity
to GEO WEST, 14 Mellen street.25-1
ot about 60,000 sheets a day.
land, $100 down.balance ofi long or short time.
From the
to E. N. PERRY, Exchange St.. Portmachine the sheets pass to inspectors,
riiO LET—On Great Diamond Island, a fur- Appljror to J. H.
COSTELLO & CO., 154 &
A
who see that the stuff is of tho right connished cottage of 8 rooms, has good water land,
158 Beach St., Boston,
Mfrss._mar4d4w
supply and drainage, is situated on high ground
sistency, and then to the packers, to be
and In a good location.
For terms, address, TiOR SALE OR TO LET—The Homestead
put into boxes for shipment. The paper
MRS. C. H. HOLLAND, Portland, Me. 24-1
of the late Thomas Quluby, near Stroudgoes to Africa, Asia, Europe, Australia,
water In Deering.
Four acres of land
with
and South Amerioa, besides all parts of
of
street cars;
10
at II Oak street, near good house. On line
month,
pgr
this oountry.
RENT—$10
minutes
from
Union
drainsix
one
from
station;
perfect
Woodfords,
minute
rooni3,
The manufacturers of the sticky paper
as
electric cars and six minutes from M. C. R. R. age; Sebago water. As fine a location
began business about twenty years ago
station and Post Office. SCOTT WILSON, there is in Deering. Apply to ANDREW
Hx\WES, Strcud water.dec27-tf
on a small scale, occupying a lean-to in
176H Middle street, Portland.24-1
oonneotion with a suburban drug store
which the brothers had established as a
RENT-194 High St., Brick Block
XjiOR
A
between Deering and Cumberland streets.
branoh of their city business. Ono of the
First flat, 9 rooms, steam heat, set tubs, hot
brothers carried on the fly paper manuFOR SALE.
and cold water, rent $400. Apply to C. F.
facturing as a side issue, and at first onAt Hallowell, Me.—Substantial mill buildingMANNING,
St,mar24dtf
log
High
ly enough was manufactured to supply
brick—252x47 feet—4 stories and basement,
a limited local demand.
WOE RENT-23 William St., Oakdale, first with boilers, engines, shafting, sprinklers, pipThe demand
scribed below; but any style of gored or A
flat, 8 rooms,hot add cold water, hot water ing and river water; also ten tenements, store'gradually grow, and the factory is now
1 SPRIftF ATTIRE.
heating, rent $200. Apply to C. F.MANNING. house and brick office.
one of the big institutions of Grand
full skirt may be worn with it.
Rap163 High St., Portland.mar24dtf
Suitable for cotton, woolen, shoe or paper
ids, and the four brothers all dovote to it
A speoial illustration and full direcfactory or machine shop.
their entire time.
on
be
found
RENT—23
William
■pOR
Apply to c. K*. HOWE at the mill, or to J. C.
tions
about
the
will
street,
Oakdale,
pattern
927-ANNETA JACKET.
Some time ago the brothers had oooaA
third flat, 6 rooms, cold water lu bath and PALFREY, Trustee, 13 Doane St.. Boston,
the envelope in which it is enclosed.
son to dieohnrge one of their employes,
feb28eod9w
kitchen, rent $100. Apply to C. F. MANNING, Mass.
163 High St., Portland.mar24dtf
a man who had been with
them several
Sizes for 13 and 14 Years.
799-EDGEMERESKIRT.
vears
and had
iinnsiml
f’nciiifiin.
Terms
SALE—Only $675.
easy. The best
rilO RENT—To a small family, the very debuilding lot in Deering(with one exceplearning the inside of how everything
i
above
Oak
sirablo
on
street:
the
line
of the elec180
Neal street; first tion)
residence,
A jaunty design in the
Sizes for 18 aud 14 Tears.
was done.
It was suspected that it was
ever-popular
house from Congress; In perfect repair, new7 trics, Stevens Plains avenue, a little beyond
his intention to sell the secrots of the reefer design, which
Oak
street.
of
furnace
Fine
two
be
and
all
nice large
made
In
modern
This is a very popular style
skirt,
lot, 70x100,
may
any
conveniences; large
manufacture of fly paper, or suoh of them
lawn and fruit trees in the rear.
to elm trees on front of the lot; wide avenue.
of the rough bouoles aud cheviots as well out with a
gored apron front, and the re- R. H. KNIGHT, 408 Congress street,Apply
ns he possessed, to a rival manufacturer
to
W.
W.
11
Central
or 178
HOOPER,
Avenue,
Apply
21-1
21-1
Deering Centre.
doing business on a small scale in anoth- as broad-waled diagonals. Though dark mainder is in circle shape with a bias Neal street._
er
town.
Tlie
brothers
SALE—Small farm of four acres, with
immediately blue remains the leadiDg choice in color, seam down the baok. The back is laid
LET—Very desirable rooms at 199 High
brought suit against him by injunction black, brown, and green are also much in two
cottage house of seven rooms, carriage
godet plaits, held in position by a TO street; furnished or unfurnished; one house and stable, only four miles from Portlo restrain him from telling what he
and occasionally one of dull, dark narrow
tape or elastic fastened on the with alcove, modem improvements, includ- land, 150 apple trees, nigh ground, fine garknew, and from himself engnging in the worn,
steam heat, hot and eold water. den, steam and electric cars within tw<business.
The suit has not yet been de- red, braided with black braid, is seen. inside. If the distended effect be desired, ing hath,
miles. Price $1300.
21-1
C.
B.
Apply or address 199 High street.
Easy terms.
cided. It involves a question of law nev- Our model is fitted with the usual
DALTON & CO.,No. 4784 Congress street, oinor
crinoline
a
of
hair-cloth
deep facing
seams,
er yob adjudicated in this State,
and one and
21-1
flight.
WANTED—SITUATIONS.
be lined with silk or
may
the
woolpopular
not, as may be used. Any of
that is specially Interesting to manufacperrerfed. The front is finished with a en or oottou fabrics may be chosen for
turers and attorneys.
Forty words inserted under this head
WANTED—MALE HELP.
double row of large horn or pearl
buttons, this model, and it can be worn with any one week for 25 cents, cash in advance.
of basque, waist, or coat.
or with straps of cloth held
words inserted under this head
style
Forty
small
by
illustration and full direcA
_MISCETXANEOUS.
Chrisitan young man of 21 one week for 25 cents, cash in advance.
\\rANTED—A
pearl buttons. The skirt selected for this tions special
▼ V
about the pattern will be found on
would like position in some wholesale
AIT ANTED—Men to sell new varieties, as well model is the
or retail establishment.
“Edgemere,,r which is de- the envelope in which it is enolosed.
High School gradu- YKTA.N3 ED—Ten men In every county to sell
as staple lines of nursery stock.
Everyate. Business experience.
Best of
referoiu
goods.
Experience not necessary.
thing guaranteed satisfactory to customer.
ences. A. B. C. BOX A, Richmond, Me. 26-1
ExPrompt pay. Good wages*. Outfit free.
For workers we offer splendid terras,
Try it;

FARM

FOR

_

FOR

TO

MILL

BUILDINGS^

FOR

IIOR

you nothing,
Box

as we pay exoonses,
14, Auburn, Me.
on

27-4
LOST AND

first

St.

FOUND,

Forty words inserted under

ty, stoeks.bonds or any goon collateral securities. Inquire of A. C. LIBBY, 421 Exchange

one

week for 25 cents, cash in

this

head

advance.

25-2

HOUSE. No.
BUTTERFIELD
land St., Fortland,
Maine.

CumberRoom rates
and table board at reasonable prices, transients
accommodated; house steam heated, hath and
gas. For terms inquire at house.
mar28-4

pocket book
LOST—A
money and valuable

221

Coupon
Entitling

ADIES ONLY—Who desire loans on Dlamonds and Jewelery for short time, absoh,1'® Privacy; by appointment only. Address
P. O. BOX 1438, City.
We frame
pictures should
before going elsewhere. The picture
Thorough-bred” given with every picture wa
frame. AH kinds of easels from 35c up. E. D.
RtYNOLDS. 503 Congress St., next door to
Shaw’s Grocery
feb24-4w
store._

with^eacl^dMiifn^^^

on us

reseating

Order,

Humber ol l
Pattern, j

POST

in

Size
Dosired.

am

to

he first class. W. J. RYAN. Orders can be
left at Police station or No. 2 Mario Terrace

_

HELP,

Forty words inserted under this head
one week for 25 qenta. cash in advance.

Tl/'ANTED—Capable
**

woman

accustomed to

VVANTED—A girl for general housework.
ff
One who can room ontside.
Call at 86
WINTER ST.
24-1

)

J_
-——

to LOAN—On first and
second
MONEY
real estate, stocks, bonds
Mortgggjes,

—-.

..

■

on

on

23-1

doing general housework. Small family
and pleasant home. '80 minutes ride on cars
out of the city.
Call at 490 1-2 CONGRESS
ST.. up two flights.
26-1

OFFICE ADDBES3:

1(1-2

AFONEY TO LOAN

sum of

your

orders for
chairs of all kinds,
cane, reed or basket work, call on me; J
giving special rates and g.uranteeing work

and life insurance policies or any good
ties. Notes discounted at low rate of
i. P. BUTLER, 48 Exchange street.

a

about noon,

Driver.

Demorest Pattern.

tl10 numt3er aud 3lza
the pattern you desire, and malt this coupon to
this office with ten cents in stamps or silver, to
Be surer
pay for mailing. Handling, etc.
P°St <^^ice a<f dress, and choose one of the sties that is
printed

FREE! Pictures!
"PICTURES!
them! Those in want of

REPAIRED—Before giving

Pattern

the Holder to One

containing
papers,

Friday, March20th, 1896. Finder will be suitably rewarded by leaving same at the United
States Hotel.
WARREN B. CHUTE, Stage
WANTED—FEMALE

__23-1

call

Permanent
clusive ten itory. No delivering.
situation. Cash advanced for expenses. Write
quick. HOMER N. CHASE & CO., Box 14,
517-4
Auburn. Me,

CHASE

and
second
MONEY-To
mortgages real estate, personal proper-

riHAIRS
Messrs. Burnham & Morrill have
a
crew of ten mon, including Superintendent Fellows, at work making
cans in
their corn oanuing factory in Farmington.
Between 4t0,000 and 600,000 cans
will
be made for the coming
season’s
pack there, which is about double last
season’s pack.
The orew can make 6000

agents immediately for the
WANTED—Lady
city and adjoining towns.
Call at THE

WANTED.

T

She—And

to sell the flnof household specialties on the
market, on the easy payment system. Steady
work and good pay to hustlers.
Experience
not necessary. Apply to GATELY & O'GORMAN, 47 Middle St„ Portland, Me.
26-1
est line

YVANTED—Man to solicit orders for choice
specialties in nursery line; salary and
expenses paiil travelling agents, liberal commission to local agents ;goods guaranteed true
to name and to live or replaced free; after trial
trip, large exclusive territory and sub agents
given right mail. BROWN BROTHERS COMPANY. Rochester. N. Y.
marl9dl2w

Michigan.

in Grand

employing

elevation, full view of lake with its large 'number of cottages for summer resorts, ready market for vegetables, complete outfit of farm
tools,
tine place for summer hoarders, Price S2,5nu
W. H. WALDBON & CO.
180 Middle St
27-1

as

loan

we

sell a
per
cent, stock guaranteed by
Reserved
Fund in U. S. Ronds. Applications in person most desired.
S. f. LATHROP,
23 School St., BOSTON, Room 48.

A GENTS for the spring trade,

fly paper

hands all the year round, and its produce
is shipped to every land.
The factory is surrounded by a high
board picket fence, and guards are on
watoh day and night to keep out intruders.
Tho best friends of the proprietors
meet with as cold a reception, when the
matter of going into the factory is men-

COMPANY,
When Baby was sick,

The Latest Demorest Patterns Can Be Obtained,
Through This Departments

Thore are three or four other small factories scattered about tho oountry,
but
none of thorn makes enough to cut much
of a figure in the market. The great pro-

cost

cotton plant is

For cure of
rheumatism, neuralgia,
largest, the prettiest stock. Engagement
Wedding rings a speciality. McKENNY, outs, sprains, burns, stings, chilblains,
Tue Jeweler. Mouument Square.
jauistf l sciatica, and lumbago, use Salavtion Oil.
1

ai:

Capt.

ter,

with

are

whioh

WESTBROOK.

Forty words Inserted tinder this head
\VANTED—All the reliable men we can get
in New England, to act as agents.
Good one week for 35 cents, cash in advance.
permanent situation, cash advanced for
Address piOB SALE—One of the best; farms in Winexpenses. Write today for terms.
HOMER N. CHASE & CO., Box 14, Auburn, A
thropat Cobboisecontee Lake. 3 miles
Me.
27-4
from Wintlirop village, 90 acres land, idee
house 10rooms with ample outbuildings in perfect repair, large orchard all kinds of fruit high
Responsible and live men to
10

ture

ducer is the single

SAFE.

FOB

pay,

Michigan

The world’s supply of sticky
comes from Grand Rapids,

I

WANTED—AGENTS.

OUR PATTERN OFFER.

A DIME FOR DlflESTIOM.

es

la.i?0cll.f?r..an5,

Pattern that has been
D,8™or*3t
this paper r£ sent with therequltite
ten cents to pay expenses

securi-

interest
10-4

1st and 2d

mortgages
real estate—also life insurance policies,
andany kind of collateral security—notes ut-counted on favorable terms.
W. P. CARIt,
room (5 Oxford Building.
ieb2tlel-iw
MA

Jou “Uft
a

use

us

may be published in

the coupon printed abore which is our order on the Dublishers.
in mind thatail orders for patterns are transmitted to New York,
So allow at least a week from the time the
delay is unavoidable.
,A ,ew da>.3
before
making a complaint.

l™1*1 P'ea3e bear

a“?JM.
order reaches

or

*

if we wTate d a clociT
"Would go to McKenney’s because he has
WE more
up-to-date Crocks tjian all the other

stores combined. His 95c alarm olock is waking up the town. Clocks, 95c to 850.00,
McKENNEY, The Jeweler, Monument Square.
janlStf

.tones
offices of stevens
Notice—The
CO. have been removed to No. 100 ExFurniture
&

change street

with the KlUngwood
Co. All accounts will be settled by
C. Jones at above address.

Edward
22-t£

IF YOUR WATCH KICK
take the kick out of it and make it
Mainsprings 75c, cleaning $1.00; mainspring and gleaning combined
$1.50; all work flrstclass. McKENNEY. Thu
Jeweler, Monument Square.
jaulotf
will
WE keep
good time.

MPOTENCY—Sexual weakness, lost vital!*
or
ty and nerve force, from excesses
overwork, posit! vely^rostored. losses stopped,
small shrunken organs developed; remedy
cheap, safe, reliable, convenient. If suffer*
lng enclose stamp for particulars and lo
cured.
Strictly confidential.
PR IVAT 5
PARTY, Press Office.
‘j5-l

I

HUMBER
_

::

CYCLES

(Royal-Purple Rims.)

The worl d-famous HUMBER is backed by 23
oars’ exoerience in Cycle building, by the
Ide st and largest houses In the trade.
Do not be deceived by
statements
that
American HUMMERS aro an imitation. These
ire genuine HtJMBKK Cycles, exactly rhe same
and made by the same company as thos? built
in the old HUMBER factory at Beeston. Knu.
HUMBERS are only HUMBERS as HUMBE R
Companies built them,
They hold more
World’s Records than all other makes com*
bined.
Isj Send address for HUMBER Weekly.”

C.

JVJC.
St., 2d Door from Temple

214 Federal

B^=“0pen Wednesdays
mail’d

aim

Saturday

,.t

even! n gs
eod

*t*Mson.
Adams Express.147
American
Bo ion A

([uotalions of Staple Products in the
Leading Markets.
New York

Stock

and

Money Market.

iBy Telegraph.)
NEW YORK. Mch. 2G.
Money easy at 3@3Vs per cent.: last loan
at 8 per cent.,
cantile paper

closing at 3 per cent.
was quoted at 5% «

Prune

mer-

6 per cent.
Exchange was firm, with actual
in bankers bills at O 0J«4 87Va hr

Sterling
business

00&4 buy* for* demand;
posted rates 4 88l/2@4 eOy*. Commercial bills
Gu-davs at 0 00@4 86Va.
Government Bonds

GO-day

bills

and

0

firm.

Railroads firm.
68V4.
Mexican dollars 64V#.

At

at

the Board

&

oz

was

quiet.

to-day Dar silver
and steady.
ftai

road

was

quoted

Maine

Retail Grotiors
Portland market-cut loaf

snsrar Ra'ni.

7- ; pulverised—c;
5Vac ; coffee crushed

confectioners at

7

powered,
.»c:

Illinois Central. 84
Lake Erie * We3t. 17%
Lake Shore.146
Lums * Nash.49%

Maine Central R.
Mexican Central. 10%

MichiaanCentralipI.
Minn * St. L.
* st. Louis, pf.. J.
j Minn.
Missouri raoitic.

Gc:

granulated

yellow 4Vfe'~

Pulman Palace.!166
Keaamg. 9%
Rock Island
6914
St. Paul. 743/1
do bfd.12514
8t.Pahl * Omaha. 37%
do prfd.1233/a
81 Paul. Minn. * Mann.109

Suear.common.114%
new.

7%
6%

U. S. Exures3. 43
Wabash_
6%
do prfd. 16%
Western Union. 83
lllcnmona * West Point.
do prfd.
..

Portland Wbrnesaie

Market.
PORTLAND. Mch 26. 1S"6
The situation in Breadstuff's is* much firmer
with a little more business doing. Wheat. Corn
Oats in all the Western markets showing better
prices. Pork and Lard steady at yesterday’s
Potatoes «;ull
decline. Eggs continue weak.
aud easy. Flour steaayiand unchanged. Sugars
are more

cti

e

and

firm

the

opinion

seems

to

prevail among many dealers that values will
soon take a turn upward.
Turpentine steady
and unchanged. Oranges are firmer aud during
the balance of the season higher figures are
sure to prevail; tw o-tliirds of the California Orange crop has been moved, and will fall short
of arly estimates, and the crop is less at this
date than for several years past: the crop of
California navel oranges is about all shipped;
the Sun-flow er brand, wc understand, is the
most popular fruit that grows, and the last car
for sale was bought by I. S. Bean of city, which
will arrive in a few days. The scarcity of navel
oranges is causing a heavy demand for Budded
Seedling; this;variety is also qui e short and
50c higher,
f he foreign crop of Oanges is unusually little. Lemons promises to be plentiful
and lower.
The following are to-day’s wholesale prices of
Pr visions. Groceries, etc..
Flour.
Grain&*
I Wheat. 60-lbs.
@86
low trades.3 25(5)3 o' Corn, car_39440
Sprint Wneat bakCorn, nag lots, .uo*42
ers.cl and st3 (55®37, i Meat, bag lots..40441
Patent Snrue
Oats, car lots
28g29
wneat... 4 10.6,4 2 /[Oats, baa lots
80®32
Midi. sir’em
iC’ottoD Seecroller.... 4 16642, >; car lots. 00 00® 22 00
clear do.. .4 00®4 li >1 bag lots 0000g24 00
rt Louis st'ti
!Sacked Br’p
4 15:64 2!
roller...
car lots. 14 606 16 6o
clear do. .4 00(f£4 li
baa lots.. 616@17 00
VVnti wheat
Middlings, £16® 17 00
+ 26 64 5i l
patents.
bag ots. .fcl7igl9 00
Fish.
Coffee.
Cod—L a r to
Bio, roasted
2og2S
Shore
.4 7665 2! Java do.28g31
small do. 2 50(63 21 1
Molasses.
Pollock
.2 2568 2; Porto Kloo.27@33
Haddock... l 60(62 o< < Barbadoes.26.428
ake.1 6062 0<
H erring, box
Tea.

Superfine

...

...

'[Fancy.30@35

bush;

ooru

-bush.

67,400 bush;oats 20,000 bush;

Cotton

19%

.tIar«oT,4

(By Telegraph.

York Minins

106

IV®
11%
102 Vs
I4oi/s
96%
13‘/a
76

39%
17«'/2
14l4
2oVi
154

10%
69%
74%
125V4
37%

123V4
109

114%
7%
6%
43

6%
17
83

Stock*

.'NEW YORK. Meh. 26.1896.—The following
day‘s closing quotations oi minion stocks:
Coai.
Hockine Coal.... 3
Homestake.
30
Ontario.
13
2 VI
Quicksilver....
do pfd.16

Maasdam
.New
Massachusetts.New
Curacoa.New
Campania.... New
...

Etoua ..New

1 60
l 70

Boston Produce Market.

P.OSTON, Mch. 26,
following are
o-day’s quotations of Provisions, etc,;
FLOUR.

MEATS.

Pork, lean lenas 12 00.
Tongues pork S16 60: do beef $22 & bbL
Beef, corned, $8 60®ll 60.
Shoulders, corned and fresh 7c.
Shoulders, smoked. 8.
Ribs, fresh, 8Vsc.
Hams, large and small, 9Va®10%c.
Bacon. 9c.
Pork, salt 6%c.
Briskets, salt GVa.
Sausages, 7yac.
Sausage meat, 7c.
Lard, tcs.at 6c;pails, 6y2@7c; If, in pails 8%
@8%.
Beef steers. 6(0)7%..
Beef, fresh, hinds 7y#@9%c; fores, 4®5c,
tb.
Lambs, 7 48c
Hogs, dressed,city, 6%c & lb; country, 4%c.
Turkeys, Western, small hens, 16c.
Turkeys, large, *-> lb 13,416.
Turkeys, frozeu, 13@16.
Chickens. Northern, fresh killed, 16@18c.
Fowls, Northern, 18@l4c.
Fowls, Western, | 10®I2c.
Chickens. Western 12@15,

Scaleu_
8@12i ! Amoys.16@2o
Mackerel, hi
Congous.14450 Butter, cream, choice, 24®25c,
Extra Is 00 00@$0( 'Japan.18@36 Butter, fair to good, 21®23c.
Snore Is *21 00(6*2 Formoso.20@i>0 Butter. North, choice, 17@20.
Butter, imit, crm. 16*® 18c.
Shore 2s si9 006$2j
So Ear.
11 @13.
Prod uce.
664 Ladle packed
(Standard Gran
Cheese. Northern, choice 10®10%; Wst, ch’ce
Cape Cran brs$ 10 6§ii ]Ex-quality,flue
10
Vac.
9®
6 6-16
Maine,
$86 Sit
granulated
choice. 16@18: East 12l/a.
Jersey,ete2 5G@$3 0( Extra C.
4®s Eggs, hennery
New York
Eggs. Mich, choice, 12c.
Seed.
Pea Beans.l ?o@l 31 Timothy.
4 oc@4 25 Western fresh liy»®12c.
Beans, pea.l 20®.1 40;mediums, 1 20@1 30.
Foreign—nominal
Clover,West. S <®9
yei. eyes, 1 30® i 46:red kid.l 16@1 26.
Yellow itves.l 60(61 6;
do
N. V.
93964 Beans,
Beans forelen, 1 JOlgl 20.
Cal P6a-1 10(61 7* Alsike.
9
@10
Potatoes, Choice Hebrons 30c bush.
Irish Fotat’s. bu35@4( Bed lop,
16{al7
Potatoes. Hebrons, fair to good 00.
sweets. Vineland 6 C(
Provisions.
Rose, Ar. Co, seed, 36®40.
do jersey_ @4 f»( PorkOnions—
clear.. 12 50400 00 Potatoes—Green Mountain, 30.
Native,bbl 1 75@0 G( ,.acks... 12 601300 00 Potatoes,White s:ar, 26(®28c.
ChicKens...
bbl, $3 50@4 00.
I7(61v
light. 12 00*12 25 Apples, choice
Turkevs, Wes. i7@18c Beef—light..
9 Oo Apples, Baldwins at $3 00@3 76c.
North, turkeys
1050
heavy.
lowis....
I4c61of Bniests6febS 5 75®
Chicago Live Stock Market.
Apples.
card, tcs and
(By Telegraph!
4
6(
Fancy.
00@4
V* bbl.pure 6640664
CHICAGO, Mch. 26, 1896.—The Cattle markFair to eood 2 25&2 64
dooom’nd. 564*
et—receipts 12,000; weak, 10c lower; common
Baldwins.. S3 50(64 o(
pails.compd 56s@R64 to extra steers 3 40®4
40; stockers and feedEvap & !t>.7@8i
pails, pure 764476s ers 2
8u®3 90: cows and bulls at 1 60@3 26;
Lemons.
pure If
9 64 @9 s/s calves
at
3
60;
Texans
2 i6@3 90.
0U@5
Messina
2 75®3 5( 1 Hams
fa Ik
Hogs—Receipts, 27,000; strong to higher;
Palermo— 2 75@3 21
Qocov'rd
@1064 heavy packing and
lots
at 3 70&3 86;
Oranges.
shipping
Oil.
common to choice mixed at 3 90<g3 95: choiee
California.
3 6064 5< Kerosenel20 ts
lOVfe assorted at 4
3
00(®410, light 86®4 12 y2; pigs
Messina.
.2 75®3 5l
Llgoma.11
at 3 uo®4 UO.
6 60&6 o(
Valencia.
Centennial.11
Sheep—receipts 9,000; active, and steadv;
Eggs.
Pratt’s Astral ..13
inferior to choice at 2 75®4 00; lambs at 3 76
Nearov.14®
Devoe’s brilliant 13
80.
&4
Eastern extra-..
®1« in half bbls lc extra
Fresh Western... ®l; I
Raisins.
Domestic Markets.
Held.
(a,
Muscatel.50 lb bxs3®6
jtsattex.
(By Telegraph.)
[London lay’rll 50® 176
Creamerv.fncy ..23®2^
Coal.
MARCH 26. 1896.
Gilt Eute Vraat.20(6^i
Retail—delivered.
NEW YORK—The Flour market— receipts
Choice. @lt Cumberland 4 0004 60 16,073 packages;
3310 bbls and 1080
exports
Cheese.
Chestnut....
@6 00 sacks: sales 10,400 packages;quiet and easy;
N. Y. IctTj.l 1 Va612 Franklin....
7 26 unchanged.
Vermont ...12 atl2ys LetlUi.. •
r iour, quotations—low extras at; 2 26®2 86;
@6 00
sate.13
«13W Pea.
4 00 city mills extra at 4 16.2*4 26; city mills
patents
4 20®4 46: winter;wheat low grades at 2 26 u
Gram Quotation*,
2 86: fair to fancy at 2 86®3 90: patents at 3 90
®4 26; Minnesota clear 2 70®8 20: straights
CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
do at 3 00®3 60 : do patents 3 35(44 20
do rye
Wedneay’s quotations.
mixtures 2 60®8 30; superfine at; 2 00®2 50:
fine at 2 0t@2 30. Southern flour market quiet;
WHEAT.
Mch
Mav. common to lair extra at 2 40(43 00; good to
Owning.61%
62% choice at 3 00(®3 30. Rye flour dull, and steady
( losing.61%
2 60®2 66. BuckwheatIflour 1 20® 1 2o. Buck63
wheat 40@4i%c.
Corumeal steady; Yellow
CORN.
Western 2 20 (®2 25; brandy wine at 2 20. Rye
Mch.
May. nominal. Wheat—receipts
bush: exports 84
Opening.28%
20% boy Dusn: sales bo.uuo ousnjmoderately active
Cosing.28%
29% and firmer tNo 2 Bed store and elev 7b®79%
PORK.
afloat 80y2@80% e; f o b at 80081 %c: No 1
May. Northern at 73373%. Corn—receipts 34,126
Opening.
9 70 bush; exports e.677 bush; sales I7,o00 bush:
C.osing.
8;82 scarce.Idull, firm. No 2 at 37c elev. 38c afloat.
LARD.
Outs—receipts 121,000 bush; exports 2o,820
quiet and strong; No2
Ju|ySept. bushjsales 31,000 bush;
at 24%025c; Whit do at 26c; No 2 Chicago
Opening..
No
3
at 23Vs®23% ; White do 26c;
25% (326c;
Closing.
Mixed Western 25@26c; do White anu White
Tnursdav’s quotatslou3.
State at 26028% c. Beef quiet and steady.but
WHEAT.
unchanged, family $lo@ 12 O0;beef hams dull;
Mch.
May. tierced beef inactive, cut meat quiet .steady,
Owning.62
62% pickle bellies 12 lbs 4% 34% c; do shoulders at
Closing.62 m
63% 4Vi c; do hams at 8Vi 09. Lard dull and easy;
Western steam closed at 5 37 V* 36 4o; city at
CORK,
Continental 6 70; SA
$4 90: refined is
Mch.
May. 6 40: compound atquit;
4% @4%. Provisions—Pork
O
.28%
2H% is slow: mess at
$9 60010 00. Butter steady,
Closin'....28%
29% light
receipts; 8taw? dairy 9@20e; do crm held
PORK.
13@18c; Western dairy at 10(314; do crm at 13
May. (322c; do factory at 9@13: Elgins 22c. Cheese
9.05 in fair demand,unchanged; State large 6@10%,
Ot Bning.
9.00 do fancy 30%c ; small at 6@10%c. Petroleum
Closing.
easier; united 1 34y*.Coffee—Bio dull, .needy
BostonStock Slarnot.
Sugar—raw ouiet firm; refined active and firm;
•The following are the latest closing quota- No 6 at 4%c; 7 at 4 5-36c;No 8 at 4% ;No b at
4 6-16c;No 10 at 4=%c:No 11 at 4 3-i6c; No 12
tions of stocks at Boston:*
at 4 Vs; No i5 at 4 1-16: off A at 4 9-16 ®4 13Mexican Central 4s.*...
Atchison, Top. Si Santa Fe. R. 15% 10c; Mould A 63/s : standard A oyg jConfectiouers’ A6c;cut loaf and crushed 6%c: powderBoston & Maine.169
ed at 5*/»c; granulated at BVsc; Cubes at 68/'«c
do
pfd
.155
Quotations are those made by refiners on the
Maine Central.135
uuder the plan of October loth,
Union Pacific.
6% oue-pricebasis
1896 which makes large dealers and wholesale
American Bell.204
American sugar, common.......115% grocers agents of the Trust handling sugars 011
Sugar, nfd.loos,* consignment, and who are at stated times of
settlement allowed a cmmission of 3-1 tic
Cell Mass., pfd........54
lb.
There is also a trade discount of 1 per cent on
do
common_..’... 11
100 bbl lots and 1 per cent for cash if paid withMexican Central.
10% in seven
days, and no trade discount on smaller
Eastern 6s.” ".119
No sales less than 25 barrels. For
Portland & Ogdenburg es.
.106% quantities.
sugar packed in bags there Is no additional
on granulated or softs from 3 to 14 incharges
New Pork Quotations on stocks and Bonds
clusive. and other grades y*c $> lb additional.
freight* to Liverpool quiet—grain by steam
!By Telegraph
iy2d nominal.
The following are to-day’s
closing
quotations
CHICAGO—The Flour market to-day was
of Bonds:
steady: hard wheat spring patems
Mch. 26. Mch. 26. quietland
3 15@8 60; soit wheat patents $3 000(33 10
New 4 s reg.Ssl08%
*108% hard wheat bakers at 2 16@2 30 in sacks;
New 4’a
coup..*110%
*110% wheat bakers $202 20; Winter wheat at soft
3 20
United States 2s reg. 95
95
Wheatr-No2 Spring at 61©
@3 4o in wood.
Central Pacific! lsts.100%
ioi
62y»c; No 2 Bed at 64%@66Vfec. Corn—No 2
Denver A R. G. 1st.113
ns
at 2SV4©28%c. Oats—No 2 at 19@49ViC:No 2
Erie 2<D. 69
69
Bye at 36% c; No 2 Barley at 38c. No 1 Flaxi.aaaas Pacific Consols. 71 Vs
seed 89y2@89%c;Mess pork 8 70@8 76. Lard
Dregou Nav. lsts.109%
109V* 6
05@6 07 Va : short rib sides 4 7^y2@4 77% ;
Kansas Pacific lsts.Ju3%
103%
Dry salted meats—shoulders at $4 5u®4 62% :
Northern Paclfio cons 6s.... 47%
47Vs short
clear sides 4 62V*4 75.
rioslTi: quotations ot stocks:
Receipts—Flour, b,600 bbls: wheat. 2.700
bush: eorn. 166,900 bush: oats, 286,uou bush;
New so-called remedies spring up every rye 3,900 bush barley. 64,000 buna.
Shipments—Flour 4.200 bbls. wheat
like
but
the
day
mushrooms;
people stili bush corn. 84,600 bush; oats 248,00077.000
bush,
cling to Dr. Bull’s Cough fciyruy.
rye. 2400,bush; barley 50.000 bush.
..

York. .Rotterdam..Mch 28
York. .London
..Mch 28
lock. -Maracaibo ,Men 28
York., Liverpool. ,Mcn"28
..

York..Montevideo Mob‘28

Manitoba.New York.. Loudon
Apl 4
Spree .New York. .Bremen ...."adI 7
St Paul.New York. .So’amptou. .Apl 8
Majestic.New York. .Liverpool... Apl 8
Noordland ....New York. .Antwerp.. .Apl 8
Labrador.Portland
.Liverpool ..Apl 9
F. Bismarck. ..New York. .Hamburep
.Apl 9
Spaarndam-New York. .Rotterdam. .Apl 11
Mississippi.New York. .London
Apl 11
Prussi? .New York. .Hamburg ,;Alii 11
Lucama.New York.. Liverpool.. .Apl 14
Bourgogne.New York. .Havre
Apl U
Furnesia.New York.. Glasgow!... Apl 11
K.Wilhelm II..New York.. Gcn<?a
Apl 11
Balm.New York. .Bremen
Apl 14
Parisian.Portland
Liverpool
Apl ] 6
Scotsman.Portland.. .Liverpool.. .Apl 23
..

Pork, long and short cut, >fc> barrel, 12 00.
Pork, light and livy backs $1100@12 00.

..

As soon as the demand bea little more general we
shall see the materialization of
a Bull Market the like of which
has not been experienced since

comes

1802.
National solvency established,
easy money, increasing earnings
of railroads and improving general business all tend to one re-

sult, Higher Prices.

_

........

EASTERN DIVISION.
From Union Station for Cape Elizabeth,
$$8.45 a. m.; Saco. Conway Junction,
Wolfboro 9 00 a. m.; Biddeford,
Ports-

Building, Boston, Mass.

Write, or call, for our manual for 1890,
mailed free.
Orders executed at the New York Stock
The Boston Stock Exchange,
Exchange,
'•he Chicago Board of Trade, The New
York Cotton Exchange and The Philadelphia & Baltimore Exchange.

mouth, Amesbury, Newburyport, Salem,
Lynn, Boston, t2,00, $9.00 a. m.; $12.55
$6.00 p. m. Arrive in Boston, 5.58 a. m.. 12.49,
4.15, 9.20 p. m. Leave Boston for Portland,
7.80, 9.00 a. m.. 12.30, 7.00, 7.45 p. m.
SUNDAY TRAINS.

mar4M,W&F3m7thp

Foreign Ports.

at Buenos Ayres Feb 24, barque Mannie
Swan, Higgins, from New York via Montevideo.
Ar at Rosario Feb 19, barque Rachel Emery,
Wyman, from Boston via Buenos Ayres; Feb 22
barque Auburudale, Dow. do do.
At Buenos Ayres Feb 20, barques Samuel H
Nickerson, Rodick, from Portland, ar 19th; Antioch, Hemingway, do. ar 18th.
Ar at St John, NB, 25th, sch AbbyK Bentley,

For Biddeford, Portsmouth. Newbury
port, Salem, Lynn, Boston. 2.00 a. m., 12.66
p.m. Arrive in Boston, 5.58 a. m., 4.16 p.
in. Leave .Boston for Portland, *9.00 a. m.,

WM. M. HARKS,

Ar

Book,

Card

-AND

JOB

—

PRINTER,

JDoes not run Mondays.
tConn&ets with Kail Linos for New York,
Sooth and West.
(Connects with Sound Lines for New York.
•Western Division from Nortn Berwick Sundays only.
HConnects at
Scarboro Crossing
with
train for Boston via Eastern Division.
Througn tickets to all points in Florida,
the Soutn and West >or sale at Ticket
Office,
Union Station.
D. J. FLANDERS. G. P. and T. A.. Bosto n.
1621
dtt

EXCHANGE,

PRINTERS'

07

.....

..

...

MINIATURE ALMANAC.... MARCH 27.
.6 341c
q ie
Sunsets.e 05 High water
g 45
Moon sets. 4 37 iHeight_ 9-7—10-0
Sunrises

|

“Perhaps

MAEINEKEWS

!■“

catohing cold,” says Dr. Cyrus Edson.
It is such a simple thing and so common that very few people, unlesB it
is a

A REPUBLICAN CONVENTION

pneumonia, pay any attention to
a cold.
There are a great many cases of
catarrh and consumption
which have
their origin in this neglect of the simplest precaution of every day life. The
sensible advioe is, when you have
cold, get rid of it as soon as possible.”
Dr. Edson does not tell you how to cure
a cold but wo will.
Take Chamberlain's
Cough Remedy. It will relieve the lungs,

expectoration,

open the seorctions and
soon effeot a permanent oure.
25 and 50
cent bottles for sale by Landers & Baband C.

B.

Arrived.

coal to B & M RR.
Sch Jennie Lockwood, Poland, Pascagoula
via Tenants Harbor for Boston.
Sch Belle liardv, Cook, Red Beach for Baltimore.

Sch Yankee Maid, Boston for Rockland.
Sch Catharine, (Br) Sabean, Liverpool, NS—
wood pulp to Geo A Clark.
Sch Waiter M Young. Guptlll, Grand Manan
for New York.
Sch Emma W Day, Elweii, Winterport—hay
to Paris Flouring Co.
Sch Harvest Home, Brown, Boston for Bar

Harbor.
Sch S J Lindsay, McFadden, Salem for Rockland. Is returning home with cargo of lime,
which has been on Are.
Sch Ida Hudson, Bishop, Rockland for Boston
Sch Geo E Prescott; Deer Isle for New York.
Sell Peerless, Orne, Camden for Boston.
Cleared.

Steamship Vancouver (Br) Williams. Liverpool—Elder, Dempter & Co.

Steamship Cottage City, Bennett, New York—
J B Coyie.
e Sch Chas Davenport, Pinknam, New York—
J S Winslow & Co.
Sch Hattie Lorlng, Rice, Friendship
J H

OSCAR F. HUNT,
No. 563

CREPT

Davenport.

FROM OUR

White shear
40 in. wide,

a new

Thursday, April 16th, 1896,
at half past nine o’clock a. m.,
for the purpose of selecting two delegates and
two alternates to attend the National Republican Convention, to
be held at St. Louis,
Missouri, on Tuesday, June 16th, 1896, and
other
business that may propertransacting any
ly come before it.
The basis of representation will be as follows:
Each city and town will be entitled to one
delegate, and for each seventy-five votes cast
for the Republican candidate for Governor in
1894, an additional delegate, and for a fraction
of forty votes in excess of seventy-five votes,
an additional delegate.
The District committee will be in session In
a room adjoining the hall at nine o’clock on
the morning of the convention for the purpose
of receiving the credentials of delegates.!
All
electors of the District, without regard to past political differences, who are
in sympathy with the sentiments expressed in
the call of the Republican National Committee
for the Republican National Convention, are

CORRESPONDENTS.

Casco,

designs. Special price, Falmouth,
Freeport,
1 -2c yard,
Gorham,

Gray,
Harpswell,
Harrison,
Naples,

A new
similar

cloth.
to
the

They

are

celebrated
English Cretonnes. Some of
the patterns are copies of
the

and

same

A

Memoranda
Sch Lottie, from Xhomaston for New York,
into
Boston
night of 25th, leaking 2.000
put
strokes per hour and cargo of lime on fire. The
cargo will be a total ions, as rite vessel will have
to be scuttled.
Fort Monroe, March 2G—Barque Celina. Hutton, from Rosario for Boston, with wool and
hides, arrived here this morning ieaktffg.
Delaware Breakwater, Mch 26—Sch Chas L
Mitchell, from Fort Spain for New York, lately
ashore on Cold Spring bar, proceeded to-day in
tow of a tug.
Gloucester, Mcb 25—Sell Caroline, Cole, from
Bestoirfor Millbridge, which parted chains and
(Lifted ashore at Fast Gloucester 20th, was
floated yesterday without carnage, and will.proceedUvhen sho recovers her anchors.
Halifax, NS. Mch 24—Sch Viking, from Norfolk for Fall River, with coal, was towed in here
to-day by steamer Potomac, from New York for
London. The Viking had lost rudder and sails,
and was helpless, .ller crew went on board the
Fotomac, and a prize crew now has charge of
the Viking.

Parsonsfield,
Saco,

Sanford,
Shapleigh,
South Berwick,
Waterborough,
Wells,

York,

Ivory color in new patterns,
50 in. wide.
Usually sold
for 25c yard, only 18c yard.

EASTER OPENING.
—

AT

—

643 CONGRESS
—

OF

ST.,

—

PATTERN HATS

Domestic Port*.
—

AND

—

NEW YORK—Ar 26th, schs Annie F ConIon, Sawyer, Perth Amboy for Portsmouth;
Chas S Sorague, Harper, Bootlibay for Suffolk;
Puritan, Sargent, New Bedford; Velma, Gott,
do; HaroldtJ McCarty, Barter, Vinalhaven lor
Washington; Race Horse, Rockland.
Ar 26th, schs Edgar S Foster, for Bucksport:
Katharine D Perry, Boothtiay; Lucy Hammond,
and Mark Pendleton, Fall River.
Cld 26th, steamer Manhattan, Portland; ship
J B Walker. Wallace, Yokohama; barque Penebscot. McCauIder, Adelaide; sch Annie Lord,
Kendall. Gonaives.
Passed Hell Gate 26th, sch Sardinian, New
YorMUfor Rockland; Mattie B Russell, Amboy
d3t
mar26_
for Fall River ; Edward Lameyer, aud JolmS
Beachain. Richmond for New Haveu.
BOSTON—Ar 26th. schs Grade I) Buchannan, Harrington, Baltimore; Edward H Blake,
Smith, Fernandina.
Cld 26tli. schs Samos, Handy, East Bootlibay
and New York ;
Until further notice we will sell all
Mary B Wellington, Water
Cove and New York; Georgie Giikey, Gilkey, Rubber Goods in our
store, at net cost.
Portland.
We will also give a pair of fine rubbers
Ar 20th, barque Obed Baxter, Colby, Sydney
with
of
pair
every
93 days,
women,s boots purCld 26th, sch S G Hart. McLean. Apalachicola chased to the amount of §2.50 or upschs
for
Sid 25tn.
Telegraph,
Bootlibay; Bar- wards.
racouta. for Kockport; Chas A Campbell, for
Philadelphia.
Sid 26th. Morris W Child, Apalachicola: Mazurka, Kockport: Augustus Hunt. Philadelphia
Harvest Home. Sullivan.
BRUNSWICK—Ar 26th, sch F C Pendleton,
Burgess. Norfolk.
BEAUFORT. NC—In port, sch Norman, Gray
Brunswick for Providence.
BALTIMORE—Ar 26th, Bell Cliilde Harold,
Boston.
Preble House.
Cld 26th, sch Appiiia & Amelia, Willard, Saco
mar20eodt£

BONNETS,

Friday and Saturday, March 27 & 28.

Misses Griffith & DeCoster.

RUBBERS AT COST.

07WHITE,
Congress St.,

Opposite

Going by regular trains, leaving Portland
for Montreal at 7.66 a. m., and for Montreal
and Quebec at 1.80 p. m. on March 30th, and
good to return until April 30th, 1896.
FARES

2
4
0
3
5
5
4
3
3
3

3
2
2
54
2
2
3

Pownal,

Raymond,

Scarboro,

South Portland,
Sebago,

1
4
10
4
4

Standish,

Westbrook,
Windham,

Yarmouth,

April

To Montreal and

Eleven O’clock

$7.50

Quebec,
Quebec,

$9.00

From intermediate stations at corresponding
ly low rates.
For particulars apply to agents.
CHAS. M. HAYS,
General

mar24dlw

Manager.

1806,

A. M.

(iovernor m 1894, an additional delegate, and
a fraction of forty votes in excess of sevenfive votes, an additional delegate.
Vacancies in the delegation of any City, Town
or Plantation can only be filled by a resident of
the County in wbicli the vacancy exists.
The State roinmiti.ee will be in session in the
reception room of the hall at nine o’clock, on
the morning of tile convention, for the purpose
of receiving the credentials of delegates. Delegates in order to be eligible to participate in
the convention, must be elected subsequent to
the date of the call for tills convention; and
delegates under this call, should not be elected
to the State convention to be hereafter called
for the purpose of nominating a candidate for

CUSTOM HOUSE WHARF. PORTLAND, ME.

Winter Time Table, in Effect Nov, 25, ’95.
Leaves Portland For Forest. City Landing,
Teaks Island, 6.45, 6.40, 8, a. m„ 2.16 aud
6.10 p. m.
For Little and Great Diamond,
Trefetbens and Long; Island, 8.00,a. m.,
and 2.16, p. m.
C. W. T. GODIN G, General Manager.
nov25dtf

ALLAN LINE. ROYA^y4ST1SAMLiverpool aud
Calling

Portland Mail Service,
at Londonderry.

From

From

Portland
Liverpool
Steamship
12 Mcii.Numidian.2 April
26 Moll.Parisian.10
April
'.) April.‘Latirentian.28
April
‘From Portland to Liverpool direct, carrying
cabin
passengers only.
The Saloons and Staterooms are in the cenpart, where least motion is lelt. Electricity is used for lighting the ships throughout. the lights being at the command of the
passengers at any hour of the night. Music
Rooms and Smoking Rooms on the promenade
deok. The Saloons and staterooms are heated
tral

by

steam.

WINTER RATES—Cabin, $50 and $60. A
reduction of 10 per cent, is made on Round
Trip Tickets except on the lowest rate.
Second Cabin—To Liverpool and Londonderry, $30; return, $56.
Steerage—To Liverpool, London. Glasgow,
Belfast or Londonderry, including every requisite for; he voyage $24.50.
Steerage rates per” Parisian” $1.00 higher.
For tickets or further information
apply to T. P. McGOWAN, 418 Congress Sell. G. STARR, 2ya Union Wharf or
H. & A. ALLAN, )
Portland,
leblldtf

l

OO tffrrv Cfr

)

Boston.

STEAMERS.

FAMLOUTH FORESIDE STEAMBOAT GO.,
For Falmouth

Foreside, Cousens Island,
Littlejohn’s and Chebeague.

Str. Alice,

will leave Portland for above landings at 7 a.m.
2.00 and t6.30 p. m.
Return—Leave Chebeague. 8.30 a. m. and 3 30
p. m. Leave Falmouth Foreside, 6.00, 9.16
a. m. 4.16 p. m.
tDoes not run to Chebeague.
mar5
dtf

and after MONDAY. Nov. 18th, 1803
trains will run as follows:
LEAVE.
For Auburn and Lewiston
7.15, 7.G5 a. m
1.10, 1.30. 6.20 p. m.
and
For Gorham and Berlin, 7. 5a.m.. 1.30
6.20 p. m., and Sunday 7.30 a. m.
For Island Pond(7.55 a. m., and 1.30 p. m.
For Montreal and Chicago, 7.65 a. in., and
On

1.30 p.

m.

For Quebec, 1.30 p. m.
ARRIVALS.
From Lewiston and Auburn. 8.25 a. m„ and
12.16 3.10. 5.15 and 5.30 p. in.
From Island Pond. Berlin and
Gorham,
8.26, a.m.,12.15 and 5. 30 p. m.
From Chicago aim Montreal, 12.15 and 5.3 u
p.

m.

From Quebec. 12.15 a. m.
On and after Sunday, March 8t.Ii,

a train
will leave Portland every Sunday at 7.30 a,
in. for Berlin. N. H., and all intermediate
stations, arriving at Berlin, N. U., at 11 a.

m.

Pullman Palace Sleeping Cars on
Night
trains and parlor cars on day trains.
177
MIDDLE
TICKET
OFFICE
NO.
STREET, AND DEPOT AT FOOT OP INDIA
STREET.
CHAS. M. HAYS, GenT Manager.
Portland. Nov, 18th. IStm.dtf

MAINE CENTRAL R. R
In
Effect December 23. 1893.
Trains leave Portland, Union Station, Railway
for
stations named below and interSquare,

7.00 a. m. For Brunswick. Bath, Rockland,
Augusta, Waterviile, Skowhegan, Pittsfield,
Bangor, Bucksport, Lisbon Falls, Lewiston via

8.30a.m. For Danville Jc. (Poland Springs)
Mechanic Falls, Rumford Falls.
Lewiston,
Livermore Falls, Farmington, Piiillips, Kangsley, Oakland and Waterviile
8.45 a. m. For Bridgton. Fabyans, BurlingFOR
ton, Lancaster, St. Johnsbury, Sherbrooke,
Montreal, Chicago, St. Paul and Minneapolis
Lubao. Calais, St.John, N.3., Halifax,U.3. and all points west.
10.30 a. in. For Brunswick, Bath, Lisbon
iind all parts of New Brunswick, Nova ScoPrince Edward Island, and Cape Bret- Falls, Lewiston, via. Brunswick, Gardiner Augusta and Waterviile.
on.
Tbe favorite route to Campobollo aud
1.00 p. m. Express for Brunswick. Lisbon
St, Andrews. N. B.
Falls. Augusta, Waterviile. Bangor, Bar Har’ocf
Oldtown and rioulton, via B. & A.
Spring Arrangemeuc.
1.15 p. m., For Danville Jc., Poland Springs
station. Mechanics
Kumford Fulls,
Falls,
On and after Monday, March 16th, steamer
Klnefield,
Phillips
will leave Portland on Mondays and Thursdays Lewiston, Farmington.
Oakland,
Waterviile,
Skowhegan,
Bingham.
at 5.00 p. m.
Bangor aud Vanceboro.
leave
St.
John
and
Returning
Eastport same
1.80 i>, m. For Freeport. Brunswick, Audays.
gusta.
Rockland and ail stations oa
Through tickets issued and baggage cuecked Knox &Bath,
Lincoln division. Waterviile, Sko .vto destination, pr Freight received up to 4.00
hegan, Belfast. Dover and Foxcrort, On cup. m.
ville, Bangor. Bucksport. Oldtown. Van-eboro.
For Tickets and Staterooms, apply at the St. John,
Halifax, Houlton a ini Woodstock.
Pine Tree Ticket Office, Monument Square
3.30 p. ni
For Sebago Lake. Bridgton, Fryor for other information at
Company’s Office. burg. North Conway, Fabyans, Lancaster,
Railroad Wharf, foot of State street.
St. Johnsbury, Montreai"and Chicago.
J. B.COYLE.Gan. Man.
ap29dt£
5.05 p. m.
For Brunswick. Bai%
Lisboa
Falls, Augusta and Waterviile.
5.10 p. m., For New Gloucester, Danville
Junction, Poland Springs station, Mechanics
MAINE STEAMSHIP CO.
Falls, Auburn and Lewiston.
11.00 p. m, Night Express, sleeping cars, inr
New York Direct Line.
Lewiston,
Bath,
Waterviile,
Augusta,
Bangor, Bar llarbor. Bucksport, Vanceboro, St.
LONG ISLAND SOUND BY DAYLIGHT Stephens, St John and all Aroostook County,
JlalifCx and the Provinces, b"t does not rim to
Belfast, Dexter, Dover and Poxeroit or beyond
and
Sea
Bangor, Saturday nights.
The Steamships Manhattan and Cctrajj
SUNDAY TRAINS.
City leave Franklin wharf Tuesdays, Thurs
days and Saturdays at 6 p. m. Keturning, leave
7.20a.m., paper train for Brunswick AuPier 38, East. Kiver, same days at f> p. m.
gusta, Wat3rville and Bangor.
Fare to New York, oue way, £4.00; Bound
1.00 p. m.
For Brunswick. Lisbon Falls,
trip $7.00.
Lewiston, Bath, Augusta, Waterv'lie, and
J. B. COYLE, Manager.
Bangor.
J. F. LISCOMB. General Agent.
nv2-dtf
11.00 p. m.. Night Express with sleeping
cars for ah points.

International Steamsnij) Co.
—

Easinort,

Delightful

Trip.

Invigorating

ARRIVALS

HARPSWELL STEAMBOAT GO.

Friday 2.20. p. m.
Return for Portland. Leave Orr's Island
«. m. calling at Harpswell and
intermediate landings. Arrive at Portland 9.15
a .in*
ISAIAH ©DANIELS,
ootodtf
Ge n’l Manager

and
6.45

DOIil.\lQ\

From
8.25 a.

8.30

a.

PORTLAND.

IN

Montreal, Quebec, Fanyana, Bridgton.
m.j ijewiston and Mechanics Falls
m.: Waterviile, Augusta
and Lath.

DIRECT STEAMSHIP LINE.

From Boston every

Wednesday and Saturday.
Wednesday
and Saturday.
Central
3

Philadelphia

every

Wharf, Boston, p. m. From
Wharf, Philadelphia, at 3 p, m. Inone-half the rate of sailing vessel.
Freights for the West by the Penn. R. R., and
South by connecting lines, forwarded free of
jommission.
Round Trip S18 0U.
Passage SIO.OO.
Meals and room included.
For freight or passage apply to F. P. WING.
Agent, Central Wharf, Boston.
E. B. SAMPSON, Treasurer and
General
Manager, 89 State St. Fiske Building, Boston.
From

Pine Street

surance

LIME.

via

on

Thursday

after arrival of

all trains due at Portland at noon.
Rates of passage—First Cabin #50 to #70;
return #100 to #130, according; to steamer
and berth.
Second Cabin to Glasgow or Belfast, Liver

ool

or

Londondery,

#30.00 and return

#55.00. To Loudon, Bristol or Cardiff #3
additional, or #61 return.
Steerage to
Liverpool, Londonderry, London, Belfast,
Queenstown and Glasgow
#24.50
and
#25.50, according to steamers.
Apply to H. G. STARR, 2 1-2 Union
Wharf, T. P. McGOWAN. 418 Congress
street, J. W. PETERSON, 2
Exchange
street, or DAVID TORRANCE & CO.. Gen
agents. Foot of India street.
declldtf

NAVIGATION CO.

On and
and fast

after Tuesday, Oct. 29th, the

STEAMER

new

SALACIA.

Franklin Wharf, Portland, on Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays at 8 & m.
for Popliapi Beach, Bath, Boothbay Harbor
and Wiscassett.
Returning—Leave Wiscassett on Mondays,
Wednesdays and Fridays at 0.45 a. m.,
for Boothbay Harbor, Bath, Popham
Beach
and Portland
Fare, $1.00 to Bath, Boothbay Harbor and
Wiscassett
O. 0. OLIVFR,
CHAS. R. LEWIS,
President.
Treasurer.
oct29
dtf

Presidential Electors
be Chosen
In State Convention
j

FALL ARRANGEMENTS.

Steamer

I

A.

rsr

o

Enterprise

Boothbay.
Wednesday, leave Pemaquid

and East

or

Plain at

NO. 114 1-2 EXCHANGE ST.
-AT-

W. P.

HASTINGS’.

all

and

White

express Halifax,
and Augusta, 3.30

on

Mountain
A. R. R.,

B. &
1.40

John, Bangor

a.

m.s

a.

WatervUls

m.

PAYS ON TUCKER, V. P. & G, M.
F. E. BOOTHSY, G. P. & T. A.
Portland, Dec. 17. 1805.
dtl
oct4_

Portland & Rumford Falls
In Effect

f

Oct. 7,

1833

R’y,

DEPARTURES.

8.3u a. M. & 1.15 P. M. From Union Station
tor Poland, Mechanic Falls, Buck held. Can*
ton.
Dixfceld and Rumford Falls.
8.30 a. m.t 1.05 and 5.10 p. m, From
Union
Station
lor
Polanl
an a
Mechanic Falls.
Train leaving Union Station 1.15 p. m. coiv
nects at Rumford Falls with R. F. & R. L. R. R.
train for Byron md Houghton.

Through passenger coaahes between Union

Station, Portland

and Rumford Fails.

Through tickets on sale for all Roiats
onF. &R. F. R’y.
Portland, Main#.
L. Ii. LINCOLN Superintendent,
FeblOdtfRumford Falls.
_

Worcester Line

reiTLMr& rocbesteeTl^
STATION FOOT OFPKEBLE STREET,
On and

alter Ban Jay. December
6, 1*33
Passenger train, «1U I.ea.« Portland:
Woroeuter, Clinton, Aysr Junction,

For

VminniA Winrihitn, diiH

at 6

a.

m.

for

Portland and above landings,
Thursday, leave Portland at 6.45 a. m. for
Boothbay Harbor.
Touching at Squirrel
Islaiui.
Friday, leave Boothbay Harbor at 9 a. m.
for Portland. Touching at Squirrel Island.
Saturday. leave Portland at 6.45 a. ni. for
East Boothbay. Touching at Squirrel Island,
Boothbay, Heron Island and So. Bristol.
ALFRED RACE, manager.
aug31dtl

Resumption of service. Beginning Friday,
March 16, 1896, the steamer
FRANK JONKs,
Will connect from train leaving Portland at 1.20
p. m, Thursdays and leave Rockland, weather
permitting, at 6.00 a. m., on Fridays, for
Castine, Deer Islo.
Sedgewick (Blue Hill),
Brooklln, Southwest Harbor. Northeast Harbor (on signal). Bar Harbor, Millbridge, Jonesport and Machiasport.
Returning, will leave Machiasport, weather

permitting, on Mondays at 4.00 a. m., connecting at Bar Harbor with Ferry leaving at
10.30 a. m., which connects with train for
Bangor, Portland and Boston, arriving in Boston at 9.20 p. m„ steamer continuing on to
Kockland, arriving there at 5.00 p. m., passengers remaining on board and taking morning train tor Portland and Boston.
F. E. BO 'THBY,
PAYSON TUCKER,
Geu’l Pass & Ticket Agent.
Gen’l Manager.
marStoSl

TP

...... ..

ot

m. and 12.80 p. in.
For Manchester,. Concord, and points North
at 7.30 a. m. and 12.8G p. in.
For Rochester, Spring-vale, Alfred, Warnn
boro and Saco River at 7.80 a. ttv, 3 2.3G iui
4.25 p. el
For Gorham at 7.30 and 9.45 a. m- 12 3G
3.00, 4.25, 5.20 and 6.25 p. a.

For Westbrook, Cumberland Mill*, Wes^
brook Junction and Woodford's at 7
9.45 a.
m..
12.3a
3.0G.
4.25, G.2*
and

6.25

o. m.

The 12.80 p. m. train from Portland connect!
at Ayer Junction with
“Hocvac
Route” for the West and at Union Station
Worcester, for Providence and Now York

via “Providonco Luks," for Norwich aat
New York, via “Norwich Lina” with Eos to?
& Alfcuny R. R. for the We*t, and with ’iii
N ew York All Rail via “Suringticld.”
Trains arrive at Portland irom WorcojtKv
at 1.30 d. m.; from Rochester at 8.30 a. hl
and
1.30
5.45 p.
m.;
from Gorhan
at
8.30 a id
6.40.
10.5u a.
m., 1.3G
5.4o and G.15 p. m.
4.15,
For through Tickets to aU points West an*
Scuta, apply to F. H. COLLIXS. i’l.iltal
Agent, Portland. Ma.

W.
J

PEXEKS, Supt.

atf

_

NOTICE
To

Building

Contractors;

Scaled proposals will bo
received by tta,
Masonic Building Association until
12 oVIoe,
noon ol April 6.1890.for tbe
erection oi a
building situated on Main St„ Biddcford Me
as per plans and

brie}

JSffiT

BOSTON

;ipiRS

specifications prepared by tbl
building nssociltlou winch ir.uv bn seen
id
tile office ot L. x. Deering, Xt
Xliorn'nn sr

Blddetord. Me. and F. H. Passe: i.08
kxeliangi
S... Portland. Me. Proposals slioui.i
be mb

undersigned

mid
■

.s

Daily Line, Sundays Excepted.
the new and palatial stHambks
BAY
STATE AND
PORTLAND,
tlternatelv leave Franklin Wharf, Portland,
>very evening at 7 o’clock, arriving In season
or connections with earliest trains for
points

indorsed..

Pro.

po.aisfor Masonic building.
oil bidder thus
be prepared to furnish a
satisiaeforv bond
20 Ber cent of the
ThVSfoi,V‘<aU
The tight
leservod to reject

FOR SALE GR RENT; ALSO
Very Fancy

Montreal

8.10 p.m., all points
Bar
Soints.
Harbor.
angor.
St.

Portland El

Will leave East Bjotlibav Monday at 7.15
m. tor roruana, touonmg at So.
Bristol,
Heron Island, Boothbay Harbor and Squirrel
Island.
Tuesday, leave Portland at 6.45 'a. m. for
Pemaquid. Touching at Squirrel
Island,
Boothbay Harbor, Heron Island, So. Bristol

s

ORGANS

and

a.

FIRST CLASS
T*

Harbor and Bangor

Bar

R. C. BRADFORD. Traffic Mgr.

Portland and Boottibay Steamboat Go

Portland, ML Desert & Machias” Steamboat”Co"

8uickness;

County.

Rangeley, Farmington, Rumford
Falls, Skowhegan. Lewiston 5.45 o. m; Chicago

Londosderry.

From
From
From
Liverpool, | Steamers. | Portland. 1 Halifax
March 5 I Vancouver 1 March 2d | March 28.
March 19 | Labi ad or
| April 9
April 11
April 2
Scotsman 1 April 23
I April 25

After Monday, Sept. 2,
MAINE COAST

Aroostook
6.35 p. m.;

Royal Mail Steamships—Liverpool Service

Steamers sail

OB. E. 0. WEST'S NEBVE AND BBAIN TREATMENT
is sold under positive written guarantee, by
authorized agents only, to euro Weak Memory;
Lobs of Brain and Nerve Power; Lost Manhood:
Night Losses; Evil Dreams; Lack of
governor.
onfidence; Nervousness; Lassitude; all Drains;
All electors of Maine, without regard to past Loss of Power of the Generative Organs in either
political differences, who are in sympathy with sex, caused by over-exertion, Youthful
or
the sentiments expressed in the call of the Re- Excessive Use of Tobacco, Opium orErrors,
Liquor,
publican National Committee for the Republi- which leads to Misery, Consumption, Insanity
can National Convention, are
cordially invited and Death. By mail, $1 a box; six for $5; with
to unite with the Republicans of the state in written
guarantee to cure or refund money.
electing delegates to this Convention.
Sample package, containing five days’ treatment
Per order Republican State Committee.
with full instructions, 25 cents. One sample
JOSEPH H. MANLEY,* Chairman.
only sold to each person by mail.
BYRON BOYD, Secretary
Sold by J. H. Hammond, corner Free and
Augusta, Maine. Jan. 28,1898.
enter Sts.; L. C. Fowler, corner Congress and
afayette Sts., and H. P, S, Goold, 681 Conress St., Portland. Me.
Must all

Headquarters

RAILWAY.

Brunswick.

for

Republican State Committee }
Augusta, Maine. Jan, 18, I89G. ’)
To the Republicans of Maine:—Prior to 1892
two Presidential electors at large,
corresponding to the two United States senators, were
nominated in State convention, and the remaining electors, corresponding to the members of the United States House of Represen
tatives were nominated by the several con
gressional district conventions.
The passage of the Australian Ballot law entirely changed the procedure. Under the lav/,
all Conventions are a portion of our electiou
system, and this ballot act requires that candidates to be voted for by the Voters throughout
the whole state must be placed in nomination
by a Convention representing no less a constitthan the wholq state.
uency
Hence, all the
candidates of a party for Presidential electors
must be nominated in State Convention, and I
have therefore included in the call six electors.
J. H. MANLEY, Chairman.

TRUNK

GRAND

Beginning November 5lh, Steamer Merry1 8.35a.m.; Mattawamkeag,Bangor and Rockland
will leave Portland Pier, Portland- 12.25; Kingfield, Phillips,
Farmington, Rum*
daily, Sundays excepted:
ford Falls, Skowhegan, Oakland ana Lewiston
For Long,
anil
Lbebeague
Islands, 12.30 p. m.; No. Conway and Fryeburg 4.40
Harpawell, Bailey’s and Orr’s Islands, 2.2C p. m.;
Wat. rville,
Reck*
Skowhegan,
p. m. For Cliff Island, Monday, Wednesday land 5 25 p.
m.; St, John. St.
Stephen,

will leave

for the purpose of selecting six candidates for
electors of President and Vice President of the
United States, and four delegates at large and
four alternates to attend the National Republican Convention, to be held at St.
Louis, Missouri, on Tuesday, June 16th, 1896, and transacting any other business that may properly
come hftfnrA It.
The basis of representation will be as follows: each City, Town and Plantation will be
entitled to one delegate, and for eacli seventyfive votes cast for the Republican candidate for

CASCO BAY STEAMBOAT CO

coneat:

For Bath, Popham Beach, Boothbay Harbor and
Wiscassett

HELD IN—

16th,

PORTLAND.

FROM

To Montreal or

From

City Hall, Portland,
At

FISH NETS.

480

Orchard,

Republican State Convention

Thursday,

minTllll

uuntnin

F.

Old

3
2
3
4
3
3
10
8
2
4
4
4
5

some

12 l-2c yard.

mar25&27

4
3
1
3
4
6
4
6
3
3

-WILL BE

of the
art French goods. Price

high

Quebec

RETURN

PORTLAND,

Cumberland,
lot and Deering,

CRETONNES.

BEaCH, Mch 26—Sid. schs Mary Lee
Newton, Coleman, Boston; YVm Thomas, Calder, Portsmouth.

Yol-k.

dainty muslins,

and

-AND-

Maine

of

Cumberland County—157,
3 New Gloucester,
Baldwin,
6 North Yarmouth,
Bridgton,
8 Otisfield
Brunswick,
8 Portland,
Cape Elizabeth,

lit

Montreal

RECEPTION HAIL, ( ITI BUILDING,

Lebanon,
Limerick,

new

EXCURSION

will be held in

Kennebunkport,
Kittery,

MUSLINS.

RED

EXCHANGE DISPATCHES.
Ar at Anjer Mch 26, ship Sachem, Lancaster,
New York, (ordered to Samarang).
Passed Dungeness Mch 24th. barque Jennie
Harkness, Amesbury, from Loudon for New

Congressional District

patterns are Buxton,
Cornish,
very handsome.
They are Dayton
especially adapted for cur- Eliot,
tains, pillows, mantle dranes, Hollis,
scarfs, etc., etc. Price 15c Kennebunk,

—

—Steamer Vancouver; sch Geo P

First

and

DRAPERY

Pailway

OF THE

vention.
.Per order of Republican District Committee.
HENRY C. BREWER, Chairman.
THOMAS F. STAPLES, Secretary.

yard.

Trunk
-TO-

Portland, ftfarch 25,1896.
York County—117.
1
2 Limington,
Something new. Can hardly Acton,
3 Lyman,
Alfred,
be distinguished from the Berwick,
5 Newfield,
real figured silk crepes. The Biddeford,
15 North Berwick,

colorings

Sell Railroad, Simm ns, Friendship
J H
Blake.
Sch J B Norris, Holmes, S W Harbor—J H

uiepbone promptly at

cordially invited to unite with the Republicans
of the district in electing delegates to this con-

IMITATION SILK

Blake.

SAILED

MAINE.

PORTLAND,

—

Blake.

Congress St.,

at

aoollaodtt

most

THURSDAY, March 26.
Steamer Louisburg (Br)Gould, Louisburg, CB.
with coal to Me Cent RR.
Vessel to Ryau &
Kelsey.
Steamer State of Maine, Colby, Boston for
Eastportand St John, NB.
Barque Syra, Day. New York—coal to A R
Wright Co. Chartered to load at this port for
South America. To Chase, Leavitt & Co.
Sch Annie B Mitchell, Newport News—coal to
A R Wright Co.
Sch Alicia B Crosby. Bunker, Philadelphia—

All ordon by audl

of

ease

bidge, Druggists, Portland;
Woodman, Westbrook.

PORT OF PORTLAND.

Grand

you would not think so, but
a very large
proportion of diseases In
New York comes from oarelessness about

aid

>

Kxchamge St, Portland.

FINE JOB PRINTING A SPECIALTY.

—

_

Everett & Go.,

Bankers & Brokers,

..

5® $4 00.
Spring, clear and straight, 3 00@3 60.
Winter, clear and straight, 3 6o@3 86,
Winter patents, 3 85®4 16.
Add 26c to the above for the jobbing rates.
3 7

....

WESTERN DIVISION.
leave Portland, Union Station,
for
Scarboro Crows mg. 10.00 a. m., 6.16,6.20, p.
ill.; Scarboro Beach, Pine Point, 7.00,10.00
3 30. 6.16, 6.20, D m.; Old Orchard,
а, m.,
Saco. Biddeford. 7.00, 8.40, 10.00 a. m
6.20, p. m.; Kenne12.40, 3.80, 6.16,
bunk, 7.00, 8.40, a. m., 12.40, 3.30, 6.16,
б. 20 p.m.; Wells Beach, 7.O0.8.40 a.m.. 3.30,
6.16 p. m.; North Berwick, $3.46, 7.00, 8.40,
a. m., 12.40,
3.30, 6.16 p. m,; Kenuebunk*
port, Bomersworth, Dover, 7.00, 8.40 a. m.,
12.40, 3.80, 5.15 p.m.; Rochester. Farmington, Alton Bay, 8.40 a. m., 12.40, 3.30 D. m.;
Wolfboro, 3.30 p. m.; Worcester (via
Bomersworth and Rochester,) 7.00 a. m.;
Manchester, Concord, 7.00 a. m., 3.30 p. m.;
Rockingham Junction, Haverhill, Lawrence, Lowell, 7.00, 8.40 a. m., 12.40, 3.30 p.
m. Exeter, Boston, $3.46, t7.00, $8.40a. in.,
Arrive in Boston, $7.26,
$12.40. 8.80 p. m.
10.16 a. m, 12.6$, 4.20. 7.15 p. m. Leave
Boston for Portland, 7.80, 8.30 a. in., 1.00,
4.16 p. m.
SUNDAY TRAINS.
For Boston, express, 3.46 a. m. For Boston
and way stations, 1.00, 4.16 p.m. Arrive in
Boston, 7.26 a, m., 6.27, 8.44 p. m.
Boston for Portland, 3.46 a. m.

steadily but surely developing
into a popular movement.

Ames

20, 1895.

Trams

The constant buying of securities for investment, both for domestic and foreign account is

Peabody,

R.

..

2896.—The

PRODUCE.

BULL MARKET

—

..

... —

Sspring patents.

1

Ethiopia.New York. .Glasgow ..Mch 28
Ems.New York.. Bremen
Mch 28
York. .Bremen
..Mch 31 Price, Portland.
£ller.New
Temer.New York.. Demerara ..Mcli 31
Cld 25th, sch Nellie J Crocker, Henderson,
Bntanic.New York.. Liverpool
Apl 1 New York.
Southwark.New York. .Antwerp
Apl I
Paris ..New York. .S-thampton
Spoken.
Apl 1
Numidian-Portland
Liverpool.’.. Apl 2
Feb 17. lat 49 S, Ion 64 W, ship Tiilie E StarHevelius.New York.. Rio Janeiro Apl 4
from
New
York for Portland.
Curtis,
Edam.New York.. Amsterdam Apl 4 buck,
March 2, lat 10 S. ion 34 W, barque Chechina,
Umbria.New lork. .viveroooi ..Apl 4 from Portland
for Buenos Ayres.
Patria.New York. Hamburg
4
"
Apl 7
"e*
Rralcrmn
Alm.r Voulr
TT_

Mexicau....

Golden Fleece

in Effect October

RAILROADS.

STEAMERS.

Boston & Maine R.

ner. Southard. Frontera.

OCEAN STEAMER -MOVEMENTS.
FROM
FOB

are to-

Portland,

RAILROADS.

—

Col.

at;

1

MISCEULAjaCOHJS.

CHARLESTON—Ar 25tb, sch |Tofa, Wilson,
Norfolk.
HIGHLAND LIGHT—Ar 25th. schs Horatio
L Baker, and Daylight, for Baltimore; William
H Oler. from Damariscotta for Camden, NJ.
Passed east, barque Syra, for Portland.
JACKSONVILLE—Cld 26th, sch Florence
Leland, Spofford, New York.
NORFOLK—Ar 25th, sch John Twohy, Boston; Mary A Randall. New London.
Ar 26th, sch Geo E Walcott, Reed, fm Portsmouth.
Sid 25th, schs S P Hitcheock. Sorenson, Bermuda: Jas W Bigelow, Bird, Demerara; James
B Sordan. Hampel, Cuba.
NEWPORT NEWS—Ar 25th, sells Cassie F
Bronson, Boston: Andrew Adams, do.
Ar 25th. schs D M Anthouy, Kockport; Edw
W Young, Pawtucket.
NOBSKA—Passed 26tli. steamer Maverick,
from Philadelphia for Portland.
PASCAGOULA—Cld 26th, sch Anna M Stam-

MARCH 26. 1886.
PENSACOLA—A r 25th. schs Sadie Willcutt,
NEW YORK—The Cotton market to-day was Brown. Boston; Lizzie Heyer, Delay, Havana.
1160
PHILADELPHIA-Ar 26th. sch May Willhales; middling upquiet, steady; sales
lands at 7 13-16e; middling gulf 8 1-16c.
iams, Boothbay.
Cld
27th. sens Alice Holbrook, Ellis, Boston;
NEW ORLEANS—The Cotou market to-day
Sarah E Palmer, Portland; Abel E Babcock,
was steady; middling 75/sC.
and John B
Chas Lawrence,
Coyle. Portland;
CHARLESTON—The Cotton market to-day Pawtucket; Belle
Wooster, New Haven.
was quiet; middling 7Vs3
Ar 25th. barque Grace Lynwood. Chase, from
market to-day Guantanamo; schs Mary E Palmer. Haskell,
SAVANNAH—The Cotton
was quiet; Middling 7 9-163.
Boston; Edwin R Hunt, Crowell, do; Alice HolD M Anthony, Gaul, fm
MOBILE—The Cotton market to-day was brook, Ellis, Portland;
Roekport.
quiet; middling 7Vac.
Sid fm Delaware Breakwater 24th, steamer
MEMPHIS—The Cotton market to-day was Maverick, with barge s O Co No 58 for Portquiet; middlings 7 9-1G.
land.
---JPORTSMOUTH—Ar 25th, sch Adella T Carlton. from Kiizabethport.
European Markets*
In port 24th, schs Rattler, Eastport for New
(By Telegraph.'
York; Lucy. Calais for do.
LONDON, Mch 2G. 1896.—Consols 109%
ROCKLAND—Ar 25th. schs Maggie Hurley,
for money and 109 13-16d for the account.
Tuttle, Boston for Wiuterport; F G French,
LIVERPOOL, Mch. 26.1896.—Cotton market Look, Red Beach for New York ; Theodore
easier: American middling at 45/*d:
estimat- Dean. Hodgdon, Boston.
ed sales 8,000 bales; speculation and export
In port, sch Loulso Frances, Thorndiko, from
500 bales.
Portland, disg.
SALEM—Ar 25th, sch Mary E Morse, from
Quotations Winter Wheat at 6s 5d®6s 6d;
SonngWheat 6s 4d@6s Ed.
Philadelphia for Beverlv.
Corn 2s 11 %d.
VINEYARD-HAVRN Ar 26th. sch Jennie
Pork steady 63 6d.
Hall, Leighton, Ponce for Boston.
—-——.

Kuw

rye

DETROIT—Wheat—No 2 Red 69%C; No 1
White at 71Vac. Cora—No 2 at 29V4C. Oats—
2 White 22%.

10%

22%

do 1st pi a. 75
New York* N E. 39%
Old Colonv.1763/a
Ont. * Western.. 14%

—

1734
146%
49yg

79

York Central. 96
&‘SL Louis 13%

UnionPacific.

74Vs
126
161
12
14
3s
94

23

York.Chicago

Texas Pacific.

14*4
1514

78%

Northwestern.102%

(d2 70. Wheat higher; March 58o. Corn higher; Mch at 26Vic. uats higher; March at IS44.
Prorisions—Fork—new at 8 87 Va ; old $8 37Vi.
Lard—prime at §4 85; choice 4 DO. Bacon—
shoulders 6V1; longs :rt 6% ; clear ribs at 6 Va ;
clear sides at 15%. Drv sailed meats—shulders
at 4% ; longs 6; clear ribs 6; clear sides 6 v,.
Receipts—Flour 2300 bbls, wheat 20.800
busn; corn 60,000 bush; oats 24 000 ousli; rye
bush.
Shipments—Flour 6,800 bbls; wheal 13 800

156
170

93

New Jersev Central.1041/2
Nerthen Pacific common.... 1 Va
c">
do
preferred_ 11%

ST. LOUIS—The Flour market to-day was
unchaneed; patents 3 6»@3 65, extra fancy
at 3 26®3 35; fancy 2 86@3 00; choice at 2 55

14%
147
110

93
19

Pacinc.Mail. 26%

Rweiyrs.

PORTLAND. Mch. 26
Central R. R.—For Fortland 193 cars miscellaneous merchandise; for
connecting roads 133 cars.

Receipts by

Deiaware.Lackawana 4|Wesil60%
Denver;* Rio Grande. 12%
Erie. 3 4 Vs
no
preferred
383,4

New
New

London

31 Hd

( enrrai Pacific. 14%
Cues. * (duo... 1534
Chicago * Alton.166
Chicago * Alton Dreterreo....l70
Chicago. Burlington & yulncy 74’/»
Delaware* Hudson Canal C«.12.r>

Northwestern. Did.146%

Bar silver
Silver

Express.110
Maine.169%

comraet nrice.

any and all bin*

MELVILLE WOOD d N s,.,,,
Biddetord, Me.. March is. lsyo.’ mariyV.i

NOTICE.

leyond.

Through tickets for Providence, Lowell,
Worcester, New York, etc.
Returning, leave India Wharf, Boston,
jvery Evening at 7 o’clock.
J, B. COYLE, Manager.
J. P. LISCOMB, Gen. Agt.
Oct. 1,1S96.

havi»* retired from
theIrinaMrw'SS.n?un\®r?r
management ot the Eurnerv
ibby <‘o
tne

1

! >
I linn will
setEeThv11'/®°'ve>‘
«-C.Ubby. trens.,on and
{hu
ito 5?
tilts d ate,
at their office, lot
keunebec
be

;•

BUMEKV-L1BBV CO.

Poitland March 19 *9G

inar20<liw

mlties sometimes. He referred pleasant'
ly to his experience as a reporter years
he was in the habit of going
tgo, when
to
the Brackett street engine house,
‘and then I thought,” he said that this
house belonged to Dr. Wiggin, dootor of

'

A GREAT MG

PBaap.

the

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS TODAY.

THE

IN

Wants, To Let, For Sale, Lost, Found
and Similar advertisements will be found under
their appropriate neads on Page C-.
New

Winslow's Soothing Syrup”
Years by millions of
Has been used over Fifty
while Teething
mothers for their children
It, soothes the child,
with perfect success.
Wind
cures
softens the gums, allays Pain,
and is the best
Colic regulates the bowels,
whether arising from
remedy for Diarrhoea
For sale by Drugteething or other causes.
Be sure and
world.
gists in every part of the
25 eta.
ask for Mrs. Winslow’s Soothing Syrup,
& bottle.
__

A Fine

“Mrs.

Dr. Siegert’s Angostura BitAdd
drops
water you drink.
ters to every glass of impure
of

20

BRIEF

JOTTINGSe

Martha Washington Council No. 2. 1).
of L. will give a pie party and entertainmont at Sons of Temperance hall 88 1-2
Exohange street, Monday evening, March
30. The gentlemen members are requested
cake.
to bring pie and the Indies
The class of '96, P. H. S., will hold a
reunion at Assembly Hall at the High
School on Friday evening, April 3d.
At the meeting of Division 2, A. O.
H., held Wednesday evening, County
President T. J. Elaherty was presented
a valuable watch
by the members with
and chain.
The committee on public buildings
Woodhill janitor of
have elected J. C.
ntwnnf

..

enlinnl in nlnP.A

nf

VVi 1

liam Larkin,
The Unitarian Women’s Alliance will
meet at tho Parish House this afternoon
at 8 o’oiook.
was very mild and damp.
Yacht club will have a smoker at

Yesterday
The

house

the^club

tonight.

’97 wi 1 go
High Sohool class of
on a
trolly ride to the Cape Pavilion
this evening.
Canton Kidgely, No. 1, I. O. O. F.,
of this oity, is making arrangements for
a celebration at Willard, April 37.
Yol. 1, of the InKeytanker, published
by the Portland Wheel Club, has apThe

peared.

Banquet Served to
and

pany

an

a

Evening

Barge Comof

Bright

Speeches aud Social Pleasures.

Engine 3 Company of the Portland Fire
Department kept open house last evening
the members of the
City Government and their friends to
the number of over a hundred.
Early in the evening the invited guests
began to arrive and were cordially reand

entertained

he took his fire fighting In this
house. He was very proud when he took
hold of
the pole the first time, and
most infernally tired when he let go on
Washington street, and would not venture to state his feelings between the two
said

seated around

H. Green, Howard
Marr, Charles H.
Soule, Charles D. Sklllin, Arthur H.
Fowler, F. C. Fowler, R. A. Hardy, O.
L. Lord, Thomas Payne, C. E. Griffin,
Arthur D. Foye, G. S. Staples, Charles
W.
LeGrow, Luther C. Gilson, E. P.
the tables: William
Winslow, Fred H.

"FVfiri S.

TVInrtah

( iliarloa

A

E. C.
Eaton,
Mitchell, F. N. King,
Joshua C. Libby,'Frank B. Miliiken, H.
B. Jordan, Mark H. Sawyer, Geo. IV.
C. P. French,
Berry, John C. Otis,
Frank D. Howe, M. C. Hutchinson.
Zenas Thompson, C. J. McDonald, F.
J. Ilsley, A. P. Leighton, W. L. Smith,
Rufus Lamson, J. T. Johnston, J. H.
McDonald, Edwin E. Brown, F. N. MayJohn L. Corey,
berry F. H. Little,
Charies S. Chase, Charles J. Pennell, Dr.
B. F. Dunn, E. J. Skillin, E. P. Staples,
H. S.
Osgood, J. F. Hawkes, A. H.
Hatch, Edwin Coolbroth, Wm. Hie her, J.
W. H. Gay, A. T. LaughEllingwood,
lin, Geo. N. Fernald, E. R. Dyer, F. R.
H.
Fay, Wm.
Willard, Geo. E. Mac-

Brief remarks were also made by L. S.
A. J. Cummings, H. S. OsH. Mayberry,
good, Dr. B. F. Dunn,

Sanborn,

imnortant. for spring
here and tho summer is the time of access
to the
islands and little bays. Capt.
Allen will answer every call. Send to
108

verv

Newbury street, F. Southworth.
Dinner to Prof.

Tyler.

Tyler of Amherst college is
livaring, as is well known, a series
Prof.

lectures in this city,
the

on

de
ol

Evolution, undei

many of our leading pro'
fessional men.
Several of the alumni ol
the college, resident in the city, wishinf
Vo recognize
the
professor’s presencf
among them invited him with several ol
the citizens under
whose auspices tin
leotuves are given, to a dinner at the

auspices

of

Falmouth hotel last evening.
The dinner

was

These gentlemen
Tyier, Rev. Dr.

an

affair.
Prof.

informal

participated:
representing

Dalton

college; Rev. Dr. Jonkius,
representing Yale; Clnronoe Hale, repre
eentiog Bowdoin; Walter Emerson, repre
senting Colby, Hon. Fred N. Dow, Hon,
M. P. Frank, Judge Peabody. Rev. J,
Carroll Perkins, Dr. S. H. Weeks, Dr
Harvard

Brook, Dr. Freeman Small, Dr.
H.

Cummings,

H. F.

Webb,

graduates of Amherst: hlr.

Georgi

and

K.

thesi

Dudloj

Freeman,

and O. E. Woodside of Portland, and Dr. Crockett ol Lewiston.
It had been hoped that other alumni o

the college would have boon present, bu
thoy wera prevented either by illness o
other engagements.
After the cloth wai
Mr.
E.
removed
Dudley Freemsi
as
officiated
toastmaster, and thi
different gentlemen made brief, witty in
formal remarks as called upon. The affai
Was a graceful tribute to a scholar of thi
eminence of
Prof.
Tyler, and wa ;

thoroughly enjoyed.

Viim

□aoninrl trt

thnf.

ranr

nfaoanf olfw

a

given a hearty reception and made a
He said that the departgood speooh.
ment Is made up of men who were as ready
ladder with a line of hose as
He
to gather about a banquet board.
thought that Alderman Little bus a
successor iu tho present chairworthy
a

tho Are committee. He believed
will increase in
that the department
efficiency under Chief Eldridge.

A.

Firemen’s

Aid

Asso-

the
pay for his labor, and It was
urged at the trial that the evidence disclosed a plan to defraud the plaintiff out

nor

of
the horse and his summer’s work ;
seems as if the jury must have
and it
taken that view of it. The evidence was
conflicting: the cate appears to have been
fairly anil carefully tried; no reason it
apparent why the evidence claimed to bt
newly discovered, if true, could not, by
the use of due diligence, have been discovered before as easily as after the trial;
and upon the whole, it is tho opinion ol
court that the verdict is one thai
the
ought not to be disturbed.
8 Motions overruled and a new trial denied.

of

MAJOR W. H. GREEN
returned his thanks to Chiof Eldridga and
hiB committee for the pleasure of being
“If this was a Grand Army
present.
”
he
meeting, I’d know wbat to say,
He regretted to say that he was
said.

fireman, but suid that his brother “Jack” was, and according to the Major “Jack” was a perfeot type of a fire“He
man.
slept with his boots and
never

a

overcoat on,

all

ready to turn out at

e

moment’s notice to report to Capt. Merritt.” In those days the young men went
into the militia, or elsa joined the fire
Then the firemen when they
company.
went to a fire, made a night of it when
“They took everything
they got back.
said the major. Ht
but the building,
said it gave him great pleasure to pay his
“He wit
to Chiof Eldiidge.
respects
make as good a chief as we ever had,” ht
said.

ICITY

SOLICITOR

CHAPMANJ

said that a lawyer has to talk under diffi

Mitohell,
,A. Miller,

J. W.

Mrs.

ciation.

was

man

Frenchy
Lingerie
Empire

™

of solid embroidery with Elizabetlvfrill.

|

Wide band of
Feather stitch

embroidery

for

yoke.

yds.

Marine Notes.

Norfolk,

Va., March 26.—Arrived,
M ary McFarland, Now
Bed

schooners
ford, Win. H. Palmer, Bath, Maine, Geo.
M. Grant, Providence. Cleared, sohoonei
Joseph Luther.
Portsmouth, N.H., March 26.—Arrived,
solioonors Adolia T. Carletou, Elizabeth
port, Mary O. Teel, Norfolk. Arrived ir
lower harbor, schooners Annie T. Bailey,
Phippsburg for New York; Mattie A
Franklin, same, and Mary F. Pike, Pern
broke for New York.
Newport News, Va., March 26—Arrived
schooner J. B. Dewell, Boston.
Sailed
schooners E. B. Douglass, Cassie
F
L. A
and
Andrew
Adams
Bronson,
Boby, Boston, Margurite, Providence, H
H. Hanscom, Fall Biver.
Boothbay Harbor, March 86.—Arrivod
schooners Walter Sumner, Kodondo, v 1;
St. Thomas, and Bermuda, Vido, St
John, N. B., Bogina, Machias,
Eliz;
Leveimiler, New York.
A

Work

perfect.

Price

Worth $2.25.

$1.89

Our best values in Black Moreen Skirts are offered
at $2.00, 2.25, 2.50, 2.75,3.00, 3.50. 3.75, 4.00 each.
Our best values in

OR

OR

Black Satin DuChine Skirtsfrom $5.00 to 7.50 each.
——■■—————■

THIS

ESCURIAL

LACE

trimmed

Lawn Ruffle.

A matchless

Or this, with yoke made of solid embroidery. Framed with Elizabethan Frill
of embroidery. High square neck. Broad

embroidery Frill at

wrist.

This

charming

Gown at

$1.25

^%R

THIS ONE PICTURED
tbe cut.

by

house

H. W. F.
yosterday:
Boston; G. E. Copeland, New
York; W. E. Jackson, New Haven; Mr.

a

false yoke

fairly

in

wide muslin

Mr. and Mrs.
John G. Church, Boston ; Walter Everett,
F. Preston,
Newark; B. J. Ashman,

protected

up under the Frill.

coming

Beading embroidery yoke,

Florence,

framed with

embroidery Frill, Only
81.00

Bridgeport, Capt. H. N. Gould, England; J. L. Cutter, New York.

Or this

embroidery

good Night

Gown with Yoke of

Tucks,

Cambric Ruffle and

at

50 cts.

OR DRAWERS, White

Skirts,

Corset Covers

we

haven’t present

advertising space.
The coming new store has inspired our Muslin Underwear
Buyer to provide the best Under Garments at the lowest living price.
LADIES’ JACKETS,

are the only pills to take
Qjj I
lilS with Hood's
Sarsaparilla.

NEW

OUR
season

is

SPRING OPENING of Ladies’ Jackets, Capes, Silk Waists.
Suits and Separate Skirts is a daily growing success.

an

Ordinarily the opening days, are only looking days.
exception, for many Garments are being sold as

But this
well

as

showm.

J. R. LIBBY.

Office of the Sheriff of Cumberland County
State
of Maine,
Cumberland ss, March
26th, A. D., 1896.
i3 to give notice, that on the 25th rtai
of
March, A. D., 1S9G, a Warrant ii

THIS

Insoiveucy was issued out
solvency for said County
against the estate of

of tile Court of In
of Cumberland

BEETE. PEKIvINS of Portland,

anv

a
to
more

their

debts and choose

mar27&apr 3

tiou.

542,402.43

of all the admitted asthe company at their

X

j

X

A hundred of them.
Don’t
kind you wish.

A FANCY SHIRT SALE.
We bought for spot cash IOO dozen Men’s Fancy
Percale Shirts, with detachable Collars and Cuffs, 2
Collars and I pair of Cuffs with each shirt. These goods
were made from earner’s Percale—fast colors—and were
never sold for less than $1.00 each. On Friday and Saturday for reasons best known to ourselves, we shall sell
them

FOR 69 GTS. EACH.
These goods

can

be

seen

in

our

window.

LARRABEE’S WHITE STORE.

♦

ADy good
keep the

LADIES’ WATCHES,

in quality. Way down
We have a hundred of
T
T them.
No old stuff but the latest
X produccions of the Elgin and

Way up
in prices.

Waltham Companies.

£

$10, $50.

fX
©
♦

^<s>

lie Jeweler, I
SQUARE.
|

MONUMENT

♦
+

♦

Elgin and Waltham X
poor ones.
are all right.
They hare suited <>
millions and will suit you.
$5.00 ♦
to $100.00.
|

febl5

tfShorstp

&

_

actual value. 7,216,828.25
LIABILITIES DECEMBEE 31, 1896.
Net amount of unpaid losses
366,il3.G4
and claims.
_

Amount required to safely reinsure all outstanding risks.
All other demands against the
company, I viz.; .commissions,
etc...

302,579.o2

of liabilities, exeeptcapital stock and net surplus. 4,191,020.12
Capital actually paid up in cash.. l.Oi 0,000.00
Surplus beyond oapital. 2,025,808.13
Total amount

Aggregate amount of liabilities
ucluding net surplus.$7,216,828.25
mar27eod3w

2
j

YnnM hAt.t-.Av hA lookincr
for your

!

-0K-

I

OVERCOAT.

A

|

around

2

|

SPRING SUIT

y

:

ATTEHTiOMI

3,521,126.90

J

of families and
housekeepers, do not worry and,
fret trying to make children’s
garments. As manufacture
ers we speak advisedly.
Just
received a fine line of (Reefers,
also long and short Cloaks,
Heads

m

17

Get prices, then leave your order with ?
you can get your moneys ■

us, where
worth.

y

Largest assortment.

Z

|

Finest work.

I

:

Latest

♦

Lowest

f

Everything guaranteed.

S

styles.
prices.

I

CARD,

and

Draper,

NO. 46 FREE ST.

(Reefers from

dec4

»

eodiy

z

V
j

{
i
(

)

I

(

j5

\

OFFICES-BOYD BLOCK.

Middle, cor. Exchange St. )
WARREN SPARROW & CO.

176 1-2

~*~**~*

)

1,1

u'

J
U/¥UUi/

“

38c, 30c
23c, 38c, 30c

“

23c,

“

23c, 33c, 30c

JVo resident
or

of (Portland,
old, questions our
better

and

styles

Children’s

Garments than yours.

Very (Respt.,

im-^wi'4

? satisfactorily too.

“

Slips
Caps

1

when FiRE destroys your property to be #
able ro replace it at once and have a )
RELIABLE INSURANCE company (
read? with the cash to pay the bill for you
FOR 34 YEARS OUR AGENCY has been <
doing just this thing for the people and J

}

§1, 1.38 up.

730,

to

a license from the Honorable.
the Probate
Court, for the County of Cumberland, State of
sell
at
I
shall
Maine,
public auction, on the
day of April A. D. 1896, at ten
twenty-eighth forenoon
on the premises, all the
in
the
o’clock
right.title and interest which Fannie F. Hanson,
in
said
late oflsaid Gorham
County, deceased,
had in and to the following described reai
estate, viz:
A certain lot or parcel of land with the buildings thereon, situated ill said Gorham on the
northerly side of Main street and bounded as
follows, viz: northerly by church street,
easterly by land of Simeon B. Guthrie, southerly by said Main street and westerly by a
private way, being the same premises occupied
by tile said Fannie F. Hansou at the time of
her decease.
Dated tills twenty-sixth day of March A. D.
JOSEPH B. HANSON.
1896.
mai'271aw3w fri
Executor.

I

“

Dresses

I ofabilityinfants'produce
|

r.

KL'J U/Vi/lsO

We quote

young

W. L.

r
±

Children’s Dresses.

I

J

r\
UVi/W

FITZGEDJLD,
336 Congress St.,

to
PURSUANT
Henry <:. Peabody, Judge of

oni

Insolvency for said County of Cumberland.

81,663.97

mm

him are forbidden by law
meeting of the creditors of sail

prove

or ued.

A

nroperty by

That
Debtor,

522,-87.66

Premiums in due course ol collec-

f

adjudged

to ho an Insolvent Debtor.ou petitloi
of said Debtor, which petition was filed 01
the 25th day of March, A. D. 1896, to whlcl
date interest on claims is to he computed.
That the
payment of any debts to oi
by said Debtor, andShe transfer and delivery o

LANSING, Secretary.

company's principal

! Tailor

ADVERTISEMENTS.

Messenger’s Notice.

__

E.

S

Sarsaparilla
nOOCI S

18o3.

in

V

Hood’s
The One True Blood Purifier.
$1, six for $f"t
Prepared only by C. I. Hood & Co., Lowell, Mass.

in 1852.

Commenced Business
F. C. MOOEE, President.

Made of fine, soft finish Aggregate

cotton, Y neck,the neck

Young,

nerve tonic, blood
purifier and vitalizer
like Hood’s Sarsaparilla. Forthe troubles
Peculiar to Women at change of season,
climate or life, or resulting from hard
work, nervousness, and impure blood,
thousands have found relief and cure in

Incorporated

sets of

this city, and wifo, left yesterday for an extended tour of the south.
These were among the arrivals at the

KIpi<uai bc

X

OF NE%V YORK.

iu

of

Wf*nlf

T

Company

Insurance

Fire

bank.
office and
Interest and rents due and ac-

C.
H. Wilson, New York;
Swett, Chelsea; J. P. Brown,
F. Ripley, A.
C.
Towle, Boston; E.
H. M.
Dudley Freeman, Yarmouth;
Dingley, Lowistou.
H. H. Ricker, with Cook, Everett &

TifPf?

X
»

CONTINENTAL

Cash in the

B.

Than because of the work itself. Every
physician says so, and that the only remedy is in building up by taking a good

J

AGENTS OF.

..

GENTS’ WATCHES.

♦

ASSETS DECEMBEE 31, 1895.
eal estate owned by the cornpany, unincumbered.$i,UBg,4uu.i»
Lean on bond and mortgage,
107,500.00
(first lions,..
Stocks and bonds owned by the
value.
4,880,494.00
market
company,

Wheelock,

down,

|

Exchange St.,

31

Capital Paid Up in Cash, $1,000,000.

Falmouth yesterday were J. E.
Moore, Thomaston; C. L. Hathaway, G.
L. Beale, S. S. Stevens, Freeland Howe,
C. S. Tuoker, F. W. Sanborn, Norway;
W. F. Segar, E. B. Warring, W. V.

are run

ANDERSON, ADAMS & GO.,

Garment,
$2.25

At the

Is never done, and it is especially wearing
and wearisome to those whose blood is
impure and unfit properly to tone, sustain, and renew the wasting of nerve,
muscle and tissue. It is more because of
this condition of the blood that women

BROS.

RIMES

Monday.

WT’S

1.50, 1.75,

Cambrio

Empire Robe. Fine
Cambric body. Rich, broad Lace.
Guipure Insertion. Moire Ribbon, Finest

business trip.
Miss S.M. Towle and Miss M. Reynold,
have gone to New York, and will return

and Mrs. C. A.

offered at

are

I

Mr. Edwin G. Bangs, proprietor of the
store in the People’s Ferry waiting rooms,
Portland pier, has gone to Boston on a

Preble

Moreen Skirts

Black Sateen Skirts at $1.00, 1.25, 1.38,
Yal Lace
and 2*50 each.
trimmed Robe, Lace, St. Gall em- 2.00
Black Surah Skirts at $3.00 each.
broidery. Fine cluster tucks.
THIS

Satin-baby-ribbon galore.
An exquisite creation. The wise woman
at the Factory devised the score of little
secret goodnesses that are in this Robe,
but cannot be shown in a picture.
Big sleeves. Full sweep. Prize workmanship.
Also worth $2.25. Our price
$1.69

Ballentine, private secretary

Pennell

Grey

$3.25, 3.50, 4.00 each.

to
President Harris of the Maine State colthe city with friends. The
lege, is in
late Mr. Wm. A. Allen was her oousin.

Geo.

new

mer wear

Pearl buttons.

A. W. P. Cobb

party of New York capitalists, whi or
assignees of his estate will be bell:
at a Court ol Insolvency to be holden at Probati
have been examining tho Petit Manai
Court Boom, in said Portland, in said County o
property, passed through this city las S Cumberland,
on
the 6th
day of Apri
in the forenoon.
night on their return home. They wer A. D., 1890. at 10 o’clock
Given under my hand the date first aboy
accompanied to Petit Manan by Mr. I
C. L. BUCKNAM,
written.
C.
Deputy Sheriff, as Messenger of the Court o
Atkinson, the general agent of th
oompany.

line of Moreen Skirts for spring and sumincludes some good values that are well worth
seeing. We have all the new shades with Plain Ruffles,
Braided Ruffles, Umbrella Ruffles and Spanish Ruffles.
The

Big

sleeves.

Mr. Frank W. Stookmnn, who has boen
several weeks on a trip to
absent for
Florida, is expeoted home today.
Mrs.

A,_-_,<k

embroidery

strip separates

Full sweep 2 1-2

from frill.

Mrs. J. R. Webber,
Mrs. J. F. Hornes

Mrs. I. Goddard, Mrs.
and Mrs. C. S. Atwood.

| MOREEN SKIRTS. |

Cambric Broad roll-over Collar

J"" I NEST

Tuesday evening entertained a party of
Lewiston and
Auburn ladies
at the
dental rooms ot her husband, Dr. Fred
Howland. Those present from Lewiston

Mrs.

BROS.

of imported and Domestic
Corsets at Our Corset Dept.
‘•B. V.” Corsets at 50 cents
pair are tlie best on the
market.

Night Robe,

PERSONAL.,

a

The Ladies’ Veteran

the best for Portland, and
eminent Is
that both boards should be retained. He
closed with a high tribute to the fire de-

to climb

IT WAS WHO gave the touches of taste to these
Robes. Night Robes that the most exclusive Paris
Take this French
Manufacturer would be proud of.

SHENight

MST STYLES

RINES

three wise men at the Factory,9 and—as
man of the three was-a woman.

usual—the wisest

president—Albion Little.
Vioe President—B. O. Somerby.
Seoretary and Treasurer—E. W. Conley.
Executive Committee—Amml Whitney,
W. T. Kilborn, J. W. Peering, P. B.
Burnham, T. P. Shaw.

one

late hour the company broke up.
of the pleasantest evenings in
the history of Engine 3 was over.
At

and

rrrw-~

partment of Portland. Then he told
good story and sat down.
EX-ALDERMAN RANDALL

You Gan Always find the

Johnston, F. H. King, Geo. A.
and Auburn were Mrs. E. W. Russell,
Dow, F. R. Fay, E. C. Mitchell, 1. A.
and Chief Mrs. Cass Spear, Mrs. Win. H. Teague,
Howard Winslow
Burke,
Mrs. Charles T. Walker, Mrs. Clark,
Eldridge.

J. T.

H.

time is

were

NKW A D V EUTISKHENTS.

!j|

N1TW ADTEBTISKMEIfTS.

ADVERTISEMENTS.

|

Col.

The Ladies’Veteran Firemen’s Aid held
Grimmer, W. B. Trickoy and gowan, T. A. Burke, Leroy S. Sanborn, a large and enthusiastic meeting with
possibly others will represent the Port C. A. Strout, Dr. A. F. Thayer, Levi Mrs. Hugh Barker on Wednesday afterland Wheel club on the track the oorning S. Pennell, Wilford G. Chapman, Charles noon. Although the society has held but
H. Randall, A. E. Knights, S. M. Kel- five meetings, they have on their roll call
summer.
Mr. C. W. Eastman of this city Is per- sey, F. L. Oakes, C. F. Foye, Geo. A. fifty-nine names, and the promise in the
fecting a plan for the organization of a Dow, H. Q. Gay, Capt. C. E. Jordan, F. near future of memborssufficient to bring
be formed of the Catholic boys W. Emery, C. A. Barrett, Charles H.
club to
up the number to one hundred. After
of the city. The meeting for organisa- Ross,
Harry Williams, Levi L. Cum- the business was transacted musical selecrooms
editorial
tion will be held at the
mings, E. H. Sargent, Wm. F. Morse, tions, vocal and instrumental, were given
of the Catholic American, Wednesday, Andrew J. Cummings, Charles A. Hig- by some of the talented ladies of the Aid.
gins, J. M. Farnsworth, G. C. Jose, S. The afternoon ended with refreshments
April 8, fat 4.30 p. m.
The Maine Savings bank of this city J. Goud, A. F. Griffin, Waldo H. Perry, served by the hostess, Mrs. Barker. It
began yesterday to replace the two Isham Sylvanus Harmon, Geo. N. E. Kimball, was voted a royal good time by all, with
focks°which“have done duty the past 113 Louis Castelle, Samuel W. Joy, A. F. wishes for many more like it to follow.
years^on the outside of their double vault, Littlefield, J. J. Barbour, R. L. Baker,
Coburn Classical Institute.
with four Yale and Towne dial combi- S. H. Greer, S. F. Knight, A. D. Butler,
A reunion of the graduates and pupils
nation locks, simple in design, neat and W. H. Dugan
of the old Waterville Academy, WaterAfter justice was done the supper
eminently practical in workmanship,
ville Classical
Institute, and Coburn
durable in construction and direct and
CAPT. A. A. KNIGHT
Clasical Institute, will be held at the
positive in action.
to
order
and
introduced
rapped
Hotel Thorndike, Boston, Friday evenThe garrison at Fort Preble is expectALDERMAN THOMPSON
ing, April 17th, at 6 o’clock. All former
ing orders to change their station to Fort
as the first speaker.
He referred regret- pupils and teaohors, with their friends,
Adams, Newport, R. I.
Peaks island will probably have a fire fully to the absenoe of Mayor Baxter, are invited to be present.
Professor William Math'ews, LL. D.,
alarm system after May 1st. The idea and thon spoke iu high terms of Chief
move the bell tower and striker Eldridge and asked for him the oo-oper- one or the early pupils and teaohers, will
is to
from the foot of Pearl street to tho is- atlon of every member of the department. preside. Principal Frank W. Johnson,
A. M., Professor Edward S. Sheldon,
land.
ALDERMAN ILSLEY
Dr. Nathaniel Butler, Professor Asa L.
Chief Eldredge of the fire department disclaimed all idea of
making a speech,
and Honorable Lewellyn Powers,
Lane,
lost one of his handsome span of draft but said that he was
glad to be present.
will be present and respond to toasts.
horses yesterday. The animal was valued
ALDERMAN LEIGHTON
y tlie chief at $350.
Law Court Decisions.
Tonight is the opening of the danoing said it was a pleasure to be present and
Franklin County.
for beginners and assembly at then brightly referred to ^the faot that
sohool
at one time ho oame near being present
Thatcher Post hall. See ad.
Thomas W. Hammond vs. Phebe PhilTrinity Lodge, No. 64, K. of P., will officially, just missed being “Snowed” lips.
Rescript by Walton, J.—The plaintiff
confer the rank of Page at their regular under. But
worked for the defendant
during the
of 1895, and this is an action to
season
meeting this evening.
CHARLES A. STROUT
The derecover compensation for labor.
The first response made to the press
said that he thought that with so many fendant does not deny that she once owed
of the coastwise
missionary
report
present members of the city government the plaintiff for the labor sued for; but
work, under the care of Capt. H. J.
that by his order, she paid
present, the ex-members would not be she claims due him
to her daughter, or
the arnouut
Allen, this morning, came in the shape called
He told a good story inupon.
to her daughter’s husband, in part payof So, (name withheld), to be one of SC
a
stead of making
A
speech.
young ment for a horse which he had bought
to make up the $100 called foi. Another
The plaintiff denies that he
lawyer indulged in a spread-eagle flight of them.
persou is pledged for three shares more, of eloquence, got mixed, hesitated, got bought a horse of them,or either of them.
he contracted to buy a
He says that
provided the balanoe Is raised. The obexcited, and at last said to the court: horse of the
agreed to turn
ject is a very worthy one. The work is “If ycur honor will permit me to get liis wages indefendant,and
part payment for the horse,
conducted with great fidelity, hardship,
her
that
son-in-law
afterwards
and
back to earth again, I'll promise to never
claimed to own the
economy and perseverence. The present
horse, and came
so
Mr. Strout said it
fly
again.”
high
with an office and took him away, and
is
Otto

There

NEW

-----—;

thought

oredit on the members of the company
who
arranged the entire affair. The

Climinino’R

J. R. LIBBY.

said he had often
Dow
Conductor Smith, of the Portland Railof the old days, and sadly adthat his place in going to fires road Company, will leave today for Engmitted
land to visit his mother.
on the
was
diagirope, and he wondered
Two new oompositions for the piano by
how it was that the firemen tolerated the
Mrs. Henry Carmichael, of Malden, were
boys who, like himself, were ambitious
Miss Marian Weeks at the Rosof figuring as firemen. Col. Dow told played by
sini Club ooncert this week.
They are
story after story and fairly brought down
a serenade, and “Gonthe house. He said that a lawyer friend “Remembrance,"
dellied.’’
of his was making a speech in a counAs President Winslow of tho Board of
in
Patriot
worked
Henry’s
try town,and
Trade is in Boston, Seoretary Rioh wired
sayingi ‘‘Give mo liberty or give me
him yesterday and asked him to remain
an old fireman
At the close
death.”
and confer with the national
said: “I didn’t quite understand about over today
harbor committee
there to arrive, and
‘Give
me
said:
who
Mr.
that
Henry,
them to oontinuo their trip to Portliberty or give me death. Did he event- urgo
land.
ually get his divorce.”
Commander Leonard D. Carver of the
Col. Dow opposed the idea of a single
Maine department G. A. R., has appointboard. “The damage to a oity does not
come from the
co-operation of too many ed George H. Colby of this oity as an
on his staff.
of its citizens, but because too few are aide-de-camp
Mrs. Fred Howland of this city, on
Interested in its affairs.

points.

cards, dominos and various games.
At 9 o’clock the party proceeded to the
main room of the engine house where
three long tables wore resplendent with
good things in the line of edibles. The
supper was delioious and refleoted great

were

ohosen;

following

COL. FRED N. DOW

ceived by Chief Eldridge, Capt. Knight
and members of the company.
The first
part of the evening was spent in the
parlors of the engine oompany, where a
social hour was most pleasantly spent in

following gentlemen

Banquet and Fleets

Officers.

The Bramhall League held its annual
and pastmaster of the
dinner and eleotion of officers at its handa high
He
others.
paid
helping
last evening.
The foltribute to the late J. Henry Crockett and some club house
lowing gentlemen were present: Albion
said a good word for ex-Chief Bail.
Little, Samuel N. Campbell, Cherryfiold:
EX-ALDERMAN LITTLE,
E. B. Winslow, A. W. Bradbury, A. R.
so long identified with the fire oommlttee
Wright, Henry P. Cox, K. E. Holt, A.
)f the board, said he supposed that one
Whitney, W. H. Williams, L. V. Pkilto
return
of
a
)f the good thing
private brook,
George C. Shaw, N. M. Marshall,
ife was the fact that no more speeches
George W. York, C. W. T. Goding, C. G.
would be expected of him. He brightly
Allen, Thomas P. Shaw, R. A. Moioknowledgod that he was hardly used Clutchy, James E. Blabon, Geo. E.
still
feel
and
could
to being an outsider,
Whitney, N. vV. Allen. E. Tomlinson, J.
himself to be in touch with the depart- W.
Tabor, James J. Hamlen, B. C.
ment. Without in the slightest degree reSomerby, James G. Greensmitb, Geo. A.
secting on other candidates, he desired Moore, W. F. Kilborn, E. W. Conley, S.
the department on the M.
to congratulate
Bird, F. N. Dow, S. L. Larrabee.
dectlon of Chief Eldridge.
The
officers wore

ROYAL STYLE.

_

Annual

of

art

ENTERTAINED

LATTER

Its

Holds

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

LEAGUE

jood fellowship

Its Guests.

Anderson, Adams & CO.

Legal uotice.

8 and

So.

Company

For Engine

Owen, Moore & Co.
J. E. Libby.
Bines Bros.--2.
Larrabee’s White Store—2.
Eastman Bros. & Bancroft.
Atkinson Furnishing to.
T. F. Homsted.
Hooper, Sou & Leighton.
Messenger’s Notice.
W. X.. Card.

SRAM HALL

THE

City.
mar2dtJ
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Just one word
with you
this week.

g
g

|

PAINT.

$

o

We would like

6

to

supply

2
2

II.

HAY 2
2
A SON.

V

you. 6

II.

*

